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SYMBOLS AMD NOTATION 
a fuel concentration 
atmos atmospheric pressure 
A area 
B reaction rate constant (in Equation 49) 
c specific heat, cal/gn-°K 
C constant 
0^ molar constant pressure specific heat, BTU/lb-mole-°R 
d vessel diameter, cm 
p 
D diffusion coefficient, cm /sec 
exp exponential 
E internal energy (in Equations 54 and 62) 
E activation energy, kcal/gn-mole 
gc gravitational constant, @n mass-cm/gm force-sec 
2 G mass velocity, gn/cm -sec 
h_ heat of vaporization of water, BTU/lb 
%0 
H heat of reaction, cal/gn (in Equation 8) 
H enthalpy 
k thermal conductivity, cal/cm-sec-°K 
K constant (in Equations 1 and 2) 
K(T) equilibrium constant at temperature T (in 
Equation 6l) 
rate cf production of constituent i by chemical 
reaction, gm-mole of i/cm^-sec 
L lower limit composition, $ fuel (in Equation l) 
V 
heat transfer rate, cai/cm^-sec (in Equation 8) 
heat liberation, cal/cm^-sec (in Equation 76) 
mean molecular weight of gas mixture (in 
Equation 26) 
mass fraction, gjn/©n 
molecular weight 
number of lb-moles of CO^, H^O, .. 
number of gn-moles or lb-moles (as indicated) of 
constituent i 
pressure 
initial bomb pressure, p.s.i.a. (in Equation A-l) 
partial pressure of constituent i 
final bomb pressure, p.s.i.a. 
pressure 
"optical path thickness" for radiation 
heat transfer by conduction, cal/cm^-sec 
heat transfer at interface between reaction and 
post-reaction zones, cal/cm^-sec 
heat transfer from a small volume of products, 
cal/cm3-sec 
2 heat transfer from flame, cal/cm -sec 
gas constant 
number of carbon atoms in fuel (in Equations 55-58) 
flame speed, cm/sec 
arbitrary reference flame speed 
flame speed corresponding to the actual flame 
temperature, cm/sec 
vi 
S(Tf , ) flame speed corresponding to the adiabatic flame 
' ' temperature, cm/sec 
T temperature 
flame temperature 
T_p ^ adiabatic flame temperature 
V volume 
w rate of fuel consumption 
mole fraction of constituent i 
X reaction zone width 
v^ ^  diffusion velocity of constituent i, cm/sec 
V velocity, cm/sec (in Equations 4 and 9) 
V volume 
w rate of fuel consumption 
mole fraction of constituent i 
X reaction zone width 
a order of reaction 
heat of combustion at constant volume, cal/gm 
& H heat of reaction (in Equation 14) 
^ H heat of combustion at constant pressure, 
C HTU/lb-mole 
€ emissivity 
p density 
2 summation 
(T Stefan-Boltzma.nn constant 
Subscripts : 
ad. adiabatic 
vii 
adiab adiabatic 
air air 
avg average 
b burned 
cond conduction 
f conditions at flame front 
fuel fuel 
i initial 
in in 
m mean 
mean mean 
net net 
o initial condition 
out out 
pr product(s) 
re reactant(s) 
ref reference 
surr surroundings 
u unburned 
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INTRODUCTION 
Basic Concepts and Terminology 
A flammable mixture of gases is any mixture capable of propagating 
a flame away from an ignition source. In the most widely used con­
notation, it is implied that the propagation of the resulting flame 
front extends over an infinite distance. Thus if a flame front de­
veloped from the ignition of a certain mixture and this flame front 
were to travel only a short distance (perhaps a few feet) and then die 
out, the mixture would normally be classified as non-flammable. 
A flammable mixture consisting of fuel and oxidizer can be diluted 
with one of its components until no longer flammable. That is, if 
the proportion of fuel in the mixture is reduced, a limiting composi­
tion is reached which is non-flammable. This composition is referred 
to as the lower flammable limit, or simply, the lower limit. If the 
proportion of fuel were increased instead, another non-flammable compo­
sition would similarly be reached, viz. the upper limit. 
Either of these limits thus indicates a transition composition. 
A slight change of composition in one direction produces a flammable 
mixture, in the other direction, a non-flammable mixture. 
Previous investigators have not always used identical nomenclature 
in referring to these limits. Instead of flammable limit, one finds 
in the literature expressions such as limit of flammability, limit of 
inflammability, composition limit, explosion limit, explosive limit, 
dilution limit, propagation limit, and inflammation limit. These 
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terms are visually regarded as synonymous. 
A distinction has sometimes "been made between the terms flammable 
limit and explosion limit—the latter term implying the development 
of a high pressure upon combustion. Explosion limit has also sometimes 
been used to denote the temperature above which autoignition sets in. 
Another term, the ignition limit, appears in some of the older 
literature. Such a limit is referenced to ignition by some specific 
ignition source. The term flammable limit, on the other hand, implies 
a very strong ignition source. Thus the range of compositions between 
the ignition limits must always lie at or within the range between the 
flammable limits. 
In the discussions which follow, the term flammable limit (or 
simply, limit) has been used because of its conciseness and clarity 
of meaning. 
Factors Affecting the Limits 
Many experimental determinations of limit values have been made 
through the years. The majority of these have been made at atmospheric 
pressure and "roan" temperature. Examination of the literature readily 
shows that many of the limits from experimental work conducted under 
somewhat similar conditions vary quite widely in numerical value. Such 
variation in value is usually traceable to differences in experimental 
apparatus. 
One inherently expects that a flammable limit should be regarded 
as a physical property of a particular mixture and that such a limit 
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should be independent of experimental conditions. That the experi­
mentally determined values can show so much dependence on apparatus is 
thus at first thought somewhat disturbing. 
A flammable mixture having a composition near a limit can often 
be rendered non-flammable by a change in one or more of the conditions 
which define and describe the system under study. The more important 
factors which can cause such a change are: (l) temperature, (2) pres­
sure, (3) ignition source characteristics, (4) shape and size of the 
vessel containing the mixture, (5) direction of flame propagation, and 
(6) addition of a third gas as a diluent. 
The limits will in general widen with an increase in initial 
temperature (i.e. the lower limit will occur at a lower fuel percentage, 
the upper at a higher fuel percentage). Slight variations in "roam" 
temperature show no appreciable effect. 
Normal variations in atmospheric pressure similarly cause no 
noticeable changing of limit values. Large pressure changes can, how­
ever, greatly change the limits in certain cases. Many mixtures dis­
play a marked increase in the value of the upper limit as the initial 
mixture pressure is increased above atmospheric. Concurrently, the 
lower limit can be expected to decrease. Not all fuel-air mixtures so 
behave, however. Carbon monoxide-air and hydrogen-air mixtures, for 
example, show a narrowing of the limits at several atmospheres pressure. 
It appears that no common correlation between limit composition and 
the pressure exists which is valid for «n fuels. 
Reduction of initial pressure below atmospheric narrows the range 
k 
of flammability until a pressure is reached (usually on the order of 
50 to 100 mm. of mercury absolute pressure) where no mixture of a 
particular fuel-oxidant combination is f lemnable. (The limiting 
composition in this case is often referred to as the pressure limit of 
flammability or quenching limit. ) 
In order to truly determine a flammable limit (rather than an 
ignition limit), it is essential that a sufficiently strong ignition 
source be used. An ignition source can be regarded as "sufficiently 
strong" if a weakening of the source produces no change in the exper­
imental values of the limits. Not all sources possess similar char­
acteristics for initiating burning in a mixture. In same cases, for 
example, a small flame can produce inflammation in a mixture which is 
not ignitible by a spark. 
An investigator thus might be hampered by this requirement for a 
"sufficiently strong" source. In particular, the use of a gm»n flame 
as a source is physically impractical when making limit determinations 
at elevated pressures. Accordingly, when limit values are reported, 
mention is generally made of the nature of the ignition source. Thus 
limit determinations are generally made with the "best practical" as 
opposed to the "best" source. 
Previous experimental work has almost exclusively been carried 
out in either cylindrical tubes or in spheres. The diameter of such 
vessels is of interest. Many early experiments were conducted in 
cylindrical tubes of a few centimeters diameter. Later work was 
generally conducted in larger tubes. It was seen that as tube diameter 
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was Increased, frcm a centimeter or so up to several inches, the ob­
served range of flammability was widened. This observed widening is 
an indication of the cooling effect the walls can exert. Inasmuch as 
the propagation of flame depends on the transfer of heat from the 
burned gas to the adjacent uriburned gas, it is important that this 
wall cooling be held to a minimum so as not to affect the observed 
limits. A diameter of two inches or more is generally sufficient. 
An infinite tube length would be desirable in order to observe 
whether a flame did indeed propagate indefinitely away from the ignition 
source. This obviously is impractical. Previous investigators have 
successfully used either closed tubes about two feet in length or 
tubes of about five feet in length, open at one or both ends. The 
propagation of flame throughout the length of the tube has most often 
been used as an arbitrary indication that the criterion of propagation 
infinite in extent has been approximated. 
The experimentally observed range of flammability is generally 
wider for upward propagation of flame than for downward propagation. 
In essence, an upward traveling flame is aided by the convection 
currents set up by the hot combustion products. 
Should then a borderline mixture which will propagate flame upward 
but not downward be properly regarded as flanmable? Many previous 
investigators have considered such a mixture as non-flammable. Yet 
one's inherent feel for the phenomenon of burning surely dictates other­
wise. In recent years, experimental determinations have largely been 
conducted using upward propagation. This procedure, since it produces 
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the widest limits, is more satisfactory from a safety standpoint. 
As one adds an inert gas to a fuel-air mixture, the limits are 
caused to narrow. This is simply a diluting effect. If a fuel-air 
mixture is just inside the limit, addition of a small amount of a 
diluent causes the temperature of the products to be lower than before. 
This lowering of temperature accordingly reduces the heat transfer to 
the unbvimed gas and can preclude the formation of a propagating wave. 
Discussions of these factors affecting the limits can be found in 
greater detail in the literature (l-4). 
Object of the Investigation 
A thorough knowledge of the flammable limits of common- combustible 
gases in air is of fundamental practical importance. In general, these 
limits have been fairly well established for the lower paraffin hydro­
carbons at and below atmospheric pressure. 
The effect of pressures greater than atmospheric is, however, open 
to question. The most recent overall compilation of data on flammable 
limits is that presented by Coward and Jones (l). Fran their work, one 
may note, in particular, the upper limits for propane and air which (at 
two representative points) are given as 12$ ($ by volume, propane in 
air) at 8 atmospheres and lf$> at 12 atmospheres. Based on the results 
of a later study, Kennedy et al. (5) reported the values 25.5# and 30$ 
at these two respective pressures. This raised the question as to 
whether the limits as noted in reference 1 for other paraffins might 
not also be wider than first reported. 
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It was further noted that not all of the lower paraffins had been 
fully investigated at elevated pressures. In cases where more than one 
study had been conducted for a given fuel, it was found that the ob­
served limits often differed significantly. 
Attempts to correlate observed limits with basic physicochemical 
data or fluid parameters have been generally unsuccessful. Previous 
investigators have attempted correlation against such parameters as 
specific heat, thermal conductivity, heat of reaction, rate of reaction, 
ignition energy, and rate of flame propagation. A further attempt at 
correlation based on new data was felt to be warranted. It must be 
specifically noted that the prime hindrance to successful correlation 
is the fact that no universally accepted (or universally applicable) 
theory of flame propagation has yet been developed. 
A two-fold objective for this present investigation thus evolve< 
First, determination of limit values (both lower and upper) for gas-
phase fuel-air systems for the paraffins methane through heptane were 
to be made over a pressure range from atmospheric to 400 pounds per 
square inch absolute. Second, an attempt was to be made to correlate 
and/or explain the results with respect to their relation to theoretical 
considerations. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
An article in the July 17, 1852, issue of Scientific American con­
tained a reflection on the state of combustion knowledge : 
"It is our opinion that more discoveries will yet be made 
respecting flame and light...we are in the dark, yet, re­
specting one of the most canmon and simple chemical phenomena. " 
(6, p. 5^9) 
The introduction to a 1954 article by Belles and Simon (7, p. 1010) 
noted: 
"The accelerated pace of combustion research in recent 
years has produced a large amount of data on the so-called 
fundamental properties of combustion. The interpretation 
of these results, however, has been made more difficult by 
their very quantity and by the fact that...there has been little 
understanding of the possible relations of the combustion 
phenomena to one another. This difficulty is quite apart 
from the basic one—that, owing to lack of knowledge of the 
most intimate, molecular-scale processes of combustion, no 
universally applicable theory of combustion has as yet 
appeared." 
One might muse on whether any progress has been made in these past 
hundred-odd years. Even the most cynical observer must surely make the 
a priori presumption that some good has been accomplished. The chro­
nology, as developed in this chapter, should verify that this is indeed 
the case. 
An abundance of varied literature on the general topic of flammable 
limits is indeed available. Many of the early attempts to theoretically 
explain flammable limits were referenced to a single basic physical 
characteristic of the system. As knowledge increased, emphasis became 
more specifically focused on the overall study of the propagation of 
the flame, typically, any one investigator's work served to uncover 
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the need for more study. 
In the sections which follow, the literature which was reviewed 
has been catagorized arbitrarily. First, a brief summary of the early 
historical background pertinent to flammable limits is discussed. 
In succeeding sections, values of the limits at atmospheric 
pressure and at pressures greater than atmospheric are presented. In­
cluded are brief descriptions of the experimental apparatus used by 
certain of these investigators to determine the limit values. Certain 
correlations and observations concerning the variation of limits at 
elevated pressures as observed by previous investigators are noted. 
Additional correlations concerning flammable limits in general are next 
presented. These are representative of what one might choose to call 
the earlier phase of correlation attempts. 
As more became known about flame propagation phenomena, the 
emphasis in flammable limit studies shifted to attempts to tie in the 
limits with certain characteristics of the propagating flame front. 
This change in emphasis became most pronounced during the mid-1940's. 
These efforts have, in general, shown promise but results thus far have 
not won wholesale acceptance. 
Thus, flame propagation theories and their development are dis­
cussed in the last section. The three basic approaches to the problem 
of theoretically describing and defining the propagating combustion 
wave are outlined. These approaches are designated in the most-wide lo­
used nomenclature, viz. thermal, theories, diffusion theories, and 
comprehensive theories. 
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Historical Background 
The first recorded determinations of flammable limits were those 
of Sir Humphry Davy at the Royal Institution in London in l8l6 (8-ll). 
His initial studies on firedamp"*" had been prompted by a coal-mine 
explosion two years earlier. Reporting on his studies, Davy noted: 
"I made several experiments on the combustibility and 
explosive nature of the fire-damp. When 1 part of fire-damp 
was mixed with 1 of air, they burnt by the approach of a 
lighted taper, but did not explode; 2 of air and 3 of air 
to 1 of gas produced similar results. When 4 of air and 1 
of gas were exposed to a lighted candle, the mixture being 
in the quantity of 6 or 7 cubical inches in a narrow-necked 
bottle, a flame descended through the mixture, but there 
was no noise: 1 part of gas inflamed with 6 parts of air in 
a similar bottle, produced a slight whistling sound: 1 part 
of gas with 8 parts of air, rather a louder sound: 1 part 
with 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 parts, still inflamed, but the 
violence of combustion diminished. In 1 part of gas and 15 
parts of air, the candle burnt without explosion with a 
greatly enlarged flame; and the effect of enlarging the 
flame, but in a gradually diminished ratio, was produced as 
far as 30 parts of air to 1 of gas." 
"I found that a common electrical spark would not 
explode 5 parts of air and 1 of fire-damp, though it 
exploded 6 parts of air and 1 of damp: but very strong 
sparks from the discharge of a Leyden jar, seemed to have 
the same power of exploding different mixtures of the gas 
as the flame of the taper." (10, p. 24, 25) 
These observations made by Davy have thus been taken to indicate a 
lower limit of between 6.2 and 6.7% and an upper limit of either 14.3 
to 16.7$ or 20 to 25$ (12). 
^Firedamp was (and still is) the common name used to denote that 
combustible gas mixture (primarily methane) found physically trapped 
within coal deposits—it was described by Davy as "4 proportions of 
hydrogen in weight 4, and 1 proportion of charcoal in weight 11.5" 
(10, p. 24). Subsequent work by others has often displayed synonymous 
usage of the terms methane and firedamp. 
As a result of his work, two important conclusions were reached: 
(l) that a given inflammable gas has certain definable limits of 
flammability when mixed with air, and (2) that there are differences 
between the ignitibilities of such explosive mixtures of various in­
flammable gases with air (ll). 
Davy reasoned that a definite elevated temperature was required 
in order to inflame a given gaseous fuel-air mixture—that after initial 
inflammation, heat must be passed on from one layer of gas to another 
or else there could be no propagation of flame throughout the mixture. 
Davy continued his researches. During l8l6 and 1817, he studied 
the effect of carbon dioxide acting as a diluent in a methane-air 
mixture. He observed that successive increasing of the percentage of 
carbon dioxide in a mixture narrowed both limits—he perceived that 
the carbon dioxide was serving to reduce the flame temperature and that 
this effect was causing the limits to be narrowed (13)• 
Bunsen, first in 1857 (l4), then in 1877 (15), reported on his 
efforts to calculate ignition temperatures based on observed flanmable 
limits. He was the first to report such an attempt. Upon a review 
of Bunsen's work, Coward and Jones (l, p. ll) noted: 
"He assumed that the heat produced by the combustion 
of one layer (already heated, before burning, to its 
ignition temperature) was transmitted to the neighboring 
unburned layer, which was inflamed if the heat thus trans­
mitted sufficed to raise it to its ignition temperature. 
The reverse procedure—calculating dilution limits frcm 
the ignition temperatures determined independently—has 
often been attempted, but the results shew only that there 
is no simple relation between limits and ignition temper­
atures .11 
In 1875, Mallard (l6) attempted to calculate the limit compositions 
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by extrapolating to zero"*" those flame speeds observed for mixtures 
slightly within the flammable range. Little success was attained. 
Coquillon (17), in 1876, reported that he had determined the 
flammable limits for firedamp-air mixtures. His studies were con­
ducted in a closed vessel; ignition was by electric spark. He placed 
the lower limit at 5.8$; this was somewhat lower than the value given 
by Davy earlier. 
In 1898, Le Chatelier and Boudouard (18, 19) determined the lower 
limits (downward propagation) for thirty-one gases. This work was the 
most extensive undertaken to that date and constituted the only in­
formation on many of the gases that was to be available for several 
decades hence. 
The preceding chronology has by no means been intended as complete. 
Only those deemed particularly worthy of note have been discussed. 
Attention is invited to the further discussion given by Coward and 
Brinsley (12). 
Values of the Flammable Limits at Atmospheric Pressure 
Flammable limits at atmospheric pressure as detennined in previous 
studies were of interest primarily as comparison values—not only for 
comparison against subsequent values at higher pressures but also 
against each other. When results of these earlier studies are com­
pared one notes specifically how factors such as vessel size and 
^Recent work has since shown that flame speeds near the limits are 
not near-zero, but are instead on the order of several centimeters per 
second. 
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direction of propagation affect the values. 
No attempt has been made to list every value frcm the literature 
(as it was felt no useful purpose would thereby be served). Instead 
a representative selection of accepted values has been tabulated. These 
are presented in Tables 1 through 10 which follow. Within each table, 
limits have been listed sequentially by successively lesser vessel 
diameters. The very excellent compilation of values given by Coward 
and Jones (l) has served as the primary source—supplementary values 
were selected frcm certain other references when it was felt they would 
be of specific interest. Within the tables, those references which 
bear the designation l/xx refer to values taken from reference 1—the 
xx denotes the original reference number as cited in reference 1. 
Comprehensive listings of limit values were also given by Bone 
and Townend (ll) in 1927, by Coward and Jones (3) in 1928, and by Lewis 
and von Elbe (20) in 1938. Each of these references also contained an 
exhaustive bibliography. The work by Coward and Jones, in particular, 
represented the most extensive listing of limit values to be found at 
the time. Their work, under the sponsorship of the U. S. Bureau of 
Mines, emphasized how greatly the previously reported values differed 
due both to non-uniformity in experimental equipment and also to the 
varying criteria for flammability that had been used. 
Values of the Limits at Pressures Greater than Atmospheric 
A chronological compendium covering previous experimental studies 
was felt to be of interest in that it should serve to trace the 
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Table 1. Flammable limits for methane-air mixtures, upward, propagation 
Test apparatus 
description Vessel size 
(cylinder Lower Upper 
unless noted) diameter Ccm] length fcnfl limit limit Reference 
long square 
duct 
'large" 5.3 14 1 
30.5 183 5.6 13.87 12 
25.4 214 5.32 1/68 
10.2 96 5.00 15.00 1/142 
7.5 150 5.35 14.85 1/356 
6.2 33 5.45 13.5 V95 
6.0 200 5.40 14.8 1/33 
5-3 150 5.26 14.3 21 
5.3 150 5.26 22 
5.1 5.26 23 
5.0 150 15.11 1/277 
5.0 
0
 
H
 5.40 14.25 1/356 
5.0 l80 5.24 14.02 1/69 
5.0 l80 5.33 13.80 1/69 
5 5.3 14.3 21 
4.7 100 5.3 14.3 1/260 
4.0 100 5.5 14.1 1/210 
2.7 5.28 1/225 
2.5 150 5.5 1/271 
2.5 150 5.80 13.20 3/356 
2.25 150 5.48 l/llO 
5-3 1/63 
5.0 24 
4.9 15.2 1/45 
15 
Table 2. Flammable limits for methane 
propagation 
•air mixtures, horizontal 
Test apparatus 
description 
(cylinder 
unless noted) 
Vessel size 
diameter CcnO length fern] 
Lower 
limit 
Upper 
limit Reference 
long square 30.5 185 5.55 12 
duct 
25.4 214 5.42 14.03 1/68 
7-5 150 5.40 13.95 1/356 
6 . 0  200 5.4 14.3 V33 
5.0 
0
 
H
 5.65 13.95 1/356 
5.0 50 5.39 14.28 I/277 
4.0 100 5.6 13-9 1/210 
2.7 5.64 1/225 
2.5 150 5.85 13.5 1/271 
2.5 150 6.20 12.90 1/356 
2.25 125 6.04 1/110 
2.0 40 5.59 13.31 25 
0.90 300 7.8 11.6 1/276 
0.8l 500 8.3 10.9 1/276 
0.72 500 8.4 10.6 1/276 
0.56 500 8.4 10.6 1/276 
0.45 500 9-95-- 9-95 1/276 
O.36 500 (no propagation 1/276 
observed at any 
composition) 
Table 3» Flammable limits for methane-air mixtures, radial and downward propagation 
Test apparatus 
description 
(cylinder 
Vessel size Flame 
propagation Lower Upper 
direction limit limit Reference Gemment 
closed sphere 7.62 cm diam. 5.6 14.3 26 
closed sphere, 
2500 cc. 
radial 5-7 1/267 ignited at 
closed sphere, 
2000 cc. 
radial 5.6 14.8 1/32,33 ignited at 
closed sphere, 
100 cc. 
5-5 14.0 1/46 ignited at 
sphere 
closed sphere, 
35 cc. 
• 6.0 12.6 1/297 ignited at 
sphere 
closed sphere, 
35 cc. 
5.9 13.I 1/297 ignited at 
sphere 
small closed 
sphere 
radial 5.0 14 l ignited at 
of sphere 
long square duct side, 
3O.5 cm I83 down 5.75 13.6 1/45 
8.0 37 down 5.9 12.9 1/324 
7.5 150 down 5.95 13.35 1/356 
6.2 33 down 6.3 1/95 
Table 3* (continued) 
Test apparatus 
description 
(cylinder 
unless noted) 
Vessel 
diameter fcml 
size 
length fern) 
Flame 
propagation 
direction 
Lower 
limit 
Upper 
limit Reference Comments 
6.1 120 down 6.1 13.0 1/325 
6.0 200 down 6.0 13.4 1/33 
5-0 50 down 5.80 13.38 1/277 
5.0 150 down 6.12 13.25 1/356 
5.0 125 down 5.85 V70 
4.0 100 down 6.1 13.3 1/210 
2.7 down 5.84 1/225 
2.5 150 down 6.1 I/27I 
2.5 150 down 6.30 12.80 1/356 
2.25 125 down 6.41 1/110 
2.2 down 5.6 13.6 1/341 
2 18 down 6.00 13.00 27 
1.9 40 down 6.1 12.8 1/95 
1.9 40 down 6.15 12.0 I/323 
0.815 down 6.25 1/225 
0.515 down 7.03 1/225 
Table 4. Effect of temperature on observed methane-air limits 
Temperature, 
Vessel No. 1 
Upper 
limit 
Vessel No. 2 
Lower Upper 
limit limit 
Vessel No. 3 
Lower Upper 
limit limit 
Vessel No. 4 Vessel No. 5É 
Lower Lower 
limit limit 
17-3 
20 
25 
50 
100 
150 
175 
12.7 6.30 12.9 
6.00 13.40 5.80 5.46 to 5*66 
13.3 
6.20 
5-95 13.7 5.45 13.50 
5-75 14.1 5.20 13.60 
5-25 
^"Cylindrical tube ; 1.8 cm. diameter, 150 cm. length, downward flame propagation. Values taken 
from reference 28. 
^Cylindrical tube; 2.5 cm. diameter, 150 cm. length, downward flame propagation. Values taken 
frcm reference 28. 
cCylindrical tube; dimensions not stated. Downward flame propagation. Values taken from 
reference 27. 
^Cylindrical tube; dimensions not stated. Flame propagation believed to be downward. Values 
taken frcm reference 29. 
"Hempel bulb, 100 cc. Downward flame propagation. Values taken frcm reference 30. 
Table 4. (continued) 
Vessel No. 4 
Lower 
limit 
Temperature, 
Vessel No. 1 
Upper 
limit 
Vessel No. 2 
Lower Upper 
limit limit 
Vessel No. 3 
Lower Upper 
limit limit 
Vessel No. 5 
Lower 
limit 
200 
237 
250 
300 
312 
350 
400 
450 
500 
555 
600 
690 
700 
750 
800 
14.1 
15.0 
15.8 
5.50 14.6 5.05 13.85 
5.30 
5.10 
4.90 
4.80 
4.55 
15.5 
16.6 
4.60 
4.40 
4.15 
4.00 
3.65 
3.25 
3.25 
i4.oo 
14.25 
14.70 
15.35 
16.40 
18.75 
23.60 
29.OO 
4.75 
4.30 
3.40 
3.00 
4.98 to 5.15 
4.75 to 4.88 
4.47 to 4.55 
3.75 to 4.00 
Table 5* Flammable limits for ethane-air mixtures 
Test apparatus 
description 
(cylinder 
unless noted) 
Vessel size 
diameter [era] length Çcml 
Flame 
propagation 
direction 
small closed 
sphere 
large closed 
sphere 
'large' 
7-5 
5-7 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
4 
4 
7.5 
5.0 
2.5 
150 
122 
150 
80 
80 
150 
150 
150 
up 
up 
up 
up 
up 
up 
up 
up 
up 
horizontal 
horizontal 
horizontal 
radial 
radial 
Lower Upper 
limit 11m1t Reference 
3.0 
3.12 
2.9 
3.15 
3.22 
3.1 
2.90 
2.85 
2.75 
3.15 
3.22 
3.3 
3.4 
12.5 
14.95 
14.8 
12.45 
12.5 
12.50 
13.10 
13.90 
12.85 
11.75 
10.6 
15 
10.7 
1 
1/356 
24 
1/356 
1/74 
l/l46 
1/138 
31 
31 
1/356 
1/356 
1/271 
1 
1/350 
Table 5• (continued) 
Test apparatus 
description 
(cylinder 
unless noted) 
Vessel size 
diameter fcm^ length fcml 
Flame 
propagation 
direction 
Lower 
limit 
Upper 
limit Reference 
4000 cc. closed 
sphere 
2000 cc. closed 
sphere 
7-5 150 
radial 
radial 
down 
3.1 
3-1 
3.26 10.15 
V 35 
8 
1/356 
5.0 150 down 3.32 10.0 1/356 
2.5 40 down 3.15 9.85 1/277 
4o down 3.13 • 9.85 25 
1.9 40 down 4.05 9.55 1/323 
Table 6. Flammable limits for propane-air mixtures 
Test apparatus 
description 
(cylinder 
unless noted) 
Vessel size Flame 
diameter fcnfl length fcml 
propagation 
direction 
Lower 
limit 
Upper 
limit Referenc 
"large" up 2.2 9-5 1 
5.7 122 up 2.1 24 
5.0 up 2.37 9.50 1/74 
5.0 up 2.15 9.05 1/170 
4 80 up 2.4 9.5 31 
4 80 up 2.3 11.35 31 
1,6 to 6.6 on 120 up 2.1 32 
different runs (approx.) 
up 2.12 1/286 
2.5 150 up 2.4 7.3 1/271 
2.3 7.3 1/271 large closed 
sphere 
2000 cc. 
sphere 
closed 
2.0 40 down 
2.17 
2.40 6.69 
8 
1/277 
Table 7. Flammable limits for butane-air mixtures 
Test apparatus 
description 
(cylinder 
unless noted) 
Vessel 
diameter Ccm] 
size 
length ("cm] 
Flame 
propagation 
direction 
Lower 
Unit 
Upper 
limit Reference 
"large" up 1.9 8.5 1 
5-3 150 up 1.93 9-05 21 
5-3 150 up 1-93 22 
5.0 up 1.86 8.41 1/74 
5.0 up 1.85 8.10 1/170 
4 80 up 
up 
1.8 
1.69 
8.35 31 
1/286 
4 80 up 1.60 9.0 31 
2.5 150 horizontal 1-9 6.5 1/2 
large closed 
sphere 
radial 1.6 5-7 1/271 
2000 cc. closed 
sphere 
radial 1.65 I/32 
2.2 down 2.2 7.4 1/341 
2 40 down 1.92 5.50 25 
Table 8. Flammable limits for pentane-air mixtures 
Test apparatus 
description 
(cylinder 
unless noted) 
Vessel 
diameter fcrnl 
size 
length fcrnl 
Flame 
propagation 
direction 
Lower 
Hm1+. 
Upper 
limit Reference Comment 
"large" up 1.5 7-8 1 
7-5 150 up 1.42 8.0 1/356 
5.7 122 up 1.4 24 
5-3 150 up 1.62t.01 22 
5.0 150 up 1.43 8.0 1/356 
5.0 up 1.42 7.80 1/138 
up 1.40 7.80 1/356 
4 80 up I.25 8.20 31 
horizontal horizontal 1.4 8.3 33 
"nozzle" 
7.5 150 horizontal 1.44 7.45 I/356 
5.0 150 horizontal 1.46 6.70 1/356 
2.5 150 horizontal 1.6 5-4 1/271 
large globe radial 1.4 4.5 1/271 
2 liter globe radial 1.37 8 
Table 8. (continued) 
Test apparatus 
description 
(cylinder 
unless noted) 
Vessel 
diameter fcrnl 
size 
length fcrnl 
Flame 
propagation 
direction 
Lower 
Hm1t 
Upper 
limit Reference Comment 
14.5 liter 
globe 
radial 1.2 1/95 
2 liter bottle 1.1 1/220 
7-5 150 down 1.44 4.64 1/356 
6.2 33 down 1-3 1/95 
5.0 150 down 1.49 4.56 1/356 
5.0 65 down 1.43 4.6 1/316 
5.0 65 down I.50 4.75 1/23 
2.0 40 down 1-75 4.68 1/277 
1.9 40 down 2.4 4.9 V95 
2.5 150 down 1-53 4.5 28 initial temp., 
2.5 150 down 1.44 4.75 28 initial temp., 
100°C 
2-5 150 down 1.34 5-05 28 initial temp., 
200°C 
2.5 150 down 1.22 5.35 28 initial temp., 
400 C 
Table 9« Flammable "limits for hexane-air mixtures ; cylindrical vessels 
Vessel 
diameter [cm] 
size 
length Tern] 
Flame 
propagation 
direction 
Lower 
limit 
Upper 
limit Reference Comment 
"large" up 1.2 7.5 1 
10.2 up 1.45 5.70 1/38 
5-7 122 up 1.2 24 
5-3 150 up 1.46 22 
5 up 1.27 6.90 1/149,150 
up 1.25 6.90 1/139 
5 up 11 7.40 1/138 
4.8 up 1.45 7.50 1/38 
6 down 1.2 3.6 1/325 
5-7 up 1.26 24 initial temp. , 26°C 
5-7 up 1.22 24 initial temp. ,100°C 
5-7 up 1.18 24 initial temp. ,150°C 
5.7 up 1.135 24 initial temp. ,200°C 
Table 10. Flammable limits for heptane-air mixtures 
Test apparatus 
description Vessel size Flame 
(cylinder propagation Lower Upper 
unless noted) diameter Fcrnl length Tcml direction limit limit Reference Comment 
"large" up 1.2 6. 7 1 
5.7 122 up 1.0 24 
5-3 150 up 1.261.01 22 
5.08 up 1.10 6. 70 1/138 
(vessel descrip­
tion not given) 
"small sphere" 
up 
radial 
1.00 
1.1 
6. 00 1/101,253 
1 
2 liter bottle down 1.1 1/221 
5-7 122 up 1.05 24 initial temp. , 26°C 
5.7 122 up 1.02 24 initial temp. ,100°C 
5-7 122 up 0.99 24 initial temp. ,150°C 
5-7 122 up 0.95 24 initial temp. ,200°C 
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development of the subject. It is unfortunate that the majority of the 
earlier investigators did not see fit to include in their articles some 
comment as to how they viewed the general subject of limits and/or 
precisely just what their own reactions were to their observed data. 
Seemingly, very few attempts at data correlation were made (or perhaps 
very few correlation attempts were successful!). By and large, they 
simply reported their data and nothing more. 
In the pages which immediately follow, the chronology is developed. 
All experimental values for methane-air mixtures have been listed to­
gether in Tables 11 and 12. For the remaining fuels through hexane, 
succeeding tables have been presented which are arbitrarily classified 
per the appropriate investigation. No literature values for heptane-
air mixtures appear to exist. All experimental limit values presented 
in this chapter have also been plotted in the later chapter entitled 
"Results" in order to permit comparison against the experimental de­
terminations made in this present investigation. 
In 1914, Terres and Plenz ($4) studied the effect of pressure on 
the limits for methane-air, carbon monoxide-air, and hydrogen-air 
mixtures. Experiments were conducted in an iron cylinder 8 centimeters 
in diameter, 37 centimeters in length. Ignition was by electric spark 
at a point 4 centimeters frcm the top of the cylinder on the axial 
centerline. Propagation was downward. 
Terres and Plenz found that the flammable ranges for carbon 
monoxide-air and hydrogen-air systems were narrowed at both the high 
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and low ends upon increasing the initial pressure frcm 1 to 10 atmos­
pheres. For methane-air mixtures, both the lower and upper limits 
occurred at higher fuel percentages than before, but the net effect was 
a widening of the flamnable range due to the more pronounced pressure 
effect at the upper limit. 
Table 11. Lower limit methane-air compositions at elevated pressures 
Initial Limit values reported by... 
pressure Terres and Mason and Berl and Bone et al. 
fatmospheres] Plenz (34) Wheeler (27) Werner (35) (26, 3^T" 
l.o 6.00 6.00 6.6 5.6 
1.64 6.05 
2.0 6.15 
3.0 6.23 
3-82 6.20 
4.40 6.25 
5.0 6.41 5.7 
6.0 6.4l 
6.1 6.40 
7.0 6.44 
10.0 6.58 6.0 
21 7.5 
30 5.9 
40 5.4 
50 5.7 
400 5.2 
Table 12. Upper limit methane-air compositions at elevated pressures 
Initial Limit values reported by... 
pressure Terres and Mason and Payman and Berl and Bone et al. Chappuis and 
[atmospheres] Plenz (34) Wheeler (27) Wheeler (25) Werner (35) (26, 36T" Pignot (37) 
1.0 12.98 13.00 13.31 12.7 14.3 10.65 
1.64 13.15 
2.50 14.25 
2.76 13.35 
3.0 13.35 
3.82 13.60 
4.20 15.02 
4.93 13.80 
5 16.4 
5.62 15.75 
5-8 12.00 
6.0 13.65 
6.1 14.05 
6.45 16.12 
Table 12. (continued) 
Initial Limit values reported by... 
pressure Terres and Mason and Payman and Berl and Bone et al. Chappuis and 
[atmospheres] Plenz (34) Wheeler (27) Wheeler (25) Werner (55) (26. 5tTT" Pignot (37) 
9.0 15.98 
9.7 12.45 
10 17.1 
16.5 15.85 
21 12.0 
25.2 18.85 
50 24.6 
45.6 20.45 
47.5 21.50 
50 29.O 
55.3 24.25 
125 45.5 
400 46.0 
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Whether combustion had taken place throughout the mixture was 
adjudged by analyzing gas composition after firing. These investigators 
observed that certain compositions existed near the lower limit which 
would allow propagation throughout only a portion of the length of the 
tube. For example, for a 6.41/6 methane-air mixture, the percentages 
methane consumed were 100, 98, 50, 30, and 12 for respective initial 
pressures of 5, 6, 7> 8, and 10 atmospheres. For upper limit mixtures, 
either the flame propagated throughout the entire length or not at all. 
Burrell and Robertson (30) reported results of studies on methane 
in 1916. Although their work was conducted primarily at or below 
atmospheric pressure, they did note that increasing the initial pressure 
up to five atmospheres had no effect in changing the low limit [sic] 
of complete propagation. 
Mason and Wheeler (27), in 1919> studied methane-air mixtures 
over a portion of the pressure range considered by Terres and Plenz. 
Experiments were carried out in a "tube of stout glass" which was 2 
centimeters in diameter and 18 centimeters long. The tube was vertical­
ly oriented with propagation downward. Ignition was by coil discharge 
producing a spark across a 4 millimeter gap between two platinum 
electrodes. Visual observation at a point near the bottom of the tube 
was made to determine whether the flame had traveled away frcm the 
source. 
Results, in general, confirmed those of Terres and Plenz. It is 
noteworthy that Mason and Wheeler did observe upper limit mixtures 
which would propagate only partly down the tube length, whereas Terres 
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and Plenz stated that either the flame was propagated the full length 
of the tube or not at all. This, according to Mason and Wheeler, was 
taken as an indication that an ignition source of insufficient strength 
might have been used in the earlier work. 
Additional, experiments on carbon monoxide-air and hydrogen-air 
mixtures once again showed the narrowing of the flammable range at 
successively higher pressures. 
Mason and Wheeler (27, p. 54, 55) noted their results as "difficult 
to explain." They commented further: 
"Frcm the law of mass action, we anticipated that in­
creased pressure, if it had any appreciable effect after 
atmospheric pressure had been passed, would widen the 
limits on both sides. If the widening of the upper limit 
be explained by mass action, what is the reason for the 
narrowing of the lower limit?" 
"It may be, therefore, ... that the loss of heat frcm 
a gas at hi$2 pressure is due to a greater extent to con­
vection than to conduction, and increases with the pressure. 
According to this explanation, the upper limit should also 
be narrowed, and when hydrogen or carbon monoxide is the 
combustible gas this is so. What must be regarded as the 
abnormal behaviour of mixtures of methane and air under 
pressure at the upper limit requires further study.11 
In 1923, Payman and Wheeler (25) reported studies on the lower 
paraffins through pentane. Methane-air studies were conducted in a 
2 centimeter diameter tube with horizontal propagation (no further 
description given). They noted lower limit values simply as between 
5.56 and 5.6256 for the pressure range 1 to 6.4 atmospheres. Upper 
limit values were as listed in Table 12--it is seen that their values 
were considerably higher than those reported earlier. 
A 2 centimeter diameter, 40 centimeter long tube was used for the 
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remaining fuels. Propagation was downward. Results were as given in 
Table 13. Their experiments showed the lower limit at first decreased, 
then increased as the higher pressures were considered. 
A closing remark in this article by Payman and Wheeler concerned 
a possible explanation of the results: 
"The shifting of the range of inflammability as the 
initial pressure is increased would seem to indicate that 
the 'flame-temperature,' or, possibly, the lowest temper­
ature at which flame begins to propagate, approaches a 
constant value over the whole range of mixtures as the 
initial pressure is Increased. The shifting of the range 
of inflammability is in the direction one would expect if 
this reasoning is correct, not only with methane, but 
also with the other paraffin hydrocarbons." (25, p. 430) 
Berl et al. (35, 38) determined the limits for methane-air systems 
at 1, 21, and 400 atmospheres. Their values, first reported in March 
1927, were obtained by use of an "explosion bomb" made of chrcme-nickel. 
Dimensions of their bomb were not given but the bomb appeared to be 
essentially a right cylinder about 3 inches in size. Downward propaga­
tion was used. After firing, a gas analysis was made by optical 
interferometer to determine whether combustion had occurred throughout 
the vessel. 
No studies prior to this had been made at pressures as high as 
these. The upper limit at 21 atmospheres was lower than one would have 
expected based on results from earlier work (25, 27, 34). No one, 
however, at that time was in a position to either verify or dispute the 
value at 400 atmospheres. 
Bone et al. (26, 36) first reported results for methane-air mix­
tures in November 1927. They utilized any of three similar bombs. 
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Table 13. Limits as reported by Payman and Wheeler (25) 
Fuel 
Ethane 
Propane 
Butane 
Pentane 
Initial pressure 
[atmospheres] Lower limit Upper lii 
1.00 3.13 9.85 
5.63 3.22 11.16 
1.00 2.40 
1.24 2.36 
3.45 2.36 
4.4? 2.40 
5.62 2.44 
1.00 6.69 
Î.74 6.88 
3.03 7.03 
3.51 7.12 
4.95 7.35 
6.24 7.49 
1.00 1.92 
1.27 1.89 
1.88 1.86 
3.24 1.86 
4.55 1.89 
5.70 1.92 
1.00 5-50 
1.47 5.54 
2.36 5.65 
3.38 5.75 
4.67 5.87 
5.77 6.00 
1.00 1.75 4.68 
1.68 1.68 
2.16 1.61 
2.36 1.59 4.91 
2.70 1.59 
3.66 5.12 
4.95 1.61 5.32 
5-55 5-42 
5.64 1.68 
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Each was a 3 inch diameter sphere with either central or side ignition. 
Fusion of a short length of platinum wire served as the ignition source. 
Propagation was essentially horizontal. The rise in pressure within 
the bomb upon firing was indicated by a recording manometer. After a 
successful firing, the products were chemically analyzed. The criterion 
used to denote complete flame propagation was the total consumption of 
that component, fuel or air, which was initially deficient in the 
mixture. 
In 1929, Chappuis and Pignot (37) reported on their upper limit 
studies on methane-air systems. Metal tubes of 3 and 5 millimeter 
diameter were used; propagation was downward. Their values agreed in 
general with those reported earlier. 
In 1939; Hsieh and Townend (39) and Townend and Maccormae (4o) re­
ported results of studies over the preceding nine years. During 1930-
1932, limits had been determined for "seme higher paraffin hydrocarbons 
[sic] ." Mixtures were fired in a 2 inch diameter cylinder. The 
flammable ranges were found, in general, to be widened much as in the 
case of methane-air mixtures. Hsieh and Townend noted: 
"The widening of the upper limit with increase of 
pressure.. .was.. .progressively greater as the series ["of 
paraffins] was ascended." 
"Owing to the high working pressure and also to de­
position of tarry material at the upper limits, the use of 
a window to observe the travelling flames was not considered 
likely to be of any great advantage, and it was hoped, by 
means of a Petavel recording manometer, to measure the 
pressure development in the explosions and to employ this 
in conjunction with analyses of the products of combustion 
as criteria of the inflammability limits. Unfortunately, 
the completeness of combustion near the limits was very 
defective, and the recorded pressure differences were not 
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sharp enough to enable the limits to be decided with pre­
cision; the matter was therefore left open for further 
investigation." (39, p. 341, 342) 
Subsequent examination of several studies on ether-air mixtures 
led these investigators to speculate on the possibility that seme of 
the paraffins might exhibit cool flame regions^ much as did ether. It 
was felt that compositions near the upper limit might exist where cool 
2 flames would be propagated but normal flames would not. Accordingly, 
a redetermination of the limits was undertaken in 193® for fuel-air 
mixtures of propane, butane, and hexane. 
Experiments were conducted using an electrically-heated cylindrical 
bemb, 3*8 centimeters in diameter and 15«3 centimeters in length. Elec­
trical fusion of a short platinum wire constituted the ignition source 
for determining the limiting composition beyond which no normal flames 
would be found. At a given pressure, successively richer mixtures 
were tried until normal flames (as arbitrarily adjudged by visual in­
spection of the flame through the two windows in the bomb) no longer 
were encountered. The ignition source was then altered. A piece 
of the platinum wire (l centimeter long) was heated (rather than fused) 
electrically—this would, in general, ignite those mixtures slightly 
"'"Cool flames are those characterized by somewhat lower flame 
temperatures, incomplete combustion products (often acids, peroxides, 
and aldehydes), and gentle bluish flames. They constitute regions of 
incomplete combustion. Cool flames may, in general, be initiated for 
certain fuels at pressures above a certain critical pressure which de­
pends both on the temperature and on the fuel itself. 
^Normal flames, in the general context, are simply those vigorous 
orange or*ed flames which one associates with fire or burning, e.g. a 
wood fire in a fireplace, a bunsen flame. 
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richer than those at the previously-determined upper limit for normal 
flames. Again, by visual inspection through the windows, a judgment 
classified as normal or cool. 
The limits for propane, butane, and hexane as determined in this 
later study have been tabulated in Tables 14 and 15. It is noted that 
reactant combinations which can exhibit cool flames can be represented 
on one or the other of the two general pressure vs. composition 
diagrams noted in Figure 1. Case A is indicative of the behavior of 
hexane. Hsieh and Townend noted that the cool flame regions appeared 
to have been centered about a 1:1 fuel-oxygen proportion for all three 
fuels. 
Table 14. Lower limit compositions as reported by Hsieh and 
was made as to whether the resulting flame (if any) was to be 
Townend (39) 
Fuel 
Pressure 
[atmospheres! Lower limit 
Propane at 100°C 
(Data taken in years 
1930-1932) 
6.4 
19.3 
2.0 
1.9 
Propane at 100°C 
(Data taken in year 1938) 
10.0 
16.0 
20.0 
1.9 
1.9 
1.9 
1.0 
10.0 
20.0 
1-9 
1-9 
1.5 
Hexane at 50, 100, and 
150°C (...1938) 
1.6-0.1 
at all pressures 
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Table 15. Upper limit compositions for normal and cool flames as 
reported by Hsieh and Townend (39) 
Highest fuel Highest fuel 
percentage percentage 
Pressure permitting permitting 
Fuel [atmospheres! normal flames cool flames 
Propane at 100°C 
Butane at 100°C 
Hexane at 50°C 
Hexane at 100°C 
1.5 8.7 
4.9 10.0 
7.1 10.9 
9.2 12.9 
9-5 13.4 
10.7 16.0 
13.0 17.4 18.9 
13-5 20.0 
15.0 18.0 20.9 
17-5 22.4 
19.0 18.9 
2.0 8.0 
5.5 8.8 
7.0 9.3 
7.1 10.2 
7.9 12.0 
8.6 14.0 
9.7 16.0 
10.8 22.0 
15.5 26.0 
16.2 16.4 
1.4 6.0 
1-9 6.0 
6.5 6.5 
5.0 6.5 
5.1 6.8 
5-5 7.1 
5.6 7.9 
5.8 8.2 
5.7 8.4 
5-5 9.0 
5.4 10.0 
5-3 10.9 
5-2 12.2 
5-15 14.0 
5.25 14.8 
5-30 15.2 
5-6 16.9 
5-7 10.9 
4o 
Table 15. (continued) 
Highest fuel Highest fuel 
percentage percentage 
Pressure permitting permitting 
Fuel [atmospheres] normal flames cool flames 
Hexane at 100°C 5.8 20.0 
5-9 24.0 
6.2 12.2 
6.55 28.0 
7.1 29.I 
7-9 14.0 
Hexane at 150°C 1.0 6.0 
3-5 6.5 
4.4 7-1 
4.8 8.4 
4.3 9-9 
4.15 11.0 
4.10 12.5 
4.10+ 14.0 
4.10+ 15.8 
4.10+ 17.1 
4.10+ 20.0 
4.3 24.0 
4.6 12.4 
5.0 28.0 
5-95 14.0 
6.5 32.0 
9-0 15-5 
9.5 35-1 
During the period 1949 through 1951# work was completed on three 
similar investigations undertaken by members of the Gaseous Explosions 
Branch of the U. S. Bureau of Mines in Pittsburgh. In 1949, Jones, 
Kennedy, and Spolan (4l) reported their results on natural gas-air and 
natural gas-air-nitrogen systems. Flammable limits were determined at 
pressures ranging frcm atmospheric to 3000 p.s.i.g.; these values have 
been listed in Table 16. The experimental work was conducted in a 
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Table 16. Limit compositions for natural gas-air mixtures as 
reported by Jones et al. (4l) 
Initial pressure 
[pounds per 
square inch gauge] Lower limit Tipper limit 
0 4.50 14.2 
500 4.45 44.2 
1000 4.00 52 .9  
2000 3.60 59.0 
3000 3.15 60.0 
thick-walled, high-pressure combustion bomb having an internal cavity 
2 inches in diameter by 15 inches long. Ignition was effected by the 
fusion of three strands of platinum wire and one milligram of gun cotton. 
Upward propagation was used. 
An increase of pressure within the bomb after a firing attempt was 
taken as evidence that combustion had occurred. This pressure change 
was measured both by bourdon gauge and by a strain gauge fitted to the 
bomb exterior. Actual limit points were determined by first finding 
a composition that would fire and one that would not. Successive 
attempts narrowed the difference between flammable and non-flammable 
points until the transition composition was found. 
Subsequent studies were made by Kennedy, Spolan, Mock and Scott (42) 
on ethane-air and ethane-air-diluent systems and by Kennedy, Spolan and 
Scott (5) on propane-air and propane-air-diluent systems. The experi­
mental apparatus and procedure were essentially identical to that noted 
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by Jones et al. (4l). Results of the two studies have been listed in 
Table 17. It is noteworthy that the direction of propagation was ob­
served to play a very important effect on the observed limit values— 
specifically, for propane at 200 p.s.i.g., a sample determination of 
the upper limit for downward propagation yielded a value of 17$ as 
compared to 31.9$ for upward propagation. 
Table 17. Limits for ethane and propane as reported by 
Kennedy et al. (5, 42) 
Fuel 
Initial 
pressure 
[p.s.i.g.] Lower limit Upper limit 
Ethane 0 2.85 12.30 
100 2.80 30.00 
250 2.70 40.00 
500 2-55 47.00 
750 2 Ao 50.00 
Propane 0 2.3 9-5 
200 1.9 25.O 
1+00 1.9 31.9 
These three reports from the Bureau of Mines studies merit close 
attention (the report covering natural gas was included as a rough 
approximation to methane characteristics). With the possible exception 
of the studies by Bone et al. (26, 36), no previous reports ever 
indicated that any of these values might be this high. 
The only truly radical difference between the Bureau of Mines 
equipment and those of earlier investigations lay in the method of 
ignition. The fusion of the platinum wire and the gun cotton must 
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surely have to be regarded as the strongest source used to that date. 
Were then all previous investigations conducted with an ignition source 
that was of insufficient energy? That this might be so seems hard to 
believe, yet it is feasible. 
Those compositions which were deemed flanmable showed a pressure 
increase within the bcrnb of the order of 3 to 5 times the initial 
pressure. This great a pressure buildup must indeed serve as an indica­
tion that the mixture was flammable and that propagation was complete. 
Basically, the results obtained by these investigators appear 
irrefutable. Additional comment regarding this will be noted later. 
One additional study merits brief consideration. In 1962, Andrash 
(43) reported on upper limit studies of the first four paraffins over 
the pressure range from one to ten atmospheres. Air was not used as 
the oxidizer—instead a mixture of nearly all oxygen as diluted by 
several per cent of nitrogen was used. Seme interesting correlations 
were observed: (l) the heat of reaction for limit mixtures of a given 
fuel varied linearly with increased pressure, (2) adiàbatic flame 
temperatures for the limit mixtures varied as the inverse of the pres­
sure, and (3) the upper limit composition could be expressed by the 
c2 
term (p - 0.9) where and Cg are constants and p the pressure 
in atmospheres. Values of and Cg remain the same for a given fuel 
at varying pressures ; values for and Cg differ from one fuel to 
another. 
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Additional Correlations 
Certain studies referenced to f1amiable limits at atmospheric 
pressure are worthy of further discussion. Burgess and Wheeler (8), 
in 19U, demonstrated that there appeared to be a relationship between 
the heating value of a paraffin and its lower limit in air. They ob­
served that the lower limit, L, could be expressed as 
L = f (l/c) = K/C (1) 
where K equals a constant, a single value of which is valid for all 
lower paraffins, and C is the heating value of the paraffin. Burgess 
and Wheeler used a value of 1059 for K. They observed that such a re­
lation seemed valid only for the paraffins. They noted also that methane, 
ethane and propane had nearly the same per cent fuel (by weight) at 
their limit. 
Table 18. Correlation observed by Burgess and Wheeler (8) 
Fuel 
Heating value 
fkilocal/gm-mole] 
Lower limit 
calculated 
Lower limit 
observed 
Methane 189.1 5.60 5.60 
Ethane 336.6 3.15 3.10 
Propane 484.2 2.19 2.17 
Butane 631.7 1.68 1.65 
Pentane 779.2 1.36 1.37 
Reporting in 1917, Thornton (44) stated that the upper limit for 
certain fuels (in air) bore a direct proportionality to the amount of 
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oxygen required for complete combustion. For paraffins, the upper limit 
contained a percentage fuel twice that of a stoichiometric mixture. He 
stated further that the amount of oxygen in a lower .limit mixture was 
about one half that contained in a stoichiometric mixture. 
Further work carried out by White (45) led him, in 1922, to state 
that, for a series of (non-paraffin) solvent vapors in air, both the 
lower and upper limits for downward propagation were approximately in­
versely proportional to the heating value of any of the vapors considered. 
In 1948, Lloyd (46) showed that the lower and upper limits (ex­
pressed on a reciprocal scale) for paraffins, olefins, aromatics and 
cycloparaffins plotted as two respective straight lines against the 
individual heats of combustion expressed on a molar basis. This was 
considered evidence that the lower limit was directly related to a 
thermal effect, viz. the attainment of a certain minimum flame temper­
ature. A similar conclusion was again indicated by Egerton and Fowling 
(21, 22) in 1948. 
Goto and Hiral (47) reported that Goto had, in 1942, determined 
that a correlation between the lower limit and the heating value which 
was expressible as 
-r - ¥ + k2 <2> 
where and Kg are arbitrary constants and E is the activation energy. 
This relation was observed to hold true for "most all" [sic] gases and 
vapors for assumed common values of K^, Kg, and E. 
Writing in 1948, Burgoyne (2)) noted that when the lower limit 
composition was expressed as milligrams of fuel per liter of mixture, 
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Table 19. Correlation observed by Burgoyne (23) 
Fuel 
Lower limit 
[$ by volume] 
Lower limit 
£mg. fuel/liter of mixture] 
Methane 5.26 40 
Ethane 3.2 44 
Propane 2.4 48 
Butane 1.93 51 
Pentane 1.62 53 
Hexane 1.46 57 
Heptane 1.26 57 
Octane 1.12 57 
a trended value of 57 was approached as the higher paraffins were con­
sidered. 
In 1953, Oehley (48) presented an empirical method for determining 
the lower limit. By reference to a set of tables which Oehley has in­
cluded, one may calculate a value for the lower limit as a function of 
the relative amounts of carbon, hydrogen, and sulfur in the fuel. For 
the paraffins, methane through heptane, Oehley reported the calculated 
lower limits as 5.5, 3*1# 2.2, 1.7, 1.4, 1.16, and 1.0 respectively. 
These calculated values show fair agreement with currently-accepted 
experimental values. 
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Flame Propagation 
Basic considerations 
A physical model of a propagating laminar flame can he provided 
by consideration of certain basic equations which describe the system. 
These equations reflect the constraints that exist, viz. continuity, 
conservation of energy and of momentum, and an equation of state. 
Either of two equivalent systems may be envisioned in order to 
obtain these equations : (l) a system wherein a flame is propagating 
at a velocity S through a quiescent mixture or (2) a system wherein a 
mixture of reactants is flowing at this same velocity S, thereby causing 
the flame to remain fixed in space. For ease of reference, the latter 
of these two is considered. 
Using Figure 2 as an aid in describing the system, one may consider 
a flow of reactants from left to right within a cylindrical combustion 
bomb. At any single point within the bomb, all conditions remain un­
changed with time. If one were to view such a system from the side 
(Figure 2(a)), a visible portion of the flame, fixed in position, could 
be seen. 
Either of two temperature profiles can be associated with the 
system. The upper curve of Figure 2(b) describes the temperature pro­
file which would exist for a flame wherein heat losses to the boundary 
of the system (the bcntb wall) are assumed to be non-existent. If one 
considers that heat losses do exist, the lower curve of Figure 2(b) is 
instead pertinent. 
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Figure 2. Characteristics of a propagating flame. 
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The "basic equations^ may now be developed with reference to a con­
trol volume of length dx (equal to the length of the reaction zone) and 
of unit face area norma],, to the flow (Figure 2(c)). 
Across the length of the control volume, certain chemical species 
(molecules, radicals, and elements) will be formed and certain species 
consumed. The continuity requirement for any single component i of 
the mixture may be expressed in terms of K^, the net rate of production 
of species i by chemical reaction within the control volume: 
K. = 
dx ni (s * Ta,i> on all i, 1 ç. i ^  j where j is the total number of 
chemical species, 
(3) 
[an-moles i 1 cm"* - sec J mi-moles i ! cm cm cm5 sec 
where n^ is the number of gn-moles of i per unit volume and v^ i is the 
average velocity (relative to S) with which species i diffuses into the 
control volume. 
Continuity for the overall mixture is Implied simply by noting the 
requirement for conservation of mass within the element : 
"These equations which are presented follow the form of those noted 
by Hirschfelder and Curtiss (49), Bugger et al. (50), Weil et al. (51), 
Evans (52), and Spalding (53)• Units have been provided as an aid in 
interpreting the equations. Certain assumptions, generally common to 
all approaches to flame propagation, are implied: (l) the flame is one-
dimensional, (2) the unburaed gas mixture is infinite in extent, (3) the 
process is steady-state and occurs at constant pressure, (4) velocity 
gradients can be neglected, and (5) the effect of gravity is negligible. 
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âE (p v) = o , (4) 
gm cm 
L cm I cm I sec 
fffî 1 
Lcm^ - sec J 
where p is the density of the mixture. 
The requirement for conservation of energy can be developed by 
consideration of the several means by which energy transfer can take 
place. Due to the temperature gradient across this the control volume, 
heat will be conducted into the left face of the volume in the amount 
^cond,in -toi (5) 
Heat will be conducted out of the right face in the amount 
icond,out •M E+ & ("to & ) <4 •(6> 
The net heat transfer out of the volume is, therefore : 
qcond,out,net ~ dx ( ^ dx ) 
cal cm °K I cm"! 
cm I J . cm I sec-cm- K 
On a volumetric basis, this becomes 
1cond,out,net 7SS. ("k âP 
I* I cal 1 °K I _ f cal 1 
I cm I sec-cm-°K I cm J I cm^-secJ 
(7) 
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The net chemical energy input into the control volume by mass 
transport may be expressed as 
= & I mfuel H I 
m mixture I I m fuel 
•cm^-sec I cm I gn mixture I gm fuel 
I gal j = F cal 1 
J L cm^-secJ > 
where G is the mass velocity of the reactant mixture, is the mass 
fraction of fuel in the mixture, and H is the heat of reaction of the 
fuel. 
In a similar manner, the chemical energy input due to diffusion 
of the fuel may be expressed as 
lH| k (Dfuel » (  ^)) 
[cal I cm I gm mixture 1 gm fuel 1 _ F cal 1 gn fuel cm I sec I cm^ I gm mixture-cm J I cm^-sec J 
The sensible enthalpy of the mixture within the control volume may 
be expressed as 
Z =i <T " Tref) , 
1=1 
cal I m of "* 1 °' i pl „ [=al 1 
ture I J I gn mixture J jn of i-°K I gm mix
For convenience, this expression may arbitrarily be replaced by 
2 (c. m, T) where a zero reference enthalpy is now associated with 
1=1 1 1 
Tref " °-
The sensible energy change during the flow through the control 
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volume thus represents an energy loss out of the volume and is expres­
sible as 
G& (c± mi T)) , 
gm mixture cal 
2 
Lcm -sec 
gm of 1 "K cal 
.cm -sec I cm I gp of i- K I gm mixture 
Considering now a term L, the rate of heat transfer from the con­
trol volume to the surroundings (in all directions normal to the flow), 
an expression recognizing the requirement for conservation of energy 
may be written: 
te ("kte)+ I *1 & (Dfuel " -&T- ) * ° te (jx (ci mi T) + 
"fuel H 
cal 
. cm I cm-deg-sec I cm , 
= L 
cal 
(8) 
. gm fuel 
cm I en mixture | gn fuel 
cm isec i cm 
gn mixture 
2 
cm -sec 
m fuel 
cm 
cal 
mixture gm fuel 
1 [f-— J 1^1 gm of i-
1] 
am i 
I gjn mixture-cm 
deg I gm mixture 
cal 1 
cm -sec 
Conservation of momentum for the system may be expressed as 
& (p v2)+ E = 
c dx (9) 
gm mass I cm 2 -, 
cm i cm" sec 
m mass-cm I gm force 
21 2 
. gn force-sec I cm-cm [gm mass 1 2 2 cm -sec J 
where P is the pressure. 
The perfect gas law is generally assumed to be valid: 
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P = p R T , (10) 
wm mass | _ y m mass I m force-cm I °K " 
gn mass-°K 
These five equations thus constitute a description of the overall 
system. They cannot be solved explicitly as they stand. A fundamental 
difficulty remains : almost nothing is truly known concerning the 
temperature gradient, the mass'transport, or the heat transfer across 
the length of the reaction zone or across leading and trailing boundaries 
of the zone. 
Previous efforts to theoretically describe a propagating flame have 
been oriented toward determining the flame speed'*' (an eigenvalue) for 
a given mixture under certain specified conditions. Attempts to pro­
vide a "back-solution" in order to determine what fuel-air composition 
would provide a flame with a certain pre assigned flame speed have been 
generally unsuccessful due to lack of knowledge of the reaction rates 
involved. 
The variety of theories and procedures which have evolved differ 
mainly in the manner in which certain characteristics of the propagating 
flame have been considered. 
Those methods of approach referred to as thermal theories have been 
based on the premise that the transfer of heat from a layer of burned 
gas to an adjacent layer of unbumed gas serves as the rate controlling 
Published literature on the topic of flame propagation displays 
a much wider usage of the term flame speed than of the term flame 
velocity. By implication, the two terms are regarded as synonyms. 
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factor. Thus it is implied that this uriburned layer must be raised to 
a certain elevated temperature before propagation can occur. 
Diffusion theories (synonymously called active -particle theories 
by scene) are based on the presumption that the reactive nature of 
certain radicals, principally H, OH, and 0, dictates the rate at which 
propagation takes place. These radicals, formed either by combustion 
or by dissociation, diffuse into the uriburned mixture where they react 
with the fresh gas to keep the reaction moving. 
Those theories deemed as comprehensive theories have constituted 
attempts to include both thermal and active particle aspects. The 
comprehensive theories are, in general, more rigorous than either of 
the former and the nature of the assumptions have usually been held 
to be more intrinsically satisfactory. Dependence of the transport 
properties and the chemical rates of reaction upon temperature is 
recognized and considered. Many of these theories are, however, 
oriented primarily toward decomposition reactions. 
In the sections which follow, those theories which are generally 
applicable (at least by extension) to hydrocarbon combustion are dis­
cussed. The cross section of theories presented is not all-inclusive. 
Those theories which did not win wide acceptance and those which have 
subsequently fallen into disfavor have not been included. No 
empirical relations have been discussed. 
Not all of these theories are directly pertinent to the discussion 
of flammable limits, but their consideration is of value in viewing the 
overall scope of flame propagation. Those theories which are the more 
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widely known are discussed in somewhat greater detail. 
Thermal theories 
In 1883, Mallard and Le Chatelier (54) presented the first non-
1 
empirical expression for flame speed : 
7 = 
' 
(u) 
where V is the flame speed, X is the width of the reaction zone, T^ is 
the flame temperature, and T_^ is the ignition temperature. This ex­
pression had been developed by equating the sensible enthalpy gain of 
a aman volume of uriburned gas to the heat conducted away from the 
reaction zone. Since the ignition temperatures were experimental 1y 
ill-defined at that time (as now) and since almost nothing was known 
of the reaction zone width, the expression was of little practical 
value. Their work, however, did mark the beginning of analytic inquiry 
into flame propagation. 
Reporting in 1937* Lewis and von Elbe (55) commented on their re­
examination of Mallard and Le Chatelier's equation. Lewis and von Elbe 
altered the earlier equation (cf. equation 11) to read: 
V rp _ m 
7 " ÎA* ft • (12) 
This expression, they noted, implied the existence of flaamable limits. 
As a flammable mixture became successively leaner or richer, T^ would 
Sinless noted otherwise, a term subscripted with "o" shall be con­
strued as a term measured at the initial conditions. A non-subscripted 
term shall refer to an instantaneous value. 
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decrease - -hence T„ - T. would became zero both at sctne lean composi-
r ign 
tion and at some rich composition--these compositions would constitute 
the flaudable limits. This approach seemed inherently satisfying under 
the presumption that the cause of flame propagation was essentially 
thermal. 
The first exacting, detailed expansion of the thermal concept was 
given by Semenov (56, 57) in 1942. His publications included references 
to the work of Zeldovich and Frank-Kamenetsky—all three of these 
Russian investigators had been using approaches that were basically 
similar. 
Semenov considered a system wherein a flame was propagating. He 
envisioned this system as comprised of two regions, roughly the uriburned 
gas and the burned gas, separated by a plane of constant temperature, 
viz. the ignition temperature. The conservation of energy equation was 
simplified by making three assumptions: (l) diffusion is negligible, 
(2) thermal, conductivity is a constant within each region, and (3) a 
single constant value of specific heat could be used for both regions. 
Two equations thus resulted: 
k fir - •>„v % (H) = 0 • (D) 
and 
2 
k iJ + w Ah = 0 , (14) 
dx 
where w is the rate of fuel consumption due to chemical reaction and 
Ah is the heat of reaction. 
Semenov further assumed that AH was independent of temperature. 
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By noting that equations 13 and 14 have the same value of dT/dx at the 
"boundary between the two regions, two further expressions were written: 
2 2 AH k . 
r = 2 , f wdi (15) 
<=0 =o ign " To> 
and 
2 2 AH k , 
v = * I wdT . (16) 
" 
cavg (Tf ' To> 
The fuel concentration, a, was next considered: 
cayg 1 + (a)(AH)/p = cavg To + (aQ)(AH)/po . (17) 
This implied: 
a = (aQ TQ (TF - T))/(T(TF - TQ)) . (18) 
The Arrhenius form of rate equation was assumed, 
v = C1 (a)n exp (-E/RT) , (19) 
where is a constant, n is the order of the reaction, and E is the 
activation energy. The final equation thus determined by Semenov was 
written: 
0 / 2 k C exp (-E/RT ) 
'avg'& - V 
R Tf To so \° lift 
E (Tf " To; J I E 
(20) 
In 1947, Damkohler (58) set forth an expression similar in form 
to those of Mallard and Le Chatelier and Lewis and von Elbe (cf. 
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equations 11 and 1?): 
v2 - . (a) 
ro o avg f o 
The same objections noted for the earlier equations remain applicable 
to this expression. 
Boys and Corner (59* 6o) followed a procedure much like that of 
Semenov. Recognition was made of the change of composition across the 
flame front. Mean values of the transport properties were assumed. 
Three classes of reaction were considered; for each, an expression for 
d€/dl, the rate of change of the percentage completion of reaction 
with temperature was established. In a sample calculation, a numerical 
integration procedure was outlined such that the flame speed could be 
determined. Accuracies to within 10 to 15$ were claimed. 
Bnmons, Harr, and Strong (6l), in 1949, proposed a thermal theory 
that was somewhat less awkward to use than had been seme of the previous 
theories. Constant values of pressure, thermal conductivity, specific 
heat and density were assumed across the flame front. A first order 
reaction rate was assumed. The equation for conservation of energy 
thus became : 
2 
- k ^ (pVcT) + wAH = 0 . (22) 
A numerical integration procedure was suggested whereby this equation 
could be solved for the flame speed. 
Bartholeme' and Hermann (62) set forth their theory in 1950. They 
made the assumptions : (l) the total number of moles of mixture present 
6o 
during reaction remains constant, (2) the process occurs at constant 
values of pressure and thermal conductivity, (3) no diffusion of mole­
cules into or out of the flame front occurs, and (4) the ignition 
temperature, is equal to 9of the final flame temperature, T^. 
Since the values of T. and T„ were close, the heat liberation was ign f 
assumed to occur at a point. Thus the tern exp (-E/RT) in the Arrhenius 
equation was replaced by a function of T: 
" - "Li01™- <25) 
where nfue^  is the fuel concentration per unit volume, C is a constant, 
and a is a term describing the order of reaction. The energy equation 
became 
k - V c p g + Ah n e^l C Ta = 0 . (24) 
d x 
This yielded a final equation: 
V2 = <Tf - T0> T, C k WV - V • (25) 
In 1951, Zeldovich (63) amplified upon the earlier work reported 
by Semenov (56, 57). References were made also to the work of Frank-
Kamenetsky. The general approach set forth by Semenov was held to be 
still generally applicable. 
Reporting in 1952, von Karman and Millan (64) considered the action 
of a flame front propagating along the face of a cold wall. The wall 
was considered to affect the flame speed in two ways: (l) friction was 
assumed to be disrupting the advancing front and (2) heat transfer by 
conduction to the wall surface was assumed to be removing energy from 
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the gaseous system. 
The "basic equations were written to reflect the conditions at the 
wall. To establish a coordinate system, the flame was considered to 
be held stationary with the wall moving with respect to the front. A 
first order reaction was assumed. A value for the ignition temperature 
was arbitrarily assigned. A final equation for flame speed was given. 
This equation was referenced to dimensionless expressions for temper­
ature and reaction rate. 
Diffusion theories 
Van Tiggelen (65, 66), in 19^6, proposed a theory recognizing chain 
branching as the primary reaction mechanism. Five initial assumptions 
were made: (l) flame speed is determined solely by the rate of reac­
tion, (2) the reactions are carried forward by chain branching, (3) the 
known partial pressures of the constituents of the mixture remain 
constant across the reaction zone, (4) the temperature at any point 
across the reaction zone can be replaced by a single mean value, and 
(5) all molecules can be considered to be of equal size and mass. 
By means of probability considerations, Van Tiggelen arrived at 
a preliminary equation: 
b T 1/ 2 R (S - P) 
V = T <a6> 
where £ is the probability of the occurrence of a chain branching re­
action, p is the probability for a chain breaking reaction, and m is 
the mean molecular weight of the active particles. Thus for 8 - 0, 
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the flammable limit conditions were implied. 
Further assuming that the chain branching occurred at the expense 
of the intermediate product CH^ (reacting with available oxygen), 
Van Tiggelen evaluated S as 
gm [°a] ** (27) 
Po 
where is the equilibrium concentration of the available diatomic 
oxygen and E is the activation energy assumed at 40,000 calories per 
gram-mole. Neglecting g, equation 23 became 
4 T II 2 R °2 exp _ (28) 
3 m pQ 
In 1947, Tanford and Pease (67, 68) presented an expression for 
flame speed (the "square root law"). Their work was the outgrowth of 
a previous observation concerning carbon monoxide and air: that a 
simple mixture of the two is not noimally combustible but that vhen 
hydrogen is added to such a system, it becomes easily combustible. 
They reasoned that it was the diffusion of the relatively light hydrogen 
that was the cause of this difference. 
Although monatcmic hydrogen only was initially considered, their 
final expression considered OH and 0 as well: 
k 
k n_ . p. D x 2 
v 
- Z 1A^1 1 (29) 
, 1 .  ^  
where j is the number of active particles, k± is the rate of diffusion 
of active particle i, AH' is the heat of reaction per unit mass, and 
BjL is a factor, near unity, expressing the loss of radicals by chemical 
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reaction. 
The flame speed is thus seen to be dependent on the rate of dif­
fusion of these active particles. Two processes were considered where­
by active particles could be made available to the reaction zone edge: 
by dissociation within the uriburned mixture or by diffusion frcm the 
burned gas. Flame speed calculations were made for moist carbon 
monoxide-air-nitrogen systems by the authors—good agreement between 
observed and calculated values was reported. 
Manson (69, 70 ), reporting in 1948 and 1949, utilized a slightly 
different approach. The flame speed was calculated by the expression 
v = ((p0)(p0 - pf)/(p0)(pq - pf))2 (30) 
after obtaining a value for the pressure drop across the reaction zone. 
This pressure drop was calculated on the assumption that it was de­
veloped by movement of the active particles from the hotter side of 
the reaction zone into the uriburned gas. 
In 1949 and 1950, Geydon and Wolfhard (71, 72) considered the 
flow of active particles within the luminous portion of the reaction 
zone. Hydrogen atoms alone were considered and were presumed to under­
go a bimolecular reaction with the uriburned gas. Mean values for the 
temperature and for the rate of consumption of fuel were assumed. The 
expression obtained for flame speed was 
v2. ° "r"/1*1 (3D 
o mean 
where D is the diffusion coefficient of the monatcmic hydrogen, w^^ 
6k 
is the mean value of the rate of reaction, and a is the initial fuel 
' o 
concentration. 
Comprehensive theories 
Lewis and von Elbe (73)* in 193k, proposed a theory specifically 
for the exothermic ozone to oxygen reaction. This theory emphasized 
the importance of energized atoms and radicals in the flame front in 
addition to once again considering the conductive heat transfer at the 
flame front. The mechanism of reaction was taken as 
°5 —°2 + ° 
and 0 + Oj—2 Og 
Their equation was presented as 
v 
- ' él11 (52) 
where NQ is the initial concentration of ozone, w is the rate of 
3*° 
foraation of 02, and dx/dT is the reciprocal of the temperature dis­
tribution across the reaction zone. Evaluation of w is made possible 
upon consideration of the nature of and quantity of molecular collisions 
involved. The authors presented a development whereby a reasonably 
realistic value of dx/dT could be determined. I3y postulating that the 
sum of thermal and chemical energy per unit mass remained constant and 
that the rate of change of the various gas constituents (in an uriburned 
layer adjacent to the flame front) due to mass flow, diffusion, and 
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chemical reaction be zero, a solution was thereby permitted. 
The initial work of Hirschfelder in 1948 and 1949 has served as 
a basis for much of the subsequent development of the comprehensive 
theories. Three survey reports were given by Hirschfelder and his co­
workers (49, 74, 75) at the Fourth Combustion Symposium (1948). These 
reports reviewed previous flame propagation theories and outlined 
methods of approach for future work. 
Subsequently, in 1949 and 1950, Hirschf elder and Curtiss (76, 77) 
presented their theory. This theory was generally well received at 
the time and has since enjoyed a somewhat vigorous usage in the study 
of decomposition reactions. 
The theory is referenced to certain characteristics of a hypo­
thetical flame holder which is assumed in order to establish initial 
boundary conditions. This flame holder is assumed to permit diffusion 
in one direction only: into the reaction zone from the uriburned mixture. 
The flame holder also is assumed to act as a heat sink. The basic 
equations are considered on a molecular scale. Thermal and chemical 
equilibrium is assumed downstream from the reaction zone thereby 
establishing a second boundary condition. 
Procedures were outlined for exact or approximate solutions to 
the respective equations. A final equation for the velocity was 
developed for which numerical integration procedures must be used. 
In 1953; Friedman and Burke (78) obtained numerical solutions for 
a dimensionless burning velocity parameter. A first order reaction 
was assumed for which an approximate expression was developed giving 
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the rate of reaction as an exponential function of temperature. Inter-
diffusion of products and reactants was considered. Their final ex­
pression showed the eigenvalue flame velocity as a function of (l) the 
ratio of activation energy to the temperature of the burned gas, and 
(2) the rate of heat flow to diffusional flow. This work had been the 
outgrowth of an earlier publication (79) wherein a numerical comparison 
had been made between results obtained by a modified thermal theory 
and by a diffusion theory. 
The numerical method of von Kannan and Penner (8o) was first pre­
sented in 1954. Both heat conduction and diffusion were considered for 
a general case having any arbitrary number of simultaneous reactions. 
Examples were given wherein flame speeds were calculated for the de­
composition of hydrazine and for the decomposition of ozone. The 
authors noted that extension of their method to include the problem of 
hydrocarbon combustion appeared feasible. 
In 1957* Klein (8l) proposed a highly-detailed approach. A simple 
single reactant-to-single product reaction was considered. A mathe­
matical model for the flame was established based on dimensionless 
parameters; temperature was chosen as an independent variable. Both 
an exact and an approximate method of solution were noted. 
Two publications in 1957 outlined approaches which were radically 
different frcm any of those previous. Both Spalding (53) and Mayer (82) 
stated that the lower limits were caused solely by the nature of the 
heat loss frcm the flame and frcm the products of combustion behind 
the flame. 
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Spalding (53) showed that two flame speeds were theoretically 
possible for a lean flammable mixture. The lower of the two speeds, 
however, was shown to be unstable and hence not physically attainable. 
An imaginary value (in the mathematical sense) of flame speed was 
deemed appropriate for a non-flammable mixture. That composition which 
marked the transition from two flame speed values to a single imaginary 
value was associated with the lower flammable limit. 
Sample calculations were made for a simple hypothetical A + B—*-C 
reaction in which heat losses were considered first by radiation, then 
by conduction to the walls of a containing vessel. 
Mayer (82) independently presented an approach which was somewhat 
similar to that of Spalding. Mayer considered an energy balance equa­
tion for the flame front which related the actual flame temperature 
to the adiabatic flame temperature and an arbitrary heat loss parameter. 
Real values for the actual flame temperature were shown to exist only 
for limited values of the adiabatic flame temperature and the heat loss 
parameter. The limits of flame propagation [sic] were identified with 
the radiative heat loss from and near the reaction zone.^ Illustrative 
numerical examples for hydrogen- and propane-air mixtures were presented. 
Rosen (8j) proposed certain modifications to the theory of Spalding 
in 1958. These changes concerned the value of two exponents used by 
Spalding to arbitrarily indicate the chemical rate of reaction and the 
^Attention is again invited to the primary criterion of flamma-
bility noted earlier, viz. that the flame must propagate away from the 
ignition source. Hence the term - limit of flame propagation - is 
yet another synonym for flammable limit. 
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mechanism of heat transfer. 
Additional considerations 
An approach set forth by Lewis and von Elbe (84) in 19^7 cannot 
be conveniently cataloged with any of the three classes of theory noted. 
Their work considered that an incremental volume of gas mixture 
possessed or failed to possess an "excess enthalpy" according to 
whether it was or was not flammable. This excess enthalpy was a 
measure of whether the incremental volume under consideration could 
be raised to a temperature sufficiently high to inflame it. The 
approach was thus seen to be slanted toward thermal aspects although 
diffusion could, if desired, also be considered. This work in 1947 
was further amplified by Lewis (85) in 1952 and by Burgoyne and Weinberg 
(86) in 1955. 
Another approach toward theoretically describing the limit condi­
tions was set forth by Lewis and von Elbe (87, 88) in 1956. This 
method was a culmination and extension of the earlier concept of excess 
enthalpy. This later work considered the effects of a perturbation 
on a combustion wave during the early stages of wave formation. They 
felt that a flammable mixture could overcome a perturbation and return 
to (or grow into) a steadily propagating wave whereas a non-flammable 
mixture could not. Those perturbation causes which were envisioned 
included the possibility of a small, volume of unbumed gas entering 
the reaction zone, liberating an unusually low or high amount of energy 
(due to random causes) and thereby disturbing the temperature profile 
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across the reaction zone. 
Approaches generally similar to that of Lewis and von Elbe were 
also used by Rosen (89-91) and by Layzer (92, 93)• 
These methods wherein the wave stability was considered met with 
mixed reaction. The approach was criticized first by Dixon-Lewis 
and Isles (94) in 1958. Subsequently, Lewis and von Elbe (95, pp. 310, 
311) found it "necessary to abandon the suggestions...that a solution 
to the problem [of describing limits] may be found...if one considers... 
perturbations to the steady state." Even though the approach has thus 
been discounted, this general procedure was pursued for well over a 
decade and is, therefore, worthy of historic note. 
The overall problem remains: which of those approaches to the 
theoretical solution noted is the more worthy of further consideration? 
Under the general heading of flame propagation, one could cite a score 
or more instances where authors have discoursed on the relative merits 
of one specific method over another...or have stated that no preference 
can be expressed. 
The basic questions are as before : (l) what mathematical model 
is appropriate, and (2) by what manner (and nature of assumptions ) is 
a solution to be obtained? 
The case in favor of the relatively less difficult approximate 
approaches (i.e. thermal or diffusion) was nicely expressed by Mullins 
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and Fermer (96, p. Ill) in 1958: 
"It is remarkable how very many useful generalities 
and correlations can be derived without using the intricate 
chain-reaction concepts... [This] is fortunate as quanti­
tative details [of such concepts] are unknown for the 
majority of combustible mixtures. The theoretician may 
say that the ultimate validity of a simple thermal approach 
to combustion problems is unproved and that the accuracy 
of the predictions is either poor or in same doubt. 
Nevertheless, it is often evident that a semi-empirical 
thermal approach can yield results which are much more 
accurate than a basic theoretical treatment which can 
usually only indicate orders of magnitude; the semi-
empirical treatment of combustion phenomena is justified 
at the present time not only for this reason but also 
because it yields results of direct use to the combustion 
technologist.11 
With respect to the specific inter-relation of flame propagation 
theories and theoretical consideration of the limits, it is noteworthy 
that two recent references have been made to the theory set down by 
Spalding (53). Lewis and von Elbe (95, p. 311), in 1962, cited 
Spalding's work as "the only approach to the problem [of theoretically 
specifying a flammable limit condition] that is feasible within the 
model of one-dimensional flame propagation. " In 195&, Dixon-Lewis and 
Isles (94, p. 48l) had cited this same work as representing "the most 
plausible approach." 
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 
Description of Equipment 
Combustion bomb and appurtenances 
Experimental determinations of the limits were made using a 
cylindrical combustion bcmb fabricated in the Engineering Experiment 
Station shop at Iowa State University. Ignition was affected by 
electric spark. An increase of pressure within the bomb after firing 
was (with certain reservations) construed as evidence that the given 
mixture had inflamed and that the flame had propagated away from the 
ignition source. 
Bomb details can be noted by reference to Figures 3 through 7. 
The bomb was made entirely of type 304 stainless steel. The main 
cylindrical section was comprised of a l6£ inch long piece of schedule 
l60 pipe and a 6 inch long coupling section welded together. Both pipe 
and coupling had specified inside diameters of 3-4)8 inches (4 inch 
nominal diameter). Circular pieces of \ inch plate were set into the 
ends of the cylinder and welded in place to complete the closure. The 
coupling was provided for the purpose of allowing easy access to the 
interior of the bcmb. The coupling used was a Temperature Compensating 
Coupling manufactured by the D. S. D. Manufacturing Company of Hamden, 
Connecticut. 
A circular perforated disc was provided in order to mix the re-
actants in the bcmb. By rotating the bomb end-for-end through l8o° 
Figure 3. Cutaway view of combustion bcmb. 

Figure k. Combustion bomb in horizontal position prior 
to charging with reactants. 
Figure 5. Combustion bomb in horizontal position (bottom 
of bomb nearest camera). 
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Figure 6. Downward view toward coupling half attached to main 
body of bomb; center rod for mixing plate in 
position. 
Figure ?. Coupling upper half, outer coupling ring, 
mixing plate. 
and 
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this disc was made to slide over a center rod throughout the length of 
the bomb thus mixing the gases. 
Three raised bosses were provided on the bcmb wall to seat the 
spark plug and the adapter for the pressure transducer. Several choices 
of spark plug and transducer arrangement were thus available. Two of 
the bosses were in line axial 1 y on one side and were located 4 and 10 
inches away from the bottom of the bomb (i.e. at the opposite end away 
from the coupling). The third was diametrically opposite the line of 
the two and was 6 inches from the bottom. The bosses were drilled and 
tapped with 14 ram. threads. A spare spark plug was used to seal the 
remaining Unused hole during operation of the bomb. 
Two axles extended radially outward from the sides of the bcmb. 
These lay in two trunnions on the stand which supported the bomb 
assembly. The bomb could thus be rotated, end for end. An outer sec­
tion of 14 inch steel pipe was aligned on a common centerline with the 
bcmb and served simply as a personnel protection barrier. The stand 
supporting the bcmb assembly was a box-like structure fabricated from 
Unistrut channel. Contiguous with the stand was a control board. 
The required filling and emptying lines (see Figure 8) served the 
bcmb through connections on both ends of the bcmb. These lines were 
formed from inch copper tubing. Those valves which were to be in 
immediate contact with the hot combustion gases were of stainless 
steel—all others were of brass. Both flat-seat globe valves and 
needle valves were used, as appropriate. 
The bomb was supplied with air directly from the storage cylinder 
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Figure 8. Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus. 
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through a manifold on the control board. Gaseous fuels were similarly 
supplied. For those fuels which were in the liquid phase at rocm 
temperature and pressure, ingestion of fuel into the bomb was ac­
complished directly through a short piece of inch copper tube con­
nected directly to the valve at the bottom of the bomb (the bcmb being 
in the inverted position during loading of liquid fuel). 
The entire system could be vented to the atmosphere by use of any 
of three valves. A small vacuum pump provided means for final removal 
of any gaseous combustion products prior to a subsequent run. 
Die combustion bomb used in the present investigation was es­
sentially a redesign of the bomb used by Bulkley and Husa (97) for 
ammonia-air limit studies. 
Pressure measurement equipment 
One or more bourdon gauges and/or manometers were used to indicate 
pressures within the system while charging the bcmb with fuel and air. 
Located on the control board were a 2g inch 0-100 p.s.i. gauge and a 
9 inch 0-500 p.s.i. gauge. One or the other was used to indicate the 
pressure in the fuel-air supply manifold in order to insure that the 
supply pressure was at all times greater than the pressure within the 
bcmb. 
Loading of the desired fuel charge was effected by noting the 
change in pressure within the bomb—that is, the quantity of fuel in 
the charge was referenced to its resulting partial pressure. This 
change in pressure was observed by use of any one of six gauges or 
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manometers : (l) a 6 inch vacuum bourdon gauge, (2) a 6 inch compound 
50 inch vacuum-15 p.s.i. bourdon gauge, ()) a 6 inch 0-100 p.s.i. 
bourdon gauge, (4) a 15 inch U-tube manometer filled with water, (5) a 
15 inch U-tube manometer filled with mercury, or (6) a 30 inch single-
am manometer filled with water. 
A aman piezo-electric crystal pressure transducer, Model 601 of 
the Kistler Instrument Company, was employed to indicate the pressure 
rise within the bomb during combustion. This transducer was mounted 
in an adapter which was seated against one of the bosses on the bomb 
wall. As noted, any of three such locations on the bcmb wall could 
be used. The inch diameter high pressure face of the transducer 
was thereby located precisely at the inner wall of the bomb and pre­
sented a smooth, non-obstructive face to the interior of the bomb. 
The signal from the transducer was fed into a Model 674 high 
temperature cable, thence to a Model 575-5 low-noise cable, and into 
a Model 566 Charge Amplifier (all Kistler equipment). The resulting 
signal from the Charge Amplifier was then fed into a Mark II Brush 
recorder (an oscillograph) where a pressure vs. time display was 
recorded. 
Ignition system 
A number of possible ignition sources were initially considered.1 
Previous investigators employing closed bombs at high pressures have 
successfully used inductance sparks, capacitance sparks, heated filament^ 
^A very excellent bibliography on spark ignition systems has been 
compiled by Blackburn (98). 
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electrically fused wire, and fused wire-exploding gun cotton combina­
tions. At least by implication, those who had used these systems 
indicated that the criterion of a "sufficiently strong" ignition source 
(as noted earlier) had been met. The Immediate problem lay then in 
finding such a "sufficiently strong" source that was at the same time 
relatively convenient to use. 
Greatest consideration was given to finding a suitable spark ig­
nition system that could be assembled using Immediately available com­
mercial components. A system basically similar to that in an automobile 
was an obvious possibility. Certainly such a system could fire mixtures 
toward the middle of the flammable range. Would it, however, have 
enough energy to fire near-limit mixtures? This was pursued further. 
Upon examination of the literature, it was noted that Rolingson 
et al. (99) had successfully used a system comprised of an automotive 
spark plug, a "Model T" coil, and a 6 volt battery for his studies on 
hydrocarbon-air mixtures. Bulkley and Husa (97) used an automotive 
spark plug fired by an inductance transformer for their studies on 
ammonia-air mixtures. Coward and Jones (l) noted that effective ig­
nition can be obtained by passing an electric spark from a small in­
duction coil across a spark gap several centimeters long. 
Thus a system employing commercial automotive components was 
assembled and tested for possible use as an ignition source for the 
present study. Details of the system (in final configuration) are 
given in Figure 9* The coil was an Echlin Model IC706 6-volt (primary 
side) high voltage truck coil nominally rated at 25,000 volts (secondary 
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side). The battery system was comprised of two 6-volt automobile 
batteries connected in series so as to Impress a nominal 12 volts on 
the primary. A mercury switch protected with a 0.22 mfd. capacitor 
was placed in the primary circuit. Either of two Champion spark plugs 
were used: a UJ-17V or a UL-15Y. 
Certain measurements were made in order to estimate the per­
formance of the ignition system. Characteristics of the coil were 
determined in the Engineering Experiment Station electronics shop. 
Included was a measurement of the inductance of the primary side. This 
was measured as 6.7 millihenries. On four successive days of testing, 
the voltage across the primary was determined after the system had 
been in use for two hours of normal data taking. Mean primary voltage 
was 12.4 volts at 4.7 amperes. 
Thus it was possible to obtain a very good estimate of the energy 
to be liberated upon the firing of a single spark: 
2 
Energy stored in inductance = |L I 
= (g)(0.0067) [henries] (4.7)2 [amps2] = 296 {mill!joules] . 
2 
Energy stored in capacitor = |C B 
= (i)(0.22)(l0) 
= (|)(0.22)(10-5) [farads] (12.4)2 [volts2] 
= 17 [millijoules] . 
Several additional terns can be neglected. Based on this approximate 
calculation, the energy liberated by the sparks should be, therefore, 
279 mini.Joules. Downgrading this somewhat to further allow for random 
circuit variations, it was felt that at least 200 millijoules of energy 
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were surely liberated on each firing. No means existed for determining 
the magnitude of the secondary voltage—it was presumed to be at least 
30,000 volts for an Impressed primary 12 volts. 
How then does this magnitude of spark energy compare with the 
energy required for ignition of a limit mixture? The spark energy re-
equired to successfully fire a mixture near the middle of the flammable 
range is of the order of one milli joule for a 5000 volt spark when the 
pressure is atmospheric (100-102). As mixtures are considered, however, 
which are further toward the limits, the energy requirements rise 
sharply. Literature values for exact energy requirements are sketchy. 
At one atmosphere initial pressure, curves for methane-air limit mix­
tures indicate energy requirements of about 70 to 100 millijoules (lOO); 
curves for butane-air limit mixtures indicate about the same require­
ment (103): requirements for ethane-air limit mixtures are lower yet 
(101). 
Thus, at one atmosphere pressure, same value on the order of 100 
millijoules or less seems appropriate. It must be specifically noted 
that, in general, considerably less energy is required for these same 
mixtures at higher pressures (lOl). No specific values of energy re­
quirement at pressures greater than atmospheric appear to be available 
in the literature, however. As an additional consideration, Morgan 
(104) stated that even less total energy is required for circuits 
wherein the secondary voltage is quite high (perhaps 10,000 volts or 
more). 
It was therefore felt that the ignition system noted should be 
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satisfactory. Further tests were run to see whether variation of 
primary coil voltage had any effect. If the experimental values of 
the limits were found to change upon change of impressed voltage, this 
would serve as at least one indication that the system was unsatis­
factory. A series of the early tests for "both lower and upper limits 
of propane-air mixtures were made using alternately 6 or 12 volts on 
the primary. The limits were found to be unchanged by such variation. 
Subsequent examination and consideration of the results of the 
present investigation (as presented in the next chapter) should further 
verify the contention that a "sufficiently strong" source was indeed 
used. 
Description of Reactants 
Six of the seven hydrocarbons used in this present study were 
purchased from the Special Products Division of the Phillips Petroleum 
Company, Bartlesville, Oklahoma. Methane, ethane, propane, and butane 
were furnished in commercial high pressure storage cylinders. The 
methane and ethane were supplied as gases; the propane and butane were 
supplied as liquids with an equilibrium vapor phase above the liquid. 
The pentane and hexane were supplied as liquids (with a light vapor 
phase) and were furnished in glass bottles. The heptane was already 
on hand and had been furnished without charge by Esso Standard Oil 
Company, Baton Rouge, Louisiana. 
The Phillips fuels were designated as "pure grade" with a purity 
by volume of not less than 99$- The heptane purity was not known, but 
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was presumed to be of at least equivalent purity. 
Compressed air was purchased from a local supplier. The air was 
specified and delivered as being free from entrained moisture. 
Design of Experiment 
A primary concern in the experimental work lay in insuring that 
a totally satisfactory criterion could be found for indicating whether 
a given mixture had or had not inflamed within the bcmb—and also 
whether the flame had propagated away from the ignition source. Several 
different criteria have been used during recent investigations wherein 
closed cylindrical bcmbs were used. 
Rolingson et al. (99) used an arbitrary 50° temperature rise within 
the bcmb as indication that burning had taken place. Lesser tempera­
ture rises were construed as indicative that same propagation had 
occurred, but only over a short distance (less than two feet). 
Investigators at the Bureau of Mines have used the increase in 
pressure within the bcmb as their criterion. Such increases in pressure 
have been measured by strain gauges on the outer surface of the vessel 
1 2 (5, 4l, 42) or by piezoelectric crystal transducers. Bulkley also 
has employed a piezoelectric crystal transducer. 
A decision was made to utilize those Kistler and Brush equipments 
^Zabetakis, Michael G., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. General comment 
regarding limit studies. Private communication. 1961. 
2 
Bulkley, William L., Whiting, Indiana. General comment regarding 
limit studies. Private communication. 1961. 
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described earlier. Both Zabetakis and Bulkley have used this identical 
Model 601 Kistler transducer with success. (This decision was somewhat 
tempered by the fact that this equipment was immediately available with­
in the Mechanical Engineering Department at Iowa State University. ) 
In this present investigation, the fundamental criterion used to 
delineate a mixture as being either flammable or non-flammable was 
whether or not flame was propagated throughout the full bomb length. 
Thus a very real problem seemingly still remained. How were the pres­
sure vs. time traces which would be obtained to be interpreted? It was 
felt that there might be certain compositions which would yield a con­
fused pressure pattern—perhaps as manifested by only a slight pressure 
rise or by a very slow rate of pressure rise. 
As it turned out, interpretation was not too difficult. By noting 
(and plotting) the variation of the resulting pressure change in the 
bcmb as mixtures of different compositions were fired, it was possible 
to clearly distinguish those mixtures which did not inflame (except 
perhaps for a small cap or halo), those mixtures which did inflame 
but wherein propagation did not extend throughout the bcmb, and those 
mixtures which did inflame wherein the propagation was complete through­
out the bcmb. This will be discussed in greater depth in the following 
chapter. 
Upward propagation of the flame was employed for the majority of 
the runs. As already noted, the widest values for the limits could 
thus be expected. Additional runs on methane with downward propagation 
and on propane with both downward and horizontal propagation were made 
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in order to allow comparison. 
No predetermined number of data points were to be taken for any­
one given limit determination. Instead, as each run was made, an 
entry was made onto a plot of pressure change vs. mixture composition. 
Thus it was possible to graphically visualize the effect of changing 
the composition. Subsequent runs were made until it was inherently 
felt that a sufficient number had been taken—that is, until it was 
felt that little or no doubt could be expressed just where the limit 
composition lay. In retrospect, no misgivings are held for having 
followed this practice. In general, the flammable limit composition 
was considered to be that composition which lay half-way between that 
extreme composition which did inflame and propagate and that extreme 
composition which did not. 
It was necessary to arbitrarily decide how many firing attempts 
should be made on one given run. White (28) and Bone et al. (36) had 
noted earlier that near-limit mixtures displayed a randan firing 
pattern—a run at a given composition might fire on the first spark 
passed, another run under seemingly identical conditions would require 
many firing attempts before successful ignition. 
Obviously, only same finite number of attempts could be made on 
a given run. Accordingly, it was decided (again arbitrarily) to pass 
one-hundred sparks before deeming a mixture as non-flanmable. 
Limit determinations were made for all seven fuels for the pres­
sure range from atmospheric to 400 p.s.i.a. with the following excep­
tions: (l) for pentane, upper limits were determined only to 130 
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p.s.i.a., (2) for hexane, lower and upper limits were determined only 
to 180 and 29.4 p.s.i.a., respectively, and (3) for heptane, lower 
limits were determined only to 60 p.s.i.a. and no upper limit de­
terminations were made. 
These exceptions were necessitated by restrictions dictated by 
the fuel vapor pressure. It was desired that no liquid fuel ever be 
present in the bcmb at the time of firing. Thus only those total 
pressures wherein the resulting partial pressure of the fuel was less 
than the vapor pressure were investigated. 
Operating Procedures 
Both before and during the course of the experimental runs, certain 
systems were routinely calibrated. All positive-pressure bourdon 
gauges and the positive-pressure sections of compound gauges were 
initially calibrated against a dead-weight tester and were subsequently 
recalibrated at the completion of every two-hundred runs (about once 
a month). Vacuum gauges and the vacuum sections of the ccmpound gauges 
were calibrated initially (and recalibrated once later) against another 
vacuum gauge located in the Engineering Experiment Station shock tube 
installation. This latter gauge had, in turn, been calibrated by the 
Iowa State University instrument shop. Additional recalibratlon was 
effected weekly by comparison against a manometer (solely to insure 
linearity on the portion of gauge scale used). Several spare replace­
ment gauges kept on hand (and later used) were similarly calibrated 
and recalibrated. 
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The various service connections to the combustion bcmb system 
were checked with liquid leak detector before each day's runs to 
insure that no leaks existed. 
All of the Kistler electronic equipment was initially tested and 
calibrated together as one single system. The Brush recorder was used 
for final display. In accordance with the general instructions given 
by the manufacturer (105, pp. lc-9c), the system was calibrated by 
filling the bcmb rapidly with air thus effecting a known change of 
pressure within the bomb (as indicated by the previously-calibrated 
bourdon gauges). A series of seventeen such runs were made and, as a 
result, a reading of 0.49 set into the CAL FACTOR dial of the Charge 
Amplifier. The system was checked again at the end of 600 runs—no 
change in setting was called for. 
Several experimental runs were initially made in order to compare 
the merits of two possible methods for displaying the desired pressure 
vs. time pattern. Both the Brush recorder and a Tektronix model 502 
oscilloscope were initially tried. The two were set into the circuit 
in parallel and received the same signal concurrently from the Charge 
Amplifier. For near-limit firings, the displays given by both were 
essentially equivalent. For firings of mixtures close to stoichiometric, 
the oscilloscope trace and the Brush trace did differ in that the Brush 
was (apparently) unable to follow the pressure buildup exactly. The 
overall pressure change recorded, however, was the same on both for 
any given run. Inasmuch as the two performed equally well during the 
runs on the near-limit mixtures, the Brush recorder was arbitrarily 
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selected for subsequent use because of its greater convenience of 
operation. 
A data-taking run was comprised of five basic steps: (l) charging 
the bcmb with fuel and air, (2) igniting (if possible) the mixture by-
use of the spark ignition system, (3) recording the pressure rise (if 
any) upon burning, (4) purging the bomb, and (5) cooling the bomb. 
These five steps were common to all runs. Exact procedural details 
for each of the steps did, however, vary for certain runs. 
The procedure followed for charging the bcmb varied depending upon 
the fuel phase and upon the total initial pressure desired. For runs 
with gaseous fuels when the initial total pressure was atmospheric, 
the system1 was first evacuated by use of the vacuum pump. Usually 
about 28=r to 29 inches of vacuum could be obtained depending on the 
ambient pressure. After the system was thus evacuated, valves 14 and 
15 were closed and valve 3 opened. 
The fuel was then admitted directly from the fuel cylinder. The 
desired charge was metered by noting the resulting pressure change 
either on the gauge at the vacuum pump or on a manometer connected at 
valve 11. After the desired fuel charge had been admitted, the bcmb 
was isolated by closing valves 8, 9, and 10. The filling line connec­
tions adjacent to valves 8 and 9 were then broken and the bcmb rotated 
to the vertical position. Valve 8 was opened thereby permitting the 
^In the connotation used in this section of text, the expression 
"system" refers to that portion of the overall apparatus which one 
might simply call the bcmb and the filling lines. Specifically, it 
is that section defined by the closing of valves 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 
11, 13, and l6 as noted in Figure 8. 
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ingestion of roan air into the bomb. The bomb was then rotated end 
for end to effect mixing of fuel and air. 
Runs with gaseous fuels which were conducted at initial total 
pressures greater than atmospheric were somewhat similar. Fuel was 
again metered by reference to the resulting change in pressure within 
the bcmb. The change in pressure was indicated either by a vacuum 
gauge, a compound gauge, or a positive-pressure gauge connected at 
valve 11. The choice of which gauge to use was dictated by the mag­
nitude of the fuel partial pressure. That gauge which could most 
accurately be read for the necessary pressure change was the one which 
was used. When it was necessary to use the positive-pressure gauge, 
a small, charge of air was first added prior to admitting the fuel in 
order to place the gauge pointer onto the scaled portion of the gauge 
face (i.e. off the peg). 
After the bomb had been charged with fuel, air was added directly 
from the air cylinder. Final total pressures were indicated on one 
or more of the gauges adjacent to valves 4, 5, and 11. 
Runs conducted wherein the fuel was initially in the liquid phase 
were generally similar in pattern to the two cases noted above. The 
bomb was first evacuated—then, after closing valves 8, 9, and 10, the 
bomb was detached from the filling lines and placed in the vertical 
position. Liquid fuel was measured by a burette into a small reservoir 
attached to valve 8. Any of four reservoirs could be used—each was 
fabricated from a short length of \ inch copper tube provided with an 
access fitting at the top. Lengths of the reservoirs varied in \ inch 
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increments from 1 to 2^ inches. The smallest reservoir which was of 
sufficient capacity to hold the liquid fuel was used for a given run. 
After the fuel had been placed into the reservoir, the access fitting 
atop the reservoir was closed and valve 8 reopened. The vacuum inside 
the bomb thus drew in the fuel. Three minutes were allowed for the 
fuel to change to the vapor phase. Air was then added as before. 
Upon the completion of charging and mixing, the bcmb was placed 
in the desired position for the run. Spark plug and transducer leads 
were connected. The spark plug was fired at approximately one second 
intervals for up to as many as one hundred tries. If the mixture 
failed to fire during this interval, the mixture was arbitrarily adjudged 
to be non-flanmable. Whether a mixture inflamed was determined by ob­
servation of the Brush recorder trace. A mixture which inflamed showed 
a trace which indicated a well-defined pressure buildup. Such traces 
were easily recognizable. 
The first step in purging the bcmb was to open valves 9> 12, 14, 
and 16—this vented the bcmb contents to a pipe leading to the outside 
of the building. When the pressure had been equalized to atmospheric, 
valve 14 was closed, valve 13 was opened and the bcmb pumped down by 
use of the vacuum pump. After upper limit runs, a strong stream of air 
(directly from the air storage cylinder) was forced through the bcmb 
prior to placing a vacuum on the bcmb. This helped markedly in re­
moving the light soot which tended to accumulate during upper limit runs. 
Concurrently during purging, a large centrifugal blower was used 
to play a stream of air axial!y down the length of the bcmb. Five 
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minutes, at most, were sufficient to cool the bcmb casing to near rocm 
temperature. 
An Orsat gas analyzer was employed during certain of the early 
runs in order to check the initial composition of the mixture. In 
general, this check using the Orsat showed good agreement with the 
composition noted solely by reference to the partial pressure of the 
fuel. It was strongly felt, however, that use of the Orsat was more 
likely to introduce error than to minimize it. Accordingly, use of the 
Orsat was discontinued. Reliable duplication of results (including 
reruns at a specific composition) was felt to be a sufficiently strong 
indication that the desired composition was being attained solely by 
reference to the observed partial pressures of the constituents. 
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RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 
The Initial motivation toward conducting the present investigation 
was a realization that the results frcm a new determination of flammable 
limit values could potentially be of real practical value. In par­
ticular, it was felt that use of a single combustion bcmb on a series 
of similar fuels would aid in removing seme of the uncertainties frcm 
interpretation of literature values presented by other investigators. 
Referring to the literature, it is noted again that only the work of 
Payman and Wheeler (25) in 1923 contained values of the limits for 
different paraffins wherein the values had been obtained by use of a 
single bcmb. 
The present experimental observations were keyed to the premise 
that major concern lay with being able to observe propagation of the 
flames rather than just simply inflanimation of a gas mixture. 
A tabulation of the original data points which were obtained ex­
perimentally is presented in Appendix A. These points have been arrayed 
into ninety-six groupings or "Data sets"—these have been designated 
as Data set 1, Data set 2, ..., Data set 96. Each set contains a 
series of observations obtained at a common total mixture pressure 
and temperature. The only variable considered within a set was the 
composition of the reactant mixture. Initial pressures to kOO p.s.i.a. 
were included in the investigation. With the exception of the points 
of Data set 88, all experimental observations were made at initial 
4* O 
mixture temperatures of 72 - 2 F. 
The flammable limits which were observed during the present in-
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vestlgation are presented in Table 20. Included in the table are the 
fuel-air mixture composition (in $ fuel), the corresponding equivalence 
ratio,^ and the calculated adiabatic flame temperature at constant 
volume. For all fuels runs were conducted with bomb oriented vertically 
so as to effect upward flame propagation. Certain additional runs, as 
indicated, were conducted wherein the propagation was either downward 
or horizontal. 
The observed lower limits have also been plotted to yield Figure 10 
and the upper limits to yield Figures 11-15• Smooth curves (shown as 
heavy lines) have been drawn through the observed limit points. In­
cluded on each of these figures are the observed limits frcm the liter­
ature (shown as light lines). 
The first few data points within each Data set were run in a 
manner to quickly establish a rough value for the composition wherein 
occurred the transition from a flammable mixture to a non-flammable 
mixture. Subsequent points were then run in order to pinpoint the 
transition exactly. The information generated during a single run 
(i.e. one data point) was simply the initial pressure, initial temper­
ature, reactant mixture composition ($ fuel), and the final pressure. 
Each of the successive data points within a set was plotted onto 
a diagram having the coordinates per cent fuel (abscissa) and the ratio 
^The equivalence ratio for a combustible gas mixture is the ratio 
of the per cent fuel in the mixture to the per cent fuel in a stoichio­
metric mixture. 
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Table 20. Observed flammable limit data from present investigation 
Fuel: 
pressure 
[p.s.i.a.1 
$ fuel-
lower 
limit 
Equiv. 
ratio 
Adiab. 
flame 
temp, 
(calculated) 
$ fuel-
upper 
limit 
Equiv. 
ratio 
Adiab. 
flame 
temp, 
(calculated) 
Methane 
14.7 
14.7a 
4.78 
4.95 
0.505 5178 12.70 
12.19 
1.55 44l4 
45 
45a 
4.83 
5.48 
0.508 5201 15.57 
12.59 
1.41 4284 
150 
130a 
4.90 
5.91 
0.515 5232 15.79 
15.65 
1.66 5805 
220 
220a 
5.00 
6.29 
0.526 5277 17.20 
17.05 
1.81 3539 
510 
510» 
5.65 
6.85 
0.594 3564 17.60 
17.62 
1.85 3475 
400 
400a 
5.52 
6.92 
0.580 5508 17.81 
17.80 
1.87 5427 
Ethane 
14.7 3.16 0.558 3510 10.19 1.80 5798 
100 2.65 0.468 3122 14.15 2.50 2746 
200 2.85 0.505 5280 15.77 2.78 2558 
500 2.87 0.506 5296 16.85 2.98 2065 
400 2.8l 0.495 5249 20.67 3.65 
Propane 
14.7 
14. T8, 
2.41 
2.43 
0.598 3719 8.47 
6.39 
2.10 3423 
45 
45a 
2.24 
2.30 
0.556 5540 9.06 
7.05 
2.25 3214 
2.IS 
2.13 
aDowmrard propagation 
b 
Horizontal propagation, spark plug below mixture 
Horizontal propagation, spark plug above mixture 
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Table 20. (continued) 
Adiab. Adiab. 
Fuel: $3 fuel- flame % fuel— flame 
pressure lower Equiv. temp. upper Equiv. temp. 
[p.s.i.a.] limit ratio (calculated) limit, ratio (calculated) 
Propane (continued) 
130 2.68 O.665 3997 10.00 2.48 2889 
150V 2.60 8.02 iyS° 2.50 9-41 
150e 2.52 9-75 
220 2.24 0.556 3540 10.52 2.61 2713 
220a 2.34 8-95 
310 2.19 0.543 3487 11.32 2.8l 2446 
310a 2.26 10.90 
4oo 2.24 0.556 3540 12.90 3.20 1923 
400a 2.16 12.80 
Butane 
14.7 I.85 0.591 3683 7.92 2.53 2857 
100 1.78 0.569 3607 8.50 2.72 2612 
200 1.80 0.575 3634 9.00 2.88 2404 
300 1.78 0.569 3607 9.43 3.01 2224 
400 1.77 0.565 3593 
Pentane 
14.7 1.70 O.665 4019 6.25 2.44 3016 
36.2 1.61 0.630 3875 
45 7.22 2.82 2524 
80 8.04* 3.14 2116 
82.2 1-59 0.620 3843 
150 1.57 0.613 3810 
280 1.51 0.590 3711 
4oo 1.47 0.574 3646 
9.OO56 pentane mixture (saturated with fuel) was also found to be 
flammable at initial mixture pressures of 100 and 1)0 p.s.i.a. 
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Table 20. (continued) 
Fuel: 
pressure 
tp.s.i.a.) 
$ fuel-
lower 
limit 
Equiv. 
ratio 
Adiab. 
flame 
temp, 
(calculated) 
$ fuel— 
upper 
limit 
Equiv. 
ratio 
Adiab. 
flame 
temp, 
(calculated) 
Hexane 
14.7 1.52 0.704 4178 6.06 2.80 2575 
29.4 6.25 2.89 2465 
100 1.45 O.67O 4048 
180 1.40 0.648 3955 
Heptane 
14.7 1.32 0.706 4190 
32.2 1.22 0.652 3977 
60 1.16 0.620 3843 
of final to initial pressure (ordinate)—this was done immediately upon 
completion of each individual run. Thus it was possible to obtain an 
over-view of the effect of varying the reactant composition. 
The curve of such a diagram was found to correspond to one of 
several basic curve shapes. The repetitive nature of these basic 
curve shapes furnished the means whereby a firm criterion was estab­
lished for interpreting the results. These basic curve shapes were 
arbitrarily categorized into four pairings. These pairings are pre­
sented in Figures 16-19. On these figures a non-flammable mixture is 
denoted by a vertical bar at or below p^/p^ = 1. 
Curve shapes 1-L and 1-U (Figure 16) were obtained for certain of 
the data sets for which downward propagation was considered. Both 
curve shape 1-L (for a lower limit determination) and curve shape 1-U 
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(for an upper limit determination) display a well-defined break in 
curvature. Such a break is attributed to the nature of the flame 
propagation. 
For Data set 3 (curve shape 1-L, those points displaying a ratio 
of final bcmb pressure to initial bcmb pressure (p^/p^) greater than 
3 were held to pertain to fully developed propagation which extended 
throughout the length of the bcmb. The points at the lower ratios 
(1.75 and below) were held to pertain to propagation which extended 
only partially through the bomb. This judgment was based on interpre­
tation of the Brush recorder traces. Those points at low p^/p^ yielded 
traces having a low, gently sloping profile of pressure rise. Those 
points at higher Pg/P^ displayed almost an identical profile for a 
short period (up to several seconds) after which the Brush trace would 
rise quite sharply. For Data sets which displayed plots similar to 
curve shapes 1-L or 1-U, the limit composition was considered to be 
that corresponding to the steeply-sloping transition from low to higher 
values of Pg/P^ (e.g. in Figure 16, curve shape 1-L for Data set 3... 
the limit composition is considered as 5.48$)."*" 
Curve shapes 2-L and 2-U are characterized as having a wide range 
of observed Pg/P^ values. No sharp breaks exist in the curves. Curve 
shapes 3-L and 3-U are general]y similar to curve shapes 2-L and 2-U, 
however, only relatively higher values of Pg/P^ could be obtained ex-
^Rolingson et al. (99) used a somewhat similar transition in the 
ratio of instantaneous gas temperature to initial gas temperature as 
a reliable indicator of propagation. This was regarded as a precedent 
for establishment of the present criterion. 
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périmentally. Under this classification of curve shape, there were 
simply no runs wherein intermediate values of Pg/p^ were observed. 
Curve shapes 4-L and 4-U are somewhat similar to curve shapes 3-L and 
3-U, however, the curve shape is not as well-defined. 
Each of the ninety-six Data sets of the present investigation has 
been classified into one of these basic curve shapes. This classifica­
tion is noted in the descriptive tabular entries of Table 25, Appendix A. 
Analysis of the experimental results disclosed a rather striking 
correlation between the number of carbon atoms in the fuel and the 
equivalence ratio of the limit mixtures. This correlation is shown in 
Figures 20 and 21 for lower and upper limit mixtures, respectively. 
After a judicious amission of several points, the limit points were, 
for a given pressure, fitted to a least squares straight line. These 
fitted lines are seen to display the same general tendency. 
Fitted lines of this nature could be of value in predicting the 
flammable limits which would exist under other conditions. No attempt 
was made, however, to make such predictions. 
Re-examination of Table 20 shows that, in general, the adiabatic 
flame temperatures of lower limit mixtures increase as the paraffin 
series is ascended. On the other hand, adiabatic flame temperatures 
for upper limit mixtures are seen to decrease as the series is ascended. 
These observed trends are in agreement with similar trends reported 
by Egerton and Fowling (21, 22, 106). 
The adiabatic flame temperatures calculated for the limit mixtures 
of the present investigation are several hundred degrees higher than 
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other reported literature values (21, 22). The literature values of 
flame temperature, however, pertain to constant pressure flames—those 
of the present study were calculated for a constant volume process. 
Therefore, the discrepancy is both of the proper magnitude and the 
correct sign. 
It was initially felt that a well-chosen curve fit might be capable 
of application to the observed data points within a given Data set. 
It had been observed that the adiabatic flame temperatures for a given 
fuel, when plotted against per cent fuel, yielded a curve which was 
very nearly a parabola. Thus, least squares parabolas of coordinates 
pg/p^ and per cent fuel (cf. Figures 16-19) centered about a horizontal 
axis at p^/p^ = 1 were fitted to the data points of most of the Data 
sets. By arbitrarily disregarding data points below a certain variable 
value of Pg/Pj/ fitting curves were obtained. 
It had.been hoped that these fitted curves might display intercepts 
at pg/p^ which could be given some interpretive meaning. This was 
adjudged not to be the case, however. Several Data sets (e.g. Data 
set 5, Figure 16) yielded intercepts at compositions which were close 
to ignitible (but non-flammable) compositions—this was felt, however, 
to have occurred strictly by chance. 
Since the results of such curve fitting were considered to be in­
conclusive, the idea was abandoned. Solely as general information, 
the equations for these parabolas are presented as part of the tabular 
descriptive entries of Table 25, Appendix A. 
Consider now several physical observations which were noted during 
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experimentation. 
1. With upward flame propagation, flammable mixtures which were 
immediately adjacent to the limit composition produced a several-
fold pressure multiplication upon burning. This had been 
anticipated inasmuch as Bulkley and Husa (97) and Kennedy et al. 
(5) had specifically noted similar observations. 
2. A randean scatter in the observed value of p^/p^ was noted during 
re-runs at identical react ant mixture compositions. This could 
perhaps be simply attributed to experimental error in charging 
the bomb with the desired amount of fuel—this may have been one 
cause. It was inherently felt, however, that such a scatter could 
also be tied directly to randan burning characteristics of the 
mixture. Such a variation in burning characteristics has been 
discussed by Lewis and von Elbe (95* 101). A vertical scatter of 
points similar to that presently noted was also reported by 
Nuckells (107). 
3. Limits observed for downward propagation lay consistently inside 
the flammable range for upward propagation. This was taken as an 
evidence that a satisfactory ignition system had been used during 
the present investigation. 
4. The observed pressure rise within the bomb was generally on the 
order of one half to two thirds that predicted by perfect gas law 
calculation based on attainment of the adiabatic flame temperature 
by the gas mixture. This is as one would inherently expect. 
5. The heat liberation through the banb walls was particularly 
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pronounced as higher initial pressures were considered. For initial 
pressures "below 100 p.s.i. or so, little heating of the outer wall 
was noted (as adjudged by a touch of the hand). However, at 400 
p.s.i.a., the bomb was so hot after firing that one could not lay 
his hand on the bomb exterior. 
6. Sooting of the bomb interior was (as expected) evident for fuel-
rich mixtures. This soot was very soft and light in weight and 
could easily be removed. 
7. No cool flames were ever encountered nor were they expected 
(106, 108). 
It was felt that no meaningful analysis of experimental errors 
could be applied to the observations of the present investigation in­
asmuch as the results of experiment were so strongly dependent upon 
interpretation (as opposed to the results being solely used for a 
subsequent formal computation). The only significant question which 
is pertinent concerns the accuracy with which the desired fuel charge 
could be introduced into the bomb. Considering the two extreme pres­
sure conditions, it was felt that the water manometer used for runs at 
atmospheric pressure could be reliably read to within 0.1 inch, thus 
yielding a possible error in the composition of about 0.03$. It was 
felt that the bourdon gauge used at 400 p.s.i.a could be read to within 
0.2 p.s.i. for a possible error of about 0.05$. It was presumed that 
a somewhat greater error was possible for the introduction of the liquid 
fuel charges into the bomb—perhaps more on the order of several tenths 
of one per cent. 
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THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
Introductory Gemment 
As noted in the chapter on Review of Literature, several authors 
(94, 95) have recently voiced support for those theoretical approaches 
wherein heat losses from the flame and/or products are considered. 
Accordingly it was the initial intent of the present investigation 
that this class of approach be investigated carefully. Both the work 
by Spalding (53) and that by Mayer (82) appeared particularly worthy 
of consideration. 
Of these two works, the presentation by Spalding (53) was first 
examined. Spalding outlined two basic approaches: one wherein heat 
loss by conduction alone was considered, another wherein only radiation 
heat loss was considered. 
That approach which considered only heat conduction was held (by 
the present author) to i>e inappropriate to the present discussion in 
that no realistic consideration of the effect of increased initial 
pressure could be incorporated into the solution. 
That approach which considered the heat loss to be by radiation 
was held to be appropriate and a modified form thereof was used to 
calculate flame speeds corresponding to the observed flammable limits 
from the present study. (This is discussed further in the third section 
of this chapter.) 
The basic pretext of the presentation by Mayer (82) was inherently 
felt to hold the most promise in that the fundamental energy balance 
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equations could "be applied, with modification, to the present discussion. 
Such application did indeed prove fruitful. 
With a digital computer available, it was no longer necessary to 
make certain of the simplifying assumptions used by Mayer. Elimination 
of these simplifying assumptions, however, made it necessary to use a 
trial-and-error solution rather than a direct solution (as used by 
Mayer) in order to effect a theoretical computation for the fuel 
composition of a limit mixture. 
The theoretical approach of the present investigation (as developed 
in the next section) has, as its starting point, energy balance equa­
tions which are similar to those given by Mayer. 
Basic Theoretical Approach 
Attention is once again invited to Figure 2(b) wherein two possible 
temperature profiles across the combined preheat and reaction zones 
were considered. For the upper curve representing the profile for an 
adiabatic flame, it is implied that no energy transfer takes place out­
side the preheat and reaction zones. Only changes that take place 
across these two zones need therefore be considered. 
One may consider that the reactants entering the preheat zone 
possess a certain energy which can be quantitatively described in 
terms of the sum of the sensible energy and the chemical energy. 
For a constant volume process, the sensible energy of the 
reactants is simply the internal energy. For each gram of reactant 
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mixture,"1" the internal energy may be expressed as 
Tr= 
T 
ref 
, ar H pn (33) 
"v [gn mixture-°K | J 
where is the temperature of the reactant mixture, is some 
conveniently-chosen reference temperature, and c^ is the instantaneous 
value of the constant volume specific heat for the mixture. 
Consider a reactive gas mixture contained within the boundaries 
of a moving disc (Figure 22). The disc has a thickness equal to the 
length of the combined preheat and reactions zones (cf. Figure 2(b)). 
Consider that this disc is moving frcm right to left at a velocity S 
through a quiescent mixture of reactants. The rate of sensible energy 
input (due to reactants) into the left face of the disc is expressible 
as 
rT re 
pre Sre J Cv dT ' 
Tref 
"gm mixture cm | cal I K i [cal 
cm^ sec 1 gn mixture-°K 1 2 cm 
where pye is the density of the reactant mixture and Sre (= S) is the 
velocity of the reactants relative to the moving disc. The chemical 
energy input can be written as 
^The c.g.s. system of units will be used exclusively in this 
section of text in order to conform to those used in the bulk of the 
literature. 
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Figure 22. Characteristics of the reactive system. 
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pre Sre I I ' 
'ga mixture I cm { gn fuel | cal 
,cm^ I sec I gn mixture I gn fuel 
where nu , is the mass fraction of fuel in the reactant mixture and fuel 
AE is the constant volume heat of combustion for the fuel. 
cfuel 
In a similar manner, the sensible energy leaving the disc at the 
downstream face (i.e. right side) may be written as 
fTf,ad. 
Ppr Spr =v ^  
ref 
where ^ is the adiabatic flame temperature of the products. The 
chemical energy leaving may be written as 
v v H <v<aecJ I pr 
where m is the mass fraction of each product and AE is the 
F? =pr 
constant volume heat of combustion for each product. 
Thus for this present case of an adiabatic flame, all means of 
energy transfer have been enumerated. A single expression recognizing 
conservation of energy follows : 
T 
P S Hre re 
r re 
J V™1- "re Sre I I 
T 
ref 
= p S 
pr pr 
T 
r f,ad 
j V 31 + v sprl 2 I ' i=y ' 
ref (54) 
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Conservation of matter for a constant volume process implies prg 
= p and S = S . Further, a caramon value of T may be chosen for 
"pr re pr ' ref 
the lower limit of each of the two integrals. can *n fact be 
chosen as Equation 3^ thus can be rewritten as 
P S {| (mfuel)(AECf^ ei) | -| Z ((V)(AECpr))| 
= P S c dT pi . (35) 
T 
Jr f,ad. %d  N—1 T Lcm -secj 
re 
Equation 35 can be readily verified by reference to an internal 
energy-temperature (E-T) diagram drawn as in Figure 23. It should be 
specifically noted that Equation 35 has been developed in a manner 
which implies that the values of /\E be those for a reaction wherein 
the water which is formed as a product is present in the vapor phase. 
Further, it is noted that individual values of m^ will change between 
states 3 and 4 for a given fuel-rich mixture due to the requirement of 
satisfying an equilibrium relation. Such changes in value are not 
appreciable over the temperature ranges considered in the present in­
vestigation, however, and only slight error is introduced by making 
the assumption that the composition is fixed at the temperature T^ ^  . 
The case for an actual, non-adiabatic flame (cf. Figure 2(b)) may 
be developed by reconsideration of Equation 35 in conjunction with 
Figure 24. States 1, 2, and 3 remain unchanged frcsn the previous case. 
A new state, 4', however, replaces the previous state 4. State 4' is 
seen to fall on the same curve from state 3 to state 4, but at a lower 
—m reactants actual products 
ErE2= |(mfue,XAEcfue,)| 
actual products 
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Figure 23. Combustion process diagram for determination of adiabatic flame temperature ; 
constant volume process. 
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Figure 24. Combustion process diagram for determination of actual flame 
temperature; constant volume process. 
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temperature than was state 4. The heat transfer external to the gas 
mixture is hence manifested on the E-T diagram as the vertical distance 
between states 1 and 4'. The flame temperature corresponding to state 
4' is designated as Tf. For a fuel-rich reactant mixture, the product 
composition is assumed fixed at temperature Tf. 
Accordingly, Equation 35 can be revised to reflect the energy 
conservation requirements for this non-adiabatic flame: 
p S < I 'I " |Z (<VKAEc 'J I fuel x pr ' 
Tf 
' cal 
2 
cm -sec 
= p S I c t £ I»  8^ 
rre 
where Q o^ss Is the heat transfer expressed with reference to a unit 
area of flame front. 
Re-examination of Equations 35 and 36 and of Figures 23 and 24 
leads directly to a new expression for the heat transfer, 
(36) 
H—1 
Icm -secj 
oss 
rTf,ad. rTf 
Qloss 1^2 ...! =pS I cvdT-pS I CydT 
C T 
re re 
T 
r f,ad. 
= p S J cy dT . (37) 
f 
The flame speed, S, however, is dependent on T^. The specific heat, 
0^, is dependent on the instantaneous temperature T. Hence, for 
emphasis, Equation 37 Is rewritten as 
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loss MH I cm -sec J 
S(Tf) 
T r f,ad. 
T„ 
cy(T) dT (38) 
Equation 38 thus clearly represents that heat transfer which is 
effected. The question now arises : in what manner is such a transfer 
of energy physically realizable? That is, by what physical mechanisms 
might the flame and the products behind the flame give up such energy? 
The heat liberation to the surrounding vessel can take place both 
from the reaction zone and from the products behind the reaction zone. 
The products immediately adjacent to the reaction zone can be expected 
to liberate heat both by radiation and by conduction. The gases within 
the reaction zone can similarly be expected to liberate heat to the 
surroundings. The highly-elevated temperature within the reaction 
zone, however, exists only over a very short distance (in the direction 
of flame travel) and accordingly heat transfer from the reaction zone 
'can logically be expected to be secondary to that frcm the small 
volume immediately behind the reaction zone. 
Consider a small volume of products adjacent to the reaction 
zone (Figure 22). Let the heat transfer to the walls be denoted by 
Qr]*ib I cal/ cm^-sec 
Accordingly, one may consider that net energy, in the amount , 
leaves this small volume of products. Using the energy equation of 
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reference 82, this may be expressed as 
9iib = •p3% 1 * ^ (ki) (39) 
cal I _ f m I cm I cal I °K 1 + I* I cal I °K 
cm^-sec J L cm^ I sec I gtn I cm J [ cm I cm-sec-°K I cm 
The first term represents the energy made available by mass 
transport, the second represents that made available by conduction. 
As an expediency to numerical evaluation of Equation 39* the conduction 
term may be disregarded assuming that its value will be small relative 
to the mass transport term. Thus Equation 39 can be rewritten as 
I - -jfr • w 
v 
The heat conducted from the reaction zone into this small volume 
of products under consideration is, therefore 
s, -
= k , (41) 
P S Cy 
^ 
1 sec |gm-°K [cal I F cal I cal I cm I I cm2-sec J L cm-sec-°K I cm^-sec I gm I cm I cal 
where k is the thermal conductivity. This equation may now be rewritten 
to emphasize the temperature dependence that exists : 
«. - «v «> 
where is the temperature of the surroundings, i.e. the inner wall 
of the vessel through which the flame is propagating. 
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Recall that nothing has yet been stated as to how the heat transfer 
denoted by is effected. This remains to be discussed. 
One may now compare Equations $8 and 42 and reflect upon their 
2 
significance. Q-j_oss [cal/cm -sec] is that heat which must be removed 
from the reaction zone in order to obtain a specified value of Tf. By 
Equation 38, Q. is clearly a function of both T„ , and T.. CL , loss f,ad. f uoss' 
in entirety, is assumed to be available for energy transfer only at the 
interface between the reaction zone and the small volume of fully-burned 
products. (L [cal/cm2-sec] is that energy which actually is trans­
ferred at this interface and is a function of T„ . , T„, and T f,ad. f surr 
One may ponder on a suitable value of T^. Obviously it lies in 
value somewhere between Tre and T^ ^  . Intuitively, one would probably 
consider that T_ is fairly close to T , —perhaps within several X I y 8£L« 
hundred degrees. One must, therefore, compare the values of and 
Qloss over a range of possible values of T^. 
If Qloss is exactly equal to Q^, at some single value of Tf on 
T « T. < T , , an exact steady-state solution will thereby exist 2*6 X r ) £Kie 
and a flame (with flame temperature Tf ) will continue to propagate. 
If Q^qss > Of for more than one possible value of Tf, there will be a 
buildup of heat within the reaction zone thereby serving to maintain 
the propagating flame. If, however, Q o^ss <£ 0^ for all values of T^ 
on T « T < T , the reaction zone will be considered as under-
re f f,ad. 
going too great a loss of heat and continued propagation cannot take 
place. 
Thus whether or not propagation occurs depends on the comparative 
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magnitudes of Q o^gs and at various values of over thé temperature 
interval between T and T„ , . The mechanism whereby the amount of 
re f ,aa. 
heat is transferred out of the small volume of products adjacent to 
the reaction zone must now be considered, before proceeding further. 
This will also yield information about Q_ jLoss 
Certainly, heat transfer by radiation can be expected to take place. 
Hot gases of combustion (both luminous and non-luminous) can give up 
heat to surrounding cooler surfaces quite effectively. 
The volumetric rate of heat loss by radiation can be expressed in 
terms of the emissivity of certain of the product gases. Of these 
gases actually formed as products, only the non-luminous radiation from 
carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, and water vapor need be considered 
(109, 110). 
McAdams (109) and Rohsenow and Choi (110) have shown that the heat 
emission per unit volume in all directions from a single constituent 
gas is 
v 
^ ™ 
8 p„L -> 0 
*\—1 
atm-cm 
J" cal "I _ f cal I °K^ j atm I 
I cm^-sec J 1_ cm2-sec-0K I I I 
where <T is the Stefan-Boltzman constant, p_ the pressure, € the emis­
sivity, and (pgL) an arbitrary "optical path thickness." This can be 
rewritten for a general product composition applicable to the present 
study as 
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where constituents i are considered as COg, CO, and H^O only—p^ is the 
partial pressure of each. Curves from which values of (d£/d(p^L))^ l_^q 
may be obtained are presented by McAdams (109, pp. 83, 85, 96). 
The assumption is now made that the gases are exchanging radiant 
energy only with that portion of the vessel through which the flame has 
not yet passed. This is tantamount to assuming that the walls of the 
vessel through which the flame has passed are at temperature T^. Con­
sidering the trailing edge of the reaction zone as a plane and the small 
volume of radiant products adjacent to the reaction zone as a point 
source, the radiant energy transfer is therefore to a hemisphere rather 
than to a sphere. Considering the walls of the vessel ahead of the 
flame to be at temperature T , Equation 44 becomes 
<W = Tsurr' 2 
surr 
ac. 3 d6. 
pi dtPjL) (45) 
/PjL-> 0, 
One may wish to consider also that the small volume of products 
adjacent to the reaction zone liberates heat by conduction to that 
portion of wall which is radially outward frcm the volume. Such a 
consideration is in conflict with the previous assumption that this 
segment of wall be at temperature Tf—, however, intuitively, such a 
discrepancy is not of any real concern. If one assumes that this small 
segnent of wall is still at Tsurr> the heat transfer by conduction is 
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%ona - * km (y Tsurr) , («) 
a 
[ - I l  .  f éal | ^ | 1 
Lcm-sec J cm-sec- K I • cm J 
•where k is a mean value for the thermal conductivity of the product 
gas and d is the diameter of the vessel (cf. Appendix C). 
A final expression for can now be written as 
^ £ (% (%Lj ) ) 
PjL-t-O 
+ "m "fg- W (47) 
16 (Tf -
7 
Thus the expression for 0^ can be written as 
°f - p S(Tf) cv(Tf^ad_, Tf) j24^ "O 2 
. ( P i f ô )  )  
p.L-* 0 a J 
N) 
Compare now this equation for against the previous expression 
for ^  OSS 
T 
J f,ad. 
Qloss = P S(Tf) j c^(T)dT . (38) 
Tf 
Both equations are strongly dependent on T^. The most pronounced 
effect is shown by the flame speed, S(T^), which is seen to display a 
wide change in value as small changes in Tf are considered. This is 
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apparent by considering a form of the Arrhenius expression (82) for 
flame speed: 
S(T) = B exp (-E/2 R T) (49) 
where B is a reaction rate constant and E is the activation energy. 
Evaluating Equation 49 both at T^ ^  and at Tf, an expression can be 
written for S(Tf) as a function of S(Tf ^  ): 
S(Tf) - e*p |(JL) (çi- . -j-)J . (50) 
It is now assumed that the value of S(Tf ^  ) can be replaced by S Q^se 
which shall be construed (for now) simply as some reference value for 
the flame speed. 
Nothing has yet been said about any pressure dependence displayed 
by S(T^). Several discussions fran the literature may be considered. 
Strauss and Edse (ill) and Manton and Milliken (112) have noted that 
flame speeds decrease upon an increase of initial pressure for those 
mixtures whose flame speeds are less than 50 cm/sec at atmospheric 
pressure. Egerton and Sen (113), in their literature survey, noted 
that the majority of prior theoretical studies had used the assumption 
that flame speed was inversely proportional to the square root of the 
pressure. These authors further cited experimental studies which tend 
to support such an assumption. Egerton and LePebvre (ll4) experimentally 
studied fuel-air mixtures containing methane, propane, ethylene, and 
propylene at pressures to 120 p.s.i.g. and found the flame speed de­
pendence upon pressure to be satisfactorily expressible in terms of 
the inverse of the square root of the pressure. 
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Accordingly, let Equation $0 nov be rewritten to reflect this 
pressure dependence : 
S(Tf,p) - Sfcase Î 0,5 (exp (A ) (t^ " %)) ' (51) 
The basic expressions for and Q o^sg may once again be rewritten : 
k(T ) 
Qf = ' -
p(p>Tre) Sbase P 5^ XP (g r) ad " tf jj vTf,ad.,Tf 
* << \ \ 16 VTf - W 
+ fl2 
pL-*0" 
1 (52 
T 
rf,ad. 
W - Sba£e (A)(ï  ^" %))j «t») « ' 
f (55) 
Ccmparison of these tvo equations at various values of T^ consti­
tutes the means (as discussed earlier) whereby a given mixture will be 
theoretically deemed flammable or non-flammable. Although not readily 
apparent by inspection of Equations 52 and 53, it will be seen (in the 
next section) that and Q q^ss plotted at different trial values of 
Tj, will, for a given mixture, yield one of the three basic plots as 
shown in Figure 25. The first two of these three plots pertain to 
mixtures which will allow propagation of a flame, the third pertains 
to a mixture which will not allow propagation. 
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Practical Application of Theory 
The exact manner in which practical computations for the present 
investigation were made is now considered. Certain minor changes have 
been made in the equations of the previous section in order to effect 
greater convenience of solution. Dimensions on equations, in some 
instances, have also been altered. 
The determination of the adiabatic flame temperature is first con­
sidered. Equation 55 in conjunction with the E-T diagram of Figure 2) 
provides a means for computing Tf. It is more convenient, however, to 
make the computation in terms of enthalpy rather than internal energy. 
Figure 26 presents an enthalpy-temperature (H-T) diagram for a 
general combustion process. An adiabatic flame for a constant volume 
process satisfies the equation 
Hence the energy balance for a constant volume process can be written 
simply by "tracing" around the paths on the H-T diagram, step by step. 
Before this can be done, the product composition must be determined. 
On the basis of 100 lb-moles of reactants, the assumed paraffin-air 
reaction for a lower limit mixture is 
E2 ' E1 = *2 " h " P2V2 + P1V1 = 0 ' (54) 
nf + (10° " nf)(0-21 02 + 0.79 N2) 
» tOg + %0 V + tg °2 + \ *2 (55) 
For an upper limit mixture, the assumed reaction is 
! 
Figure 26. Combustion process diagram for an adiabatic flame 
State System 
1 Reactants 
a Products of complete combustion, HgO in liquid phase 
b Products of incomplete combustion (CCL, CO, H?0, Hp, 
and NgO, HgO in liquid phase 
c Products of incomplete combustion (COg, CO, HgO, Hg, 
and Ng), HgO vapor phase 
d Products at the adiabatic flame temperature for a 
constant pressure process 
2 Products at the adiabatic flame temperature for a 
constant volume process 
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nf + (100 - nf)(0.21 0g + 0.79 Ng) 
-v n,. C0„ C0o + nno CO + n_ . + n» H0 + n.. N0 . (56) 2 D2 + nC0 C + "HgO + "Hg 2 + "Tig ïï2 
Material "balances can be written which are pertinent to both 
reactions : 
Carbon-- (nf)(R) = nCQ + n Q^ (57) 
Hydrogen— (nf)(2R + 2) = 2 n 0^ + 2 n^ (58) 
Oxygen— (100 - nf)(0.42) = 2 n^ + nc0 + (59) 
Nitrogen-- (100 - nf)(0.79) = . (60) 
For a given mixture (i.e. nf known), no further information is 
needed in order to solve for a lower limit product composition. For 
an upper limit mixture, the water-gas equilibrium equation is also 
needed: 
(np/0(n« n) 
(•w. ) =  K(T)  ( 61 )  
COn"HgO 
OOg^^Hg 
where K(T) is the equilibrium constant for the reaction nCQ + n^ Q — 
nC0 + "Hg ' Values for K(T) used in the present study were obtained 
from reference 101. The value of K(T) used was that at T . 
X y 3XL. 
With reference again to Figure 26, Equation 5^ can be rewritten 
on an implied basis of 100 lb-moles of reactants: 
E2 " E1 ~ ^ 2 " ^ 1 " P2V1 ~ H2 ~ ^1 " "2^2 + nlRTl 
- - (%1 - V + (%b - V + <Hc - V * - Hc> - 2^ * "A 
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- ((»f)(-AHCtoei)) [lb-°^S ^  I5U. fuel 
< (("CO)(-A=Cco)) [1Vm0^ C°|Z0leCo] 
r lb-moles IL t BTU n 
+ [ J lb-mole Hg J 
rlb-mole HgO ,lb H^O . BTU 
+ ("HgO^^O^fg^ [ I lb-mole EgO | lb S^O 
rT-Tf,ad. 
+ / n C dT I lb"mole "Prod-ucts I HTU I R ] 
J pr p | lb-mole products-°R | J 
'T=532 'pr 
n m f lb-mole I lb-ft | °R 1 
" V K T f , a d .  I I ZL - °R| J 
+ (100) R (532) pb-mole | lb-ft | R | (62) 
lb-mole - °R| 
where n is the total number of lb-moles of products and C is the 
pr ppr 
molar constant pressure specific heat of the product mixture. Values 
of which were used were obtained frcm reference 115. Necessary-
constants were ML _ = 18.016, h_ = 1053.2, and R = I5U5. V - *•«*. ^
The temperature dependence of C was also recognized. It has 
ppr 
been shown (ii6-h8) that an empirical specific heat relation of the 
form 
Cp = A - B T"1 + C T~2 (63) 
can be employed in order to reflect this temperature dependence. 
Equations were thus developed for each of the products over the temper-
» 
1kl 
ature range from to 4860°R. The procedure for developing the 
empirical equations consisted simply of determining the constants A, 
B, and C by evaluating the equation form at three widely-separated 
temperature points within the range (i.e. three equations in three 
unknowns) with known values of taken from tabular specific heat 
data presented by Huff et al. (119) at each of the three temperatures. 
The empirical equations that were developed"*" are given in Table 21. 
Thus C was evaluated as 
ppr 
0  =  z ,  c  [ ° f  1 —L™2 1 , (64) 
ppr pi L lb-mole products I lb-mole of i - °Rj 
the summation extending over all product constituents. 
A trial-and-error procedure is required in order to determine a 
Ttapirical specific heat equations were also developed for the 
first seven paraffins using the equation form C = A + BT - CT . This 
was done in conjunction with an option contained in the digital computer 
program whereby upper limit flame temperatures could, if desired, be 
calculated under the assumption that a certain percentage of the fuel 
initially present did not react. 
A number of previous investigators had experimentally observed 
that the products of near-limit mixtures often contained significant 
amounts of unburned fuel. It had been anticipated that flame temper­
atures calculated under the assumption that seme of the fuel had not 
reacted might be of interest. A number of calculations were made 
under the assumption that 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50$ of the fuel was 
unconsumed. 
The results were, however, inconclusive. A reduction in the 
amount of fuel consumed served to move the reaction closer to 
stoichiometric—as a result the net heat of reaction did not greatly 
change. Flame temperatures calculated under the assumption that same 
of the fuel did not react were very nearly the same as those calcu­
lated for complete consumption of the fuel. 
Since the calculation, at best, was only approximate and since 
the results were inconclusive, the inquiry was not pursued further. 
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Table 21. Empirical specific heat equations 
Gas Equation (C in BTU/lb-mole °R, T in °R) Mean error 
COg 16.1775 - 6.3895 X 105 T" •1 + 1.3361 X 106 T"2 0.09#* 
HGO 15.0584 - 12.2155 X 105 T" •1 + 4.5608 X 106 T"2 0.59# 
°2 10.3725 - 5.0508 X 105 T" 
•1 
+ 1.7583 X 106 T"2 0.37# 
N2 9.4894 - 3.5581 X 105 T" •1 + 1.1916 X 106 T"2 0.13$ 
CO 9.4567 - 3.1526 X 105 T" •1 + 0.9833 X 106 T'2 0.41# 
*2 10.1480 - 7.7412 X 10
5 T" •1 + 3.2391 X 106 T"2 1.02# 
CHk 3.4444 + 10.076 X IO-5T - I.3663 X IO"6T2 0.79#B 
% 0 O
J 
+ 21.361 X 10~\ - 3.4198 X IO"
6T2 0.47# 
1.9661 + 31.977 X 10-5T - 5.3765 X IO"6T2 0.52# 
3.9213 + 4O.4O4 X 10" 5T - 6.8148 X IO"6T2 0.37# 
C5H12 5.2352 + 49.449 X LO"
5! - 8.3996 X IO"6T2 0.41# 
^6^.4 6.6807 + 58.337 X 10
-5T - 9.9292 X IO"6T2 0.23# 
% 8.0932 + 67.323 X IO-5T - 11.5132 X 10"6T2 0.21# 
%lean error for first six entries based on comparison against 
instantaneous specific heats given by Huff et al. (119). Comparison 
made at l8o° intervals in the temperature range 540°R to 4860°R. 
^Mean error for remaining seven entries based on comparison 
against instantaneous specific heats given by Rossini et al. (115). 
Comparison made at l8o° intervals in the temperature range 560°R 
to 2660°R. 
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value of Tf ^  which satisfies Equation 62. First, a trial value of 
T is assumed. The product composition is then determined (the i jQfCt* 
equilibrium constant K(T) being evaluated as K(T^ ^  ) for an upper 
limit mixture). The right hand side of Equation 62 is then evaluated. 
If this value is greater than zero, too high a value of T„ , has 
x y elu. • 
been assumed; if less than zero, too low a value has been assumed. 
Successive iteration then permits evaluation of Equation 62 to any 
desired accuracy. 
The actual computations for determining Tf ^  during the present 
investigation were made on the IBM 7074 digital computer at Iowa State 
University. Iteration was continued until a value of T„ , was reached i ) act. 
which differed from the value of T_ , of the immediately preceding 
x y elcle 
iteration by no more than 5°R. The two FORTRAN computer programs 
which were used are presented in Appendix B. The results of the 
computations are given in Table 22. Several values for T„ , for a 
I y QZle 
constant pressure methane-air reaction are also included for comparison. 
The development of a working equation for Q-j.oss *s nov considered. 
Recall Equation 53: 
<W = p(p'Tre' W p °'5(exp "4)) l 
f 
T f,ad. 
c dT . 
v 
(53) 
The density of the reactant mixture can be expressed as 
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Table 22. Calculated adiabatic flame temperatures, °R ; constant 
volume process 
# fuel Methane Ethane Propane Butane Pentane Hexane Heptane 
0.4 816 1022 1219 1403 1582 1752 1917 
0.8 1081 1463 1809 2128 2433 2722 2999 
0.9 3244 
1.0 3480 
1.1 3365 3709 
1.2 1333 1864 2338 2771 3182 3566 3932 
1.3 3357 3763 4149 
1.4 3527 3955 4359 
1.5 3216 3695 4142 4564 
1.6 1569 2235 2824 3358 3859 4325 4763 
1.7 3497 4019 4503 
1.8 3634 4176 4678 5284(b) 
1.9 3169 3769 4330 4848 (1.87#) 
2.0 1796 2586 3280 3902 4481 5015 
2.1 3390 4032 5279(s) 
2.2 3498 (2.16#) 
2.3 2839 3604 
2.4 2013 2921 3710 4410 5057 
2.5 3002 3813 5273(s) 
2.6 3083 3916 (2.56#) 
2.7 3162 4017 
2.8 2223 3241 4117 4887 
2.9 3319 4215 
3.0 3396 4950 4583 4244 
3.1 3472 526O(s )  
3-2 2426 3548 4504 (3-13#) 
3.3 3621 
3.4 3697 
4.0 2815 4127 5253(B) 4744 4284 3858 3464 
4.4 4403 (4.03#) 
4.5 3050 
4.6 3096 
4.7 3142 
4.8 3187 
4.9 3232 
5.0 3277 4801 4206 3690 3211 2762 
5.1 3322 
5.2 3367 
5-3 3411 
^Meaning of notation: the adiabatic flame temperature for a 
stoichiometric heptane mixture (1.87# fuel) is 5284°R. 
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Table 22. (continued) 
$ fuel Methane Ethane Propane Butane Pentane Hexane Heptane 
5.4 3455 
5.5 3499 
5.6 3543 
5.7 3586 
5.8 3630 
5.9 3673 
6.0 3715 
6.4 3885 
6.5 
6.8 4051 
7.0 
7.2 4214 
7.5 
7.6 4374 
8.0 
8.5 
9.0 
9.5 510l(s) 
(9-51#) t 
10.0 4990 * 4103 
10.5 
11.0 4770 
11.5 
12.0 4557 * 3729 
12.5 4454 
13.0 4352 
13.5 4251 
14.0 4152 * 3382 
14.5 4053 
15.0 3957 
15.5 3860 
l£.0 3766 * 3055 
15.5 3670 
17.0 3578 
17.5 3483 
18.0 3393 * 2740 
20.0 3029 * 2439 
22.0 2674 * 2149 
5219(E) 
(5.66#) 
5101 4569 3716 
4l66 
4762 3969 3257 
3779 3038 
4443 3594 2824 
3412 2612 
4l4l 3235 2404 
3060 2195 
3852 2888 
3711 2720 
3574 2552 
3437 2387 
3303 2221 
3172 
3042 
2911 
2875 
2658 
2531 
2406 
2281 
2155 
2026 
2429 
3146 2610 
2886 2320 
2633 
2385 
^Values after * are adiabatic flame temperatures for a constant 
pressure process. 
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P (p,Tre) = ^fuel 
xfuel + Mair xair ^ p 
R T 
re 
fel-
fan fuel I gn-mole fuel"! + 
j gn-mole fuel I gm-mole mixtl 
an air I gm-mole air 1 J" 
gn-mole air I gm-mole mixt J I J 
• 0„T f atm-cm 1 °k1 
L em-mole - °Kl J gn  
((M^uei x^f) * (29«0)(l - xf)) p 
(82.06) 
The specific heat of the mixture can be expressed as 
_ (2x1 Cpi) - I.987 
2(xi Mi) 
[an-mole i | IT cal 
an-mole m 
(66) 
c = 
v  
(67) 
[çal V 
L an mixt-°KJ 
1 ixt I an-mole 1 -[an-mole i 1 an i 1 gn-mole mixt |gm-mole 1 7Â] ' [ -mole mixt - K, 
where the i summation extends over all products. The constant pressure 
specific heat, C , is as specified by Equation 64. Recall that the 
pi 
products presently under consideration are those within a portion of 
the reaction zone. Hence the product composition for an upper limit 
mixture will shift slightly to satisfy equilibrium conditions. In 
the present calculations, the upper limit product composition was 
assumed fixed by K(Tf) rather than by K(Tf ^  ). 
Seme apprehension was felt regarding precisely what values to use 
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for the activation energy, E, for the fuels under consideration. Badami 
and Egerton (120) gave the values 32.5, 30.5, 29.5, and 27.3 [kcal/ 
gm-mole] for methane through butane, respectively. Fenn and Calcote 
(121) experimentally determined the values as 26 [kcal/gn-mole] for 
methane, ethane, propane, and pentane and 28 [kcal/gn-mole] for butane. 
These values were all considerably lower than values given by 
Mayer (82)—60 [kcal/gm-mole] for propane... and by Cambel and 
Jennings (122)—79.38 and 62.1 [kcal/gm-mole] for methane and propane, 
respectively. The values given by Badami and Egerton and by Fenn, 
however, were specifically reported as being those which had been de­
termined for mixtures far removed from stoichiometric. Accordingly 
for the present investigation, the decision was arbitrarily made to 
use the values 32.5, 30.5, 29.5, 27.3, 26.0, 24.5, and 23.0 for methane 
through heptane, respectively. 
Consider now a specified react ant mixture at some specified initial 
pressure p and initial temperature T^. The value of T^ ^  is hence 
also fixed. For a specified value of T^, Equation 53 can now be re­
written and solved for Q o^sg in terms of the (as yet unspecified) 
parameter S^: 
((Mfuel)(xf) * (29.0)(1 - %f)) P 
91050 = [ (82.06) 
f cal I F m mixt 1 
Lcm2-sec J L cm^ J 
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f -1 T ad °v ' - 1-987 
•{exp (i®r) 't)}/' ^Mt) dT 
^ (68) 
* kcal | cal I an-mole -°K I 1 f cal 
. gn-mole I kcal | cal I °K J L gn mixt - K 
This equation constitutes the working equation from which 0 O^BS was 
calculated. Notice that Tf and Tf &d are now expressed as °K rather 
than °R. 
A working equation for evaluation of is now considered. Equa­
tion 52 is re-examined: 
Of 
k(Tf) 
.
P(P,Tre) ^
 
P °'5(eXP C2"») " Tf)) °v(Tf,*i.' Tf' J  
2 * <Tf ' TLT> £ (»l(^ 
p.L-^0/ 
]£ \(Tf - Isurr) 
(52) 
The value of k(T^) for the products of combustion as required in 
the numerator of the first term was taken simply as k(Tf) for air.1 
Values for the thermal conductivity of air at several temperatures, as 
given by McAdams (109), were plotted and found to display a temperature 
dependence expressible as 
^Examination of the many theoretical methods noted in the section 
on Review of Literature will disclose a well-established precedent for 
such a step. Values of k which can (occasionally) be found for typical 
product gases are sketchy, at best. 
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/ $ \0.8* 
k(T) = 0.000062 I ' cal 
cm-sec- K. 
(69) 
where T is in K. The thermal conductivity, k^, in the last term of the 
equation was taken, again for air, simply as k(T ) where T = 
m m 
(T + T )/2. T was taken as 532°R (296°K). Values for f surr surr 
((d 6±/d(p^L) were obtained by direct measurement off of the 
lower portions of the curves given by McAdams (109, pp. 83, 85, 96). 
The working equation which was used for calculating (L, during the 
present investigation is now written—in order to gain a concise nota­
tion, the equation is considered in the form 
(Dj 
for which 
A = 0.000062 ( A )  0.834 
E +  F l  M—] j lcm -sec J 
L cm-sec- K J 
(70) 
B = 
C = 
((Mfuel)(xf) + (29-0)(l xf)) P 
(82.06) 19 
(71) 
(72) 
(Sbase p^ 
Z (xi Cp ) - I.987 
(73) 
D = 
E = 
2 (*! Mt) 
(k.miO'Wt - 296k) £ (»t (â^j ) 
P^-^0 J 
(74) 
150 
kcal |Yi atm I I hr cal « 2 in 1 meter 
, 2 o_4 
meter -hr- K j 1 atm-ffc 1 sec kcal in 2 cm 1 cm 
cal 1 
3 ' 
cm-sec J 
. + 296) )°-83t (Tf - Tsm.) 
^2 L cm^-secj 
(75) 
One is perhaps somewhat uncertain as to what total mixture pressure 
should be used in conjunction with the determination of the partial 
pressures needed in term E. In a constant volume combustion process, 
the pressure is steadily increasing as the flame travels down the length 
of the vessel. Further, in a non-detonative combustion process, the 
pressure must be assumed uniform throughout the entire mixture. 
An interesting consideration tempered the required decision. 
Taylor and Taylor (123) have shown that nearly all of the pressure rise 
within a cylindrical constant volume bomb (with axial propagation) 
occurs during the later stages of propagation--they noted that when 
the flame has traveled half way down the length of the vessel, the 
pressure at that instant is only 11# of the final value to be reached 
when the flame arrives at the end of the vessel. This, in general, 
appears representative of the pressure rises observed during the present 
experimental investigation (as interpreted frcm the Brush recorder 
traces ). Accordingly, the arbitrarily-assumed total mixture pressure 
within the bomb was taken simply as the initial pressure. 
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It is to be further noted that Equation 73 has, once again, been 
expressed in terms of the parameter 
What then is the nature of the term S, ? Recall that it vas 
case 
assumed that S, could be used to replace S (T _ , ). The term 
case f,ad. 
S(Tf ^  ) is the flame speed that one should be able to physically 
observe if one were able to produce an adiabatic flame for some near-
limit mixture. 
Certain experimental work has been carried out by other investi­
gators in which such a condition was approximated. 
Egerton and Thabet (124) measured flame speeds with a flat flame 
burner for both lower and upper limit fuel-air mixtures. They found 
all speeds to be finite. Measured flame speeds at the lower limits 
were (in cm/sec): methane, $.0; propane, 4.4; butane, 4.4; pentane, 
4.8; and heptane, 5.6. Measured flame speeds at the upper limit were 
(in cm/sec): propane, 5*3, and butane, 5.1. 
Badami and Egerton (120) measured lower limit speeds (in cm/sec) 
as: methane, 3-40; ethane, 3.50; propane, 3.82; and butane, 3.74. They 
noted further that they had never, for any fuel-air mixture, observed 
a stable flame speed below 3 cm/sec. 
Harris et al. (125) presented a curve in which an extrapolated 
flame speed of about 5 cm/sec appears feasible for an upper limit 
propane-air flame. Mâche et al. (126) have, for a methane-air mixture, 
reported speeds as low as about 3 cm/sec for a lower limit mixture and 
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about 5 cm/sec for an upper limit mixture. Geydon and Wolfhard (12?) 
have noted limit speeds simply as on the order of about 5 cm/sec. 
Thus it appeared that some value on the order of about 3 to 5 
cm/sec would be appropriate as S a^ge for a lower limit mixture and 
seme value on the order of about 5 to 6 cm/sec for an upper limit 
mixture. In the calculations for the present study, values close to 
these were indeed used and were found to be satisfactory. Consider 
now the detailed procedure that was followed for the ultimate calcula­
tions of the present study... 
A FORTRAN computer program which would perform the calculations 
noted in Equations 68 and 70 was written for the IBM 7074 computer. 
This program and the associated flow diagram are reproduced in Appendix B. 
The nature of the calculations as performed by the computer is 
described herewith in general terms and also by concurrent reference 
to a sample calculation for a 4.8# methane-air mixture. Material in 
this present section of text which is delineated by the foremark a 
and the postmark P pertains solely to the sample calculation. The 
reader thus may refer only to the general text comment or to both 
general comment and sample calculation. Numbers within slant brackets, 
_7, refer to the statement numbers in the FORTRAN program. Attention 
is invited to the prefatory material ahead of the program as given in 
Appendix B for the meanings of the named FORTRAN variables and constants. 
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One may follow through a general description of the steps in the 
program1: 
(1) Input certain constants and variables /"through 6_/. 
(2) Read f6j a data card with the following information: number 
of carbon atags in the fuel, # fuel, adiabatic flame temperature, 
number of 100 R decrements to be applied to T^  in order to generate 
desired values of Tf, the exponent denoting thé pressure dependence of 
flame speed, activation energy of the fuel, indicator (l for lower 
limit mixture, 9 for upper limit mixture), indicator (9 if product 
composition is to be printed as output, 1 if not), indicator (9 if 
the flame speed calculation similar to that given by Spalding (53) 
is to be performed, 1 if not), number of values of S^g to be con­
sidered, number of different initial pressures to be considered, four 
values of Sy^gg, six values of initial pressure. 
a 1, 4.80, 3187., 11, 0.5, 32.5, 1, 1, 1, 
1, 1, 5.0, blank, blank, blank, 
14.7, blank, blank, blank, blank, blank 3 
(3) Compute density of unburned mixture at each value of initial 
pressure 2007_/. 
(4) Compute desired values of T^ £~8 - 10J. 
a 3100, 3000, 2900, 2800, 2700, 2600, 2500, 
2400, 2300, 2200, 2100 3 
(5) Compute product composition for first value of T„ /"12 to 13 
for lower limit mixture, 13 to 14 for upper limit mixture_/7 
(X n^Q =4.80 [lb-moles COg/lOO lb-moles 
2 reactants] , 
"HgO " 9*60' n02 ~ 10'59' ^  ~ 75,21 P 
(6) Compute product mole fractions /™l4 through koj. 
a XpQ - 4.8o#, Xg Q - 9*60#, Xq = 10.39# 
xw = 75.21# 
u2 
^For emphasis, the grammatical imperative mood is herein used to 
describe the operations in order to create the feeling that the computer 
is being ordered what to do (as is indeed the case). 
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(?) Compute coefficients for variable specific heat equation 
/~4l-42y • compute molecular weight _/• 
(8) Compute heat transfer by conduction /~8lJ. 
(9) Compute S(Tf) 
(10) Compute (denoted as QJRAD in program) using each of the 
assumed values of Sbase and each of the values of initial pressure /"45_J 
2 
a 0.l6l cal/cm -sec for S, = 5.0 cm/sec, p * 14.7 p.s.i.a. p 
(11) Compute Q, using each of the assumed values of Su and 
each of the values or initial pressure 46_/. 856 
2 
a O.O63 cal/cm -sec for S a^se = 5*0, p = 14.7 P 
(12) Compute (CL - Q1ft ) using each of the assumed values of S 
and each of the values or Initial pressure £"200$_J. 856 
2 
a 0.098 cal/cm -sec for S a^se = 5-0, p = 14.7 P 
(13) Cycle back through preceding eight steps (as listed) performing 
each computation at each of the remaining values of T^. 
a At 3000% CL = 0.161, 0 = 0.115, ((L - CL ) = 0.047 
2900 0.165 0.148 •Loss 0.017 
2800 0.167 0.166 0.001 
2700 0.173 0.172 0.001 
2600 0.177 0.167 0.010 
2500 0.186 0.155 0.030 
2400 0.197 0.139 O.O58 
2300 0.213 0.119 0.094 
2200 0.232 0.099 0.133 
2100 0.258 0.079 0.179 
(all for - 5«0, p = 14.7) P 
(14) Examine all values of (CL, - Q, ) at each value of S, and 
p. If Q- > Q. for one or more values SBf T_, determine large if6 value 
of (Qqos - CL.) and store value as TINY. If GL < Q for all values 
of T„, determine smallest value of (Q. - Q. 7°lnd store as TINY 
Z>Oi-355_7. ^ o^ss 
a TINY = +0.001 for ^  = 5-0, p = 14.7 P 
(15) Print out the value of TINY corresponding to each value of 
Sbase ^ ^C90kJ-
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(16) Print out a table showing the number of carbon atoms in the 
fuel, # fuel, Sfcaggj initial pressure, and the exponent for flame speed 
pressure dependence. Print all values of Q_, , and (Q. - Q. ) 
at every Tf for each S^jage and p £29-47_/. 
(17) (Optional) Print out a blank graph below table 622-623_/\ 
(18) (Optional) Perfora flame speed calculation similar to that 
given by Spalding (53) 503-1002_/. 
(19) Return to and input another data card. 
The present sample calculation permits the overall scope of the 
theoretical calculations to now be seen. In Figure 2%, the curves for 
and for Q^oss have been drawn on the blank graph which was printed 
as computer output. At the top of the figure, the second through 
fifth lines of computer output, respectively, list Q^, (Q^, - Q^osg)j 
<W V 
It is seen that there are no values of T^ for which Q^oss > Q^. 
Upon plotting the curves through these points, it is seen, however, 
that the two curves are tangent—therefore the mixture is, by the 
theoretical criterion at hand, flammable. If, that is, the choice of 
Sbase which was used, 5*0 cm/sec, is a proper choice. 
Figure 28 is now considered. This figure was constructed from 
the computer output for a 4.9# methane-air mixture. S^ase was again 
considered as 5.0 cm/sec. There are two values of Tf for which 
Qlogg > 0^ and, accordingly, this mixture is also considered as flam­
mable. The lighter curves on this figure are those for 4.7# and 4.8# 
methane-air mixtures (the latter reproduced from the preceding page). 
Figure 27. o and CL curves for 4.8# methane-air mixture (S, T loss x base 
cm/sec, p = 14.7 p.s.i.a.). 
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Figure 28. Comparison of Q_ and Q_ curves for different mixtures (S, =5.0 
t; loss base 
cm/sec; p = 14.7 p.s.i.a.). 
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For the 4.7# mixture, > Qloss for all Tf and the mixture is there­
for non-flammable. 
The general trends of the and Q o^ss curves can be noted. 
(1) For a given value of T^, successively richer (fuel-lean) 
mixtures display successively higher values of . The primary cause 
is the increase in the value of the summation in Equation 74 due to 
the increased partial pressures of the COg and H^O. 
(2) For a given value of Tf, successively richer (fuel-lean) 
mixtures display successively higher values of Q o^ss over most (but 
not all) of the interval of T^ considered. This effect is traceable 
both to the increased amount of CO^ (with its relatively higher value 
of specific heat) and also to the increase in the value of (T^ ^  -T^). 
(3) For a given mixture, increases in value as lower values 
of T^ are considered. It is seen that the increase in value of the 
summation in Equation 74 and the decrease in value of the flame speed 
(term C, Equation 73) are both sufficiently pronounced as to over­
ride the effect of the increased value of T^ (Equation 74). 
Generally analogous observations also exist for fuel-rich limit 
and near-limit mixtures. 
An additional option £"701 through 4202_/ existed within the pro­
gram and was of significant value in the early attempts to determine 
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a suitable value for S, . This option effected the summation of base 
2 
values of per cent fuel, TINY, and (TINY) for any desired number of 
data cards—the summed values could be called simply by inputting a 
data card with the digit 9 in the first column—this could be done at 
any stage of the computations. 
In these efforts to fix the value, the question was asked: is 
there a common value of &bage which, if used, will yield calculated 
limit compositions that are identical to corresponding experimental­
ly-observed limit compositions? Thus a series of computer runs were 
made, both with lower and upper limit mixtures, wherein data cards 
for observed limit compositions (from the present investigation) were 
employed. A series of possible values for S a^ge were tried extending 
frcm 2 through 8 cm/sec. Pressures to 400 p.s.i.a. were considered. 
The resulting values for TINY and also those for (TINY) were printed 
and compared at given values of 
As part of this option in the program 4100 through 48_/, values 
of (TINY) and the corresponding observed limit compositions were 
fitted to a least squares straight line in order to find the value of 
Sl  which gave the best fit as evidenced by the smallest fitted base 
2 
values of (TINY) over the range of compositions. This best fit was 
found to exist at a common S, value of 4.9 cm/sec. 
case ' 
This was reassuring in that a value of 4.9 cm/sec compared favorably 
with those experimental values frcm the literature that were previously 
noted. 
For each individual limit determination (i.e. each Data set), the 
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single value of Stase "which yielded identical agreement between the 
observed and calculated limit compositions was also determined. These 
values are presented in Tables 23 and 24. 
In Table 23, it is seen that the SL values for the lower limit base 
mixtures are scattered in a seemingly randan pattern. Individual 
values do not vary greatly frcm one limit point to another, however. 
Table 23. Values of Ccm/sec J required in order to yield exact 
agreement between observed and calculated lower limit 
compositions 
Pressure, 
"PeSeieELe Methane Ethane Propane Butane Pentane Hexane Heptane 
14.7 5.00 5.30 5.45 5.10 5.36 5.21 5.07 
45 4.74 4.87 4.98 4.88 4.94 5.09 4.52 
130 4.65 4.40 5.41 4.71 4.78 4.80 
220 4.68 4.60 4.82 4.69 4.69 4.67 
310 5.09 4.52 4.74 4.64 4.59 
400 4.98 4.43 4.78 4.62 4.52 
Considering first only the lower limit values, it is imprudent to 
attempt to choose one single value from Table 23 as a value which is 
suitable for all of the lower limit Data sets since there is truly no 
evidence at hand to lead one to expect that should be some common 
value. The observed literature values for flame speed (noted earlier) 
certainly do not lead one to infer that a common value exists. 
Thus it was considered most suitable that the calculated lower 
1&3 
Table 24. Values of S^„e [cm/sec] required in order to yield exact 
agreement between observed and calculated upper limit 
compositions 
Pressure, 
p.s.i.a. Methane Ethane Propane Butane Pentane Hexane 
14.7 6.77 6.08 5.75 5.06 4.99 4.34 
45 6.48 5.72 5.44 4.79 4.32 3.88 
130 6.06 4.99 5.08 4.45 
220 5.86 4.36 4.87 4.07 
310 5.81 4.00 4.51 3.71 
limits be reported with reference to a range of possible Sbgse values. 
Accordingly, lower limit computations were made using S Q^se values of 
4.4 and 5«4 cm/sec. These values were selected because of their com­
patibility both with the values noted by Egerton and Thabet (124) and 
with the values given in Table 23 and 24. The calculated lower limit 
compositions corresponding to values at and between 4.4 and 5*4 
cm/sec are shown in Figure 29. The shaded bands represent the range 
of lower limit compositions which are found by computation. The left 
side of the band depicts lower limits based on S a^se = 4.4 cm/sec, 
the right side those based on $.4 cm/sec. A change of 1 cm/sec in the 
value of S a^se is seen to produce a variation of about one per cent or 
less in the calculated lower limit composition. 
Several other points were considered for the lower limit compu­
tations . 
(l) What would be the effect of referencing the computations to 
Figure 29. Comparison of observed and calculated lower limit 
compositions (left side of shaded band depicts 
calculated lower limit composition based on 
£>base = 4.4- cm/sec; right side based on = 
5.4 cm/sec). 
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a higher numerical value of activation energy? Recall that sane concern 
had been expressed earlier in this regard. Computations were thus also 
made for methane-air mixtures using the value E = 79*58 Ckcal/gn-molel 
which was obtained frcm reference 122. The resulting effect is shown 
in Figure 30. The shaded band at the left of the figure depicts the 
lower limit compositions obtained for E = 79*30 with S a^se (as before) 
= 4.4 and 5.4 cm/sec. The resulting effect is thus a lowering of the 
calculated lower limit compositions. 
(2) What if heat transfer by conduction to the bomb wall frcm 
the small volume of products were disregarded (i.e. what if the last 
term in Equation 52 were disregarded)? A computation of this nature 
was also made. The resulting effect is shown in Figure 30* The lower 
limit composition is seen to be raised slightly. 
(3) What if the computations were to be made for a bomb of small 
diameter, e.g. the 2 cm. diameter bomb of Payman and Wheeler (25)? 
Several attempts were made to force a computer solution for this case. 
No valid solution was found—the effect of the small diameter on the 
conductive heat transfer (cf. Equation 52) was clearly such as to over­
ride the effects of the calculated radiative heat transfer. The present 
calculation procedure was thus held to be inappropriate for considering 
vessels of very small diameter. 
(4) What would be the appearance of some type of mean calculated 
curve of lower limit compositions based on a caramon value of S Q^ge? 
It was found by trial-and-error that a value of S g^se = 5.12 cm/sec 
used in conjunction with a value of 0.53 for the exponent denoting 
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flame speed pressure dependence produced fairly close agreement (gen­
erally within about one half of one per cent) between observed and 
calculated lower limits. The general effect of referencing the 
calculations to these values is indicated by the "mean" curve shown in 
Figure 2$ for the methane-air reaction. No particular significance is 
attached to or implied for such a line. 
It was not feasible to analyze the upper limit computations in 
quite this same manner. It is noted (cf. Table 24) that values of Sbag) 
required to yield exact agreement between calculated and observed upper 
limit compositions were not nearly as close in value (to each other) 
as were the values of S, for lower limit compositions. They were base 
seen to follow a pattern, however, 
These required values of S Q^se for the upper limit compositions 
(Table 2k) were plotted against equivalence ratio to yield Figure 31. 
A smooth curve was thereby generated. 
The question then arose: (l) does a somewhat lower flame speed 
actually exist for richer mixtures thereby causing the upper limit 
compositions to be as they are or (2) are the upper limits governed 
by some other consideration and the required S Q^se values (being then 
dependent) simply happen to fall as they do? Basically, which is cause 
and which is effect? 
In consideration of this question, another question was asked: 
if one of the fuels under consideration were chosen for inquiry, say 
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Figure 31. Values of Sbase which yield exact agreement "between observed and computed 
upper limit compositions. 
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for example propane, and if a range in values for were used for 
the computations, what would be the resulting calculated upper limit 
composition? This inquiry was pursued. It was found that if a propane-
air mixture were considered, the calculated upper limit compositions 
at atmospheric pressure corresponding to assumed Sbage values of 4, 
5, and 6 cm/sec occurred at equivalence ratios of 3.05, 2.76, and I.58, 
respectively. These points are shown on Figure 31 and are denoted, 
respectively, as points C, B, and A. These "adjusted" points may be 
referenced to the observed limit point corresponding to an equivalence 
ratio of 2.10 and to their relation with the curve of Figure 31* 
These three calculated points are seen to fall near the curve. 
The conclusion therefore is that almost any composition which might be 
a feasible upper limit composition could probably be expected to gen­
erate points on or near the curve. Therefore the initial question re­
mains unanswered. 
It is appropriate, however, to now reflect on one other consider­
ation. This computation just noted produced invalid (i.e. nonsensical) 
solutions for assumed values below 3 cm/sec and above 7 cm/sec. 
Refering to 
= S(Tf,ad.> exp ' (50) 
and further recalling that S, was taken as S(T„ , ), one notes base f,ad. 
that actual flame speeds corresponding to valid S a^se values of 4 to 
6 cm/sec would therefore be restricted to a range of about 3 to 5 
cm/sec. This is entirely compatible with the observed flame speeds 
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from the literature ( 125-127)—this, it is felt, constituted the only 
truly pertinent consideration. 
A modified form of the procedure given "by Spalding (53) was used 
to calculate the flame speeds of the observed limit mixtures. This 
was done in the expectation that such calculated flame speeds would be 
compatible with those just considered in the previous calculations. 
If they were nearly the same, an additional evidence of the validity 
of the preceding procedure would thereby be gained. 
Spalding presented his equation as 
s = ^  y  (Tb -\k  a. (76) 
Several changes were applied to this equation prior to its use in 
the present investigation. Thermal conductivity was evaluated by 
Spalding in the manner of the present Equation 69 except that 0.75 was 
used as the exponent. This was held to be improper and a value of 
O.834 was used as this exponent instead. The heat transfer frcm the 
products of combustion, L*, was evaluated as 
2 < rV â k (à§T ) ) • 
1-1 1 P±L-O7 
The adiabatic flame temperature, Tf ^  , was used for T^, the assumed 
temperature of the burned products—this is the same usage as that of 
Spalding. The factor K ^\c as given (and discussed) by Spalding 
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contained a numerical error—the corrected value of 0.152 rather than 
O.I69 as given by Spalding was thus used in the present calculations. 
Spalding stated his procedure as being applicable only to lower 
limit mixtures initially at atmospheric pressure. However, with the 
modifications noted, the procedure was held by the present investi­
gator to be valid for upper limit mixtures as well. Further, the 
procedure was held to be also valid for pressures greater than atmos­
pheric inasmuch as the flame speed pressure dependency had been in­
cluded in the consideration of the L* term. 
The results of these computations are presented in Figures 32 
and 33—least squares straight lines have been fitted to the calculated 
flame speeds. These resulting flame speeds were adjudged to be com­
patible with the conditions and the results of the theoretical calcu­
lations of the present investigation. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The lower flammable limits determined experimentally during the 
present investigation appear to be totally satisfactory. Nearly all 
of the lower limits lie outside the flammable ranges determined during 
prior experiments wherein vessels of smaller diameter had been used. 
Comparison of the lower limits for upward and for downward propagation 
shows those for upward propagation to be the lower in value. All dis­
play the trends that had been expected. The seemingly high value for 
the lower limit of propane at 130 p.s.i.a., both upward and downward 
propagation, is taken as an anomaly. 
Were it not for the two series of upper limit determinations (for 
ethane and propane) frcm the Bureau of Mines studies (5, 42), the upper 
limits as determined during the present investigation would also have 
been deemed satisfactory. 
In the light of these Bureau of Mines studies, however, the 
present results are clearly disturbing. It is conceivable that two 
different burning traits are being exhibited. For the Bureau of Mines 
studies, an ignition source of extremely high energy was used. The 
firing of the one gram of gun cotton used as the ignition source 
causes the liberation of about 10 to 11 joules of energy—this amount 
of energy is far greater than that used in any of the spark ignition 
systems (including that of the present study). It is considered 
feasible that this high-energy ignition source could initiate the 
so-called "selective burning" noted by Lewis and von Elbe (95) wherein 
only small pockets of fuel within the mixture are burned. 
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Regardless of any such consideration, however, the fact remains 
that the upper limits determined by Kennedy et al. (5, 42) have indeed 
been, in the view of the present investigator, properly considered and 
classified in accordance with the criterion that a flame be propagated. 
Regardless of any dispute as to the exact character of burning, such 
high-percentage fuel-rich mixtures appear capable of supporting a 
potentially hazardous flame. 
If one chooses to paraphrase the definition of a limit mixture as 
being that mixture which marks the transition frcm a hazardous to a 
non-hazardous condition, then one must truly accept per se these limit 
values determined by Kennedy et al. and consider that the corresponding 
limits frcm the present investigation have been imprudently determined. 
With respect to the theoretical considerations which have been 
discussed, it is felt that the most important conclusion frcm the 
present study is simply this : a prudently formulated theory based upon 
reasonable assumptions yields calculated limit values which are totally 
compatible with experimentally-observed values. An Important point 
to note is that these calculated values are not necessarily the only 
values which one could obtain by same suitable calculation. 
It is felt that the premise that flammable limits are dependent 
upon the nature of the heat loss from the flame and/or products has 
been supported and that no information has been generated during the 
course of the present investigation which can be construed as being 
in conflict with this premise. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOE FURTHER STUDY 
The most obvious suggestion which can be made is simply to run 
more tests on more fuels! Reference to the compilation of flammable 
limit values presented by Coward and Jones (l) will aid in deteimining 
those flammable gases and vapors which are deserving of further study. 
By no means is the present knowledge of flammable limits at elevated 
pressures complete. 
Any subsequent use of the present combustion bomb should probably 
be preceded by a re-evaluation of the present ignition system. Pos­
sible changes to the ignition system might include the use of same 
fora of glow plug, jet engine igniter, or carbon arc electrode. A 
small explosive charge used as the ignition source might prove worth­
while. Were a spark plug to again be used, one might consider making 
modifications such that the electrodes lie further out into the mixture 
and away from the wall. 
It appears that only limited experimental studies have been made 
of flame speeds for flammable mixtures at high pressures - -not only 
near the limits but also over the entire flammable range. Such a 
study might prove attractive. Consideration could be given to the 
possibility of modifying the present bomb to provide several thermo­
couples along the length of the bomb by means of which the flame 
travel could be followed.- Response time could present a problem; 
physically sealing these thermocouples into the bomb might also prove 
difficult. The bomb should, of course, again be given a hydrostatic 
1?8 
test before any subsequent use at high pressure. 
It is strongly felt that certain changes can be made in the 
theoretical solution without affecting the validity of the conclusions 
of the present investigation! These changes can perhaps include 
changes to certain of the assumptions (e.g. radiative heat transfer to 
the entire bomb rather than to only one half the bomb) and also changes 
in certain of the numerical values used in the computation (e.g. 
activation energy, assumed product composition, flame speed). It 
is the intention of the present investigator to examine this aspect 
in detail in the immediate future. 
Another possibility for further study exists: the formulation 
of a physical model for explaining why observed f'1 amiable limits are 
wider for upward propagation than for downward propagation. Many 
investigators have discoursed at length on certain observed phenomena 
associated with upward propagation but it appears that no attempt 
has been made to generate a precise theoretical explanation. 
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APPENDIX A. TABULATED DATA 
The experimental data obtained during the present investigation 
has been arrayed in Table 25. The original data points have been 
arranged in ninety-six groupings and are denoted as Data set 1 ... 
Data set 96. 
For those sets which contained points which were fitted to a 
least squares parabola, a notation of the form xx/yy/zz has been in­
cluded in the fifth line of each Data set description. The xx and 
yy, respectively, refer to the first and second coefficients of the 
equation 
(A-1) 
where Pg is the observed final bomb pressure and P^ the initial 
pressure. The zz denotes that value of P^/P^ below which no exper­
imental points were included in the fitted curve. 
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Table 25. Data frcan experimental investigation 
Ratio : final to 
Run Per cent initial pressure 
number fuel (p.s.i.a./p.s.i.a.) 
Data set 1 Methane 1000 5.45 3.08 
14.7 p.s.i.a. Downward propagation 1003 5.12 2.85 
Lower limit 1004 5.12 2.90 
Curve shape 3-L 1008 5.12 2.78 
4.088/0.507/2.25 1001 4.78 Did not fire 
1005 4.78 Did not fire 
1007 4.78 2.50 
1009 4.78 Did not fire 
1011 4.78 Did not fire 
Data set 2 Methane 1013 5.12 3.47 
14.7 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 1002 4.78 3.34 
Lower limit 1006 4.78 Did not fire 
Curve shape 3-L 1010 4.78 Did not fire 
2.496/0.428/3.00 1012 4.78 Did not fire 
1014 4.78 3.29 
Data set 3 Methane 340 6.56 3-84 
45.0 p.s.i.a. Downward propagation 341 6.45 4.15 
Lower limit 342 6.34 3.87 
Curve shape 1-L 343 6.23 3.75 
4.609/0.205/2.50 344 6.11 3.47 
345 6.00 3.72 
346 6.00 3.54 
347 5.90 3.35 
348 5-79 3.41 
349 5.68 3.32 
359 5.57 3.44 
360 5.57 3.42 
361 5.51 3-14 
350 5.46 1.77 
351 5.35 1.37 
352 5.25 1.18 
353 5.19 1.18 
354 5.02 1.06 
355 4.92 1.02 
358 4.86 Did not fire 
356 4.80 Did not fire 
357 4.80 Did not fire 
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Table 25. (continued) 
Ratio : final to 
Run Per cent initial pressure 
number fuel (•p.s.i.a./p.s.i.a. ) 
Data set 4 Methane 362 5.46 3.96 
45.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 363 5-35 3.80 
Lower limit 364 5.14 3.56 
Curve shape 3-L 367 4.91 2.96 
4.420/0.117/2.00 368 4.86 3.04 
370 4.86 2.90 
365 4.80 Did not fire 
366 4.80 Did not fire 
369 4.80 Did not fire 
Data set 5 Methane 484 6.01 4.37 
130.0 p.s.i.a. Downward propagation 485 5.94 2.10 
Lower limit 488 5.90 1.45 
Curve shape 1-L 483 5.85 1.33 
482 5.75 1.28 
48i 5.60 1.22 
48o 5.45 1.16 
479 5.33 1.15 
478 5.21 1.12 
477 5.15 1.10 
476 5.08 1.06 
474 4.95 1.04 
487 4.91 Did not fire 
486 4.88 Did not fire 
Data set 6 Methane 489 4.91 3.41 
130.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 493 4.91 3.51 
Lower limit 494 4.91 Did not fire 
Curve shape 4-L 495 4.91 3.16 
498 4.91 3.00 
491 4.88 Did not fire 
492 4.88 Did not fire 
496 4.88 Did not fire 
497 4.88 Did not fire 
490 4.80 Did not fire 
Data set 7 Methane 513 6.30 4.45 
220.0 p.s.i.a. Downward propagation * 519 6.30 4.58 
Lower limit 518 6.28 I.36 
Curve shape 1-L 520 6.28 1.30 
517 6.25 1.36 
512 6.20 1.35 
511 6.12 1.32 
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Table 25. (continued) 
Run 
number 
Per cent 
fuel 
Ratio : final to 
initial pressure 
(p.s.i.a./p.s.i.a.) 
Data set 7 (continued) 510 6.05 I.27 
509 5.98 1.21 
508 5.92 1.23 
507 5.83 1.18 
506 5-75 1.17 
505 5.65 1.15 
504 5.56 1.14 
503 5.47 1.11 
502 5-39 1.07 
501 5.30 1.05 
514 5.25 Did not fire 
515 5.25 Did not fire 
516 5.25 Did not fire 
Data set 8 Methane 828 5.30 4.18 
220.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 829 5.25 4.06 
Lower limit 830 5.20 3.64 
Curve shape 3-L 831 5.17 3.70 
4.803/0.049/3.00 832 5.12 3.54 
833 5.07 3.16 
834 5.03 3.21 
837 5.01 5.34 
835 4.99 Did not fire 
836 4.99 Did not fire 
838 4.99 Did not fire 
839 4.99 Did not fire 
840 4.99 Did not fire 
Data set 9 Methane 761 7.00 5.28 
310.0 p.s.i.a. Downward propagation 762 6.90 4.68 
Lower limit 764 6.85 4.40 
Curve shape 1-L 763 6.84 1.44 
6.599/0.022/4.00 770 6.81 1.36 
771 6.81 1.31 
760 6.52 1.26 
772 6.23 1.13 
765 6.00 1.20 
773 6.00 I.05 
769 5.88 I.09 
768 5-75 1.01 
774 5.70 1.01 
775 5.68 Did not fire 
776 5.68 Did not fire 
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Table 25. (continued) 
Ratio: final to 
Run Per cent initial pressure 
number fuel (p.s.i.a./p.s.i.a.) 
Data set 9 (continued) 777 5.68 Did not fire 
778 5.68 Did not fire 
767 5.61 Did not fire 
766 5.49 Did not fire 
Data set 10 Methane 809 5.81 4.13 
310.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 810 5.75 3-97 
Lower limit 811 5.71 4.06 
Curve shape 1-L 812 5.68 3.94 
5.634/O.OU/l.OO 815 5.65 2.77 
816 5.65 Did not fire 
817 5.65 Did not fire 
818 5.65 3.36 
819 5.65 Did not fire 
820 5.65 Did not fire 
821 5.65 Did not fire 
813 5.61 Did not fire 
8l4 5.61 Did not fire 
Data set 11 Methane 781 7.00 4.80 
400.0 p.s.i.a. Downward propagation 795 7.00 5.05 
Lower limit 796 6.95 4.70 
Curve shape 1-L 794 6.90 1.29 
793 6.85 1.29 
792 6.75 1.33 
782 6.50 1.23 
783 6.25 1.20 
784 6.00 1.20 
785 5.75 1.11 
786 5.50 1.04 
787 5.40 I.03 
788 5.30 Did not fire 
789 5.30 Did not fire 
790 5.30 Did not fire 
791 5.30 Did not fire 
779 7.50 5.98 
Data set 12 Methane 797 6.00 4.29 
400.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 805 6.00 4.01 
Lower limit 806 5-95 4.24 
Curve shape 3-L 800 5.90 4.10 
4.597/0.131/2.00 807 5.90 4.09 
823 5-75 3.95 
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Table 25. (continued) 
Run 
number 
Per cent 
fuel 
Ratio : final to 
initial pressure 
(p.s.i.a./p.s.i.a.) 
Data set 12 (continued) 802 5.60 3.88 
808 5-55 3.61 
803 5.50 Did not fire 
825 5.50 Did not fire 
826 5.50 Did not fire 
827 5.50 Did not fire 
801 5.40 Did not fire 
824 5.40 Did not fire 
Data set 13 Methane 1024 12.10 4.60 
14.7 p.s.i.a. Downward propagation 1025 12.10 4.28 
Upper limit 1017 12.28 Did not fire 
Curve shape 4-U 1019 12.28 Did not fire 
1023 12.28 Did not fire 
1015 12.42 Did not fire 
1021 12.42 Did not fire 
Data set 14 Methane 1016 12.42 4.52 
14.7 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 1022 12.42 5.79 
Upper limit 1020 12.60 5.25 
Curve shape 4-U 1018 12.79 Did not fire 
1026 12.79 Did not fire 
1027 12.79 Did not fire 
Data set 15 Methane 310 11.02 3.96 
45.0 p.s.i.a. Downward propagation 311 11.26 4.30 
Upper limit 312 11.48 3.98 
Curve shape 3-U 313 11.70 3.52 
13.815/-0.230/3.00 314 11.90 3.89 
316 12.11 3.32 
317 12.22 3.70 
333 12.47 3.67 
333A 12.47 Did not fire 
334 12.47 Did not fire 
335 12.47 Did not fire 
336 12.47 3.52 
337 12.47 3.89 
318 12.56 3.46 
327 12.59 Did not fire 
328 12.59 Did not fire 
330 12.59 Did not fire 
331 12.59 Did not fire 
332 12.59 Did not fire 
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Table 25. (continued) 
Run 
number 
Per cent 
fuel 
Ratio : final to 
initial pressure 
(p.s.i.a./p.s.i.a.) 
Data set 15 (continued) 319 12.69 3.54 
323 12.69 3.78 
325 12.69 Did not fire 
326 12.69 Did not fire 
329 12.69 Did not fire 
3)8 12.69 Did not fire 
339 12.69 Did not fire 
322 12.79 Did not fire 
324 12.79 Did not fire 
321 12.90 Did not fire 
320 13.00 Did not fire 
Data set 16 Methane 373 13.25 4.96 
45.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 921 13.25 4.48 
Upper limit 925 13.25 5.05 
Curve shape 4-U 375 13.36 5.00 
13.078/0.015/4.00 376 13.37 5.30 
923 13.37 Did not fire 
924 13.37 Did not fire 
926 13-37 Did not fire 
927 13-37 4.87 
928 13.37 Did not fire 
933 13.37 5.00 
374 13.47 Did not fire 
922 13.49 Did not fire 
929 13.49 Did not fire 
930 13.59 Did not fire 
931 13.69 Did not fire 
372 13.70 Did not fire 
377 13.80 Did not fire 
378 13.80 Did not fire 
379 13.80 Did not fire 
932 13.80 Did not fire 
Data set 17 Methane 628 13.00 5.70 
150.0 p.s.i.a. Downward propagation 629 13.52 5.52 
Upper limit 630 14.00 5.15 
Curve shape 2-U 631 14.52 5.00 
I8.225/-O.235/4.25 632 15.00 4.70 
633 15.53 4.40 
641 15.61 3.98 
643 15.61 2.06 
646 15.61 3.24 
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Table 25. (continued) 
Run 
number 
Per cent 
fuel 
Ratio : final to 
initial pressure 
(p.s.i.a./p.s.i.a.) 
Data set 17 (continued) 644 15.70 Did not fire 
645 15.70 Did not fire 
647 15.70 Did not fire 
648 15.70 Did not fire 
649 15.70 Did not fire 
639 15.78 Did not fire 
642 15.78 Did not fire 
634 16.00 Did not fire 
635 16.00 Did not fire 
637 16.00 Did not fire 
Data set 18 Methane 759 15.55 5.95 
150.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 740 15.70 5.85 
Upper limit 745 15.70 5.51 
Curve shape 4-U 640 15.78 Did not fire 
16.322/-0.027/5.00 744 15.79 5.69 
745 15.79 Did not fire 
746 15.79 Did not fire 
747 15.79 Did not fire 
748 15.79 5.88 
749 15.79 Did not fire 
750 15.79 Did not fire 
751 15.79 5.48 
752 15.79 Did not fire 
741 15.84 Did not fire 
742 15.84 Did not fire 
753 15.84 Did not fire 
636 16.00 Did not fire 
658 16.00 Did not fire 
Data set 19 Methane 654 16.81 3.59 
220.0 p.s.i.a. Downward propagation 653 17.00 3.52 
Upper limit 658 17.05 2.78 
Curve shape 1-U 657 17.10 1.30 
17.275/-O.063/2.00 
Data set 20 Methane 725 16.80 5.95 
220.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 726 17.00 5.48 
Upper limit 727 17.10 5.05 
Curve shape 3-U 729 17.14 5.05 
I7.726/-O.O55A.CO 728 17.19 Did not fire 
731 17.19 4.77 
752 17.19 Did not fire 
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Table 25. (continued) 
Run 
number 
Per cent 
fuel 
Ratio : final to 
initial pressure 
(p.s.i.a./p.s.i.a.) 
Data set 20 (continued) 733 17.19 5.22 
735 17.19 Did not fire 
736 17.19 Did not fire 
737 17.19 5.48 
738 17.19 Did not fire 
730 17.21 Did not fire 
734 17.21 Did not fire 
Data set 21 Methane 667 17.41 3.94 
310.0 p.s.i.a. Downward propagation 671 17.59 3.42 
Upper limit 693 17.59 3.37 
Curve shape 3-U 677 17.62 Did not fire 
17.959/-0.06V3.00 680 17.62 3.34 
684 17.62 Did not fire 
686 17.62 Did not fire 
689 17.62 Did not fire 
691 17.62 Did not fire 
682 17.65 Did not fire 
668 17.73 Did not fire 
670 17.73 Did not fire 
675 17.74 Did not fire 
669 17.89 Did not fire 
672 18.87 Did not fire 
Data set 22 Methane 673 17.50 5.34 
310.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 678 17.58 5.20 
Upper limit 687 17.59 5.31 
Curve shape 4-U 692 17.59 5.23 
18.488/-0.05/5.00 676 17.62 Did not fire 
679 17.62 Did not fire 
683 17.62 Did not fire 
685 17.62 Did not fire 
688 17.62 Did not fire 
690 17.62 Did not fire 
681 17.65 Did not fire 
674 17.74 Did not fire 
Data set 23 Methane 724 17.60 4.64 
400.0 p.s.i.a. Downward propagation 754 17.65 4.80 
Upper limit 755 17.75 4.31 
Curve shape 3-U 705 17.80 4.36 
18.372/-0.052/4.00 717 17.80 Did not fire 
718 17.80 Did not fire 
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Table 25. (continued) 
Ratio : final to 
Run Per cent initial pressure 
number fuel (p.s.i.a./p.s.i.a.) 
Data set 23 (continued) 720 17.80 Did not fire 
756 17.80 4.46 
758 17.80 4.43 
710 17.82 Did not fire 
757 17.82 Did not fire 
759 17.82 Did not fire 
701 17.83 Did not fire 
703 17.86 Did not fire 
696 17.90 Did not fire 
698 17.90 Did not fire 
707 17.90 Did not fire 
712 18.00 Did not fire 
716 18.25 Did not fire 
713 18.50 Did not fire 
715 18.75 Did not fire 
714 19.00 Did not fire 
Data set 24 Methane 694 17.80 5-35 
400.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 699 17.80 5.25 
Upper limit 704 17.80 Did not fire 
Curve shape 4-U 708 17.80 4.85 
711 17.80 5.10 
719 17.80 Did not fire 
721 17.80 4.95 
709 17.82 Did not fire 
700 17.83 Did not fire 
723 17.83 Did not fire 
702 17.86 Did not fire 
695 17.90 Did not fire 
697 17.90 Did not fire 
706 17.90 Did not fire 
Data set 25 Ethane 985 3.19 5.27 
14.7 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 987 3.19 4.17 
Lower limit 986 3.14 Did not fire 
Curve shape 4-L 988 3.14 Did not fire 
989 3.14 Did not fire 
984 3.09 Did not fire 
976 2.86 Did not fire 
983 2.86 Did not fire 
982 2.77 Did not fire 
964 2.65 Did not fire 
968 2.60 Did not fire 
970 2.60 Did not fire 
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Table 25. (continued) 
Ratio : final to 
Run Per cent initial pressure 
number fuel (p.s.i.a./-p.s.i.a. ) 
Data set 26 Ethane 
100.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 
Lower limit 
Curve shape )-L 
2.047/0.056/3.00 
Data set 27 Ethane 
200.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 
Lower limit 
Curve shape J>-I> 
2.649/0.025/3.00 
Data set 28 Ethane 
300.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 
Lower limit 
Curve shape 4-L 
957 3.12 5.20 
958 2.90 4.98 
959 2.85 4.88 
960 2.80 4.72 
961 2.75 4.64 
1412 2.75 4.58 
962 2.70 4.38 
1413 2.70 4.42 
963 2.65 Did not fire 
1414 2.65 4.41 
965 2.65 4.42 
1417 2.65 4.27 
966 2.65 4.08 
967 2.60 Did not fire 
969 2.60 Did not fire 
971 2.60 Did not fire 
1415 2.60 Did not fire 
1415 2.60 Did not fire 
1417 2.60 Did not fire 
939 3.20 5.50 
940 3-14 5.50 
941 3.10 5-17 
942 3.04 4.67 
943 3.00 4.82 
944 2.95 4.75 
945 2.90 4.77 
946 2.85 Did not fire 
947 2.85 3.58 
948 2.85 Did not fire 
949 2.85 Did not fire 
937 2.70 Did not fire 
978 2.94 5.25 
974 2.91 4.16 
977 2.88 4.35 
979 2.88 Did not fire 
980 2.88 5.10 
975 2.86 Did not fire 
972 2.85 Did not fire 
981 2.85 Did not fire 
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Table 25. (continued) 
Ratio : final to 
Run Per cent initial pressure 
number fuel (p.s.i.a./p.s.i.a.) 
Data set 29 Ethane 950 2.85 4.91 
400.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 952 2.82 4.75 
Lower limit 955 2.82 4.65 
Curve shape 4-L 951 2.80 Did not fire 
2.600/0.016/4.00 953 2.80 Did not fire 
954 2.80 Did not fire 
956 2.80 Did not fire 
Data set 30 Ethane 1333 9.68 5.27 
14.7 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 1334 10.00 4.90 
Upper limit 1336 10.00 5.01 
Curve shape 4-U 1339 10.00 5.32 
10.697/-0.046/4.00 1332 10.38 Did not fire 
1335 10.38 Did not fire 
1337 10.38 Did not fire 
1338 10.38 Did not fire 
1340 10.38 Did not fire 
1331 11.04 Did not fire 
1330 11.75 Did not fire 
1329 12.80 Did not fire 
Data set 31 Ethane 1116 12.00 4.50 
100.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 1117 12.49 4.36 
Upper limit 1118 12.80 4.42 
Curve shape 3-U 1119 13.21 4.28 
26.105/-1.146/3.00 1120 14.00 Did not fire 
1122 14.00 4.24 
1125 14.10 4.32 
1128 14.10 4.32 
1123 14.20 Did not fire 
1124 14.20 Did not fire 
1126 14.20 Did not fire 
1127 14.20 Did not fire 
1129 14.20 Did not fire 
Data set 32 Ethane 1121 14.00 5.32 
200.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 1139 15.50 5.30 
Upper limit 1141 15.65 5.27 
Curve shape 3-U 1142 15.75 5.25 
1146 15.75 5.30 
1140 15.80 Did not fire 
1144 15.80 Did not fire 
1145 15.80 Did not fire 
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Table 25. (continued) 
Ratio: final to 
Run Per cent initial pressure 
number fuel (p.s.i.a./p.s.i.a.) 
Data set 32 (continued) 114? 15.80 Did not fire 
1148 15.80 Did not fire 
1143 15.85 Did not fire 
Data set 33 Ethane 1131 16.00 5.88 
300.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 1132 16.67 5.43 
Upper limit 1135 16.83 5.18 
Curve shape 3-U 1138 16.83 4.85 
18.401/-0.096/4.00 1136 16.87 Did not fire 
1133 16.89 Did not fire 
1134 16.89 Did not fire 
1137 16.89 Did not fire 
1130 17.00 Did not fire 
Data set 34 Ethane 1149 17.70 5.62 
400.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 1150 18.00 5.30 
Upper limit 1151 18.25 5.34 
Curve shape 3-U 1152 18.50 5.34 
28.843/-O.525 A. 00 1154 19.00 5.49 
1158 19.50 5.19 
ll6o 19.50 5.32 
u£l 19.75 5.10 
1164 20.50 5.20 
1170 20.65 4.95 
1172 20.65 5.05 
1173 20.70 Did not fire 
1174 20.70 Did not fire 
1175 20.70 Did not fire 
1176 20.70 Did not fire 
1163 20.75 Did not fire 
1165 20.75 Did not fire 
H66 20.75 Did not fire 
1158 20.75 Did not fire 
1169 20.75 Did not fire 
1171 20.75 Did not fire 
1162 21.00 Did not fire 
Data set 35 Propane 995 2.43 3.14 
14.7 p.s.i.a. Downward propagation 999 2.43 Did not fire 
Lower limit 1418 2.43 Did not fire 
Curve shape 4-L 996 2.38 Did not fire 
0.000/0.531/3.00 1420 2.38 Did not fire 
1421 2.38 Did not fire 
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Table 25. (continued) 
Ratio: final to 
Run Per cent initial pressure 
number fuel (p.s.i.a./p.s.i.a.) 
Data set 35 (continued) 
Data set 36 Propane 
14.7 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 
Lower limit 
Curve shape 4-L 
Data set 37 Propane 
45*0 p.s.i.a. Downward propagation 
Lower limit 
Curve shape 3-L 
2.230/0.028/2.50 
Data set 38 Propane 
45.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 
Lower limit 
Curve shape 3-L 
2.099/0.015/4.00 
990 2.33 Did not fire 
992 2.33 Did not fire 
1423 2.33 Did not fire 
1425 2.33 Did not fire 
142? 2.33 Did not fire 
994 2.43 4.03 
998 2.43 3-47 
1419 2.43 3.39 
997 2.38 Did not fire 
1421 2.38 Did not fire 
1422 2.38 Did not fire 
991 2.33 Did not fire 
993 2.33 Did not fire 
1424 2.33 Did not fire 
1426 2.33 Did not fire 
1428 2.33 Did not fire 
128 2.84 5.00 
126 2.55 3.87 
127 2.51 4.12 
129 2.51 3.56 
138 2.50 4.15 
159 2.50 3.76 
150 2.46 3-14 
131 2.40 3.38 
137 2.40 3.06 
454 2.40 3-93 
132 2.35 3.51 
133 2.35 3.42 
140 2.30 Did not fire 
887 2.30 Did not fire 
889 2.30 Did not fire 
453 2.29 3.75 
136 2.25 Did not fire 
134 2.24 4.30 
135 2.24 Did not fire 
l4l 2.62 6.95 
142 2.46 5.47 
143 2.40 4.82 
140 2.30 Did not fire 
145 2.30 4.80 
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Table 25. (continued) 
Ratio : final to 
Run Per cent initial pressure 
number fuel (p.s.i.a./p.s.i.a.) 
Data set 38 (continued) 888 2.30 Did not fire 
136 2.25 Did not fire 
135 2.24 4.20 
146 2.24 5.02 
147 2.24 Did not fire 
144 2.18 Did not fire 
148 2.18 Did not fire 
149 2.18 Did not fire 
Data set 39 Propane 112 2.65 3.08 
130.0 p.s.i.a. Downward propagation 109 2.63 4.20 
Lower limit 111 2.62 Did not fire 
Curve shape 4-L 110 2.6l Did not fire 
2.667/-O.004/2.80 105 2.60 5.20 
108 2.59 Did not fire 
106 2.55 Did not fire 
107 2-55 Did not fire 
Data set 40 Propane 455 3.02 6.35 
130.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 456 2.95 6.52 
Lower limit 457 2.88 6.10 
Curve shape 4-L 458 2.82 6.21 
1.486/0.050/4.00 461 2.76 6.05 
114 2.72 Did not fire 
462 2.72 6.00 
463 2.69 6.02 
460 2.68 Did not fire 
113 2.65 Did not fire 
115 2.65 Did not fire 
459 2.65 Did not fire 
464 2.65 Did not fire 
465 2.65 Did not fire 
111 2.62 Did not fire 
110 2.61 Did not fire 
108 2.59 Did not fire 
106 2.55 Did not fire 
107 2.55 Did not fire 
Data set 4l Propane 233 2.59 4.65 
220.0 p.s.i.a. Downward propagation 237 2.46 4.21 
Lower limit 239 2.44 4.07 
Curve shape 2-L 235 2.42 3.44 
2.294/0.019/1.25 234 2.40 3.36 
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Table 25. (continued) 
Ratio : final to 
Run Per cent initial pressure 
number fuel (p.s.i.a./p.s.i.a.) 
Data set 4l (continued) 240 2.39 2.68 
241 2.34 Did not fire 
242 2.34 Did not fire 
247 2.34 3.07 
244 2.32 Did not fire 
245 2.32 Did not fire 
246 2.32 Did not fire 
Data set 42 Propane 249 2.95 5.34 
220.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 250 2.91 5.47 
Lower limit 252 2.52 5.25 
Curve shape 3-L 253 2.46 5.10 
1.936/0.037/2.50 255 2.37 5.02 
257 2.32 4.94 
256 2.26 4.47 
258 2.26 Did not fire 
259 2.26 3.22 
254 2.24 4.01 
260 2.24 4.61 
261 2.24 Did not fire 
262 2.24 3.25 
263 2.21 Did not fire 
264 2.21 Did not fire 
Data set 43 Propane 421 2.33 3.18 
310.0 p.s.i.a. Downward propagation 422 2.33 2.74 
Lower limit 415 2.32 3.14 
Curve shape 2-L 420 2.32 2.01 
4l8 2.28 1.06 
419 2.28 1.08 
417 2.25 Did not fire 
423 2.25 Did not fire 
424 2.25 Did not fire 
kl£ 2.22 Did not fire 
Data set 44 Propane 429 2.22 3.78 
310.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 892 2.21 5.71 
Lower limit 425 2.20 2.79 
Curve shape 2-L 896 2.20 5.25 
426 2.19 Did not fire 
427 2.19 2.00 
894 2.18 Did not fire 
428 2.17 Did not fire 
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Table 25. (continued) 
Ratio: final to 
Run Per cent initial pressure 
number fuel (p.s.i.a./p.s.i.a.) 
Data set 44 (continued) 893 2.17 Did not fire 
895 2.17 Did not fire 
Data set 45 Propane 436 2.28 4.06 
400.0 p.s.i.a. Downward propagation 441 2.26 2.56 
Lower limit 435 2.25 1.41 
Curve shape 2-L 434 2.23 1.36 
433 2.21 1.36 
432 2.20 1.25 
437 2.20 1.26 
431 2.19 1.22 
430 2.17 1.16 
438 2.16 Did not fire 
439 2.16 Did not fire 
440 2.16 Did not fire 
Data set 46 Propane 452 2.26 Did not fire 
400.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 468 2.26 5.02 
Lower limit 451 2.25 Did not fire 
Curve shape 4-L 467 2.25 5.36 
447 2.24 5.53 
450 2.24 Did not fire 
469 2.24 Did not fire 
470 2.24 Did not fire 
466 2.23 Did not fire 
448 2.21 Did not fire 
449 2.21 Did not fire 
446 2.18 Did not fire 
445 2.14 Did not fire 
444 2.11 Did not fire 
443 2.08 Did not fire 
442 2.05 Did not fire 
Data set 47 Propane 26 3.72 6.82 
45.0 p.s.i.a. Horizontal propagation 24 3.44 6.82 
Lower limit 25 2.90 5-35 
Curve shape 3-L 29 2.90 6.78 
2.184/0.024/1.50 46 2.84 6.40 
43 2.79 5.90 
47 2.70 4.74 
27 2.53 4.95 
48 2.51 4.95 
853 2.29 3.64 
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Table 25. (continued) 
Ratio: final to 
Run Per cent initial pressure 
number fuel (p.s.i.a./p.s.i.a.) 
Data set 47 (continued) 852 2.18 3.24 
848 2.08 Did not fire 
854 2.08 Did not fire 
855 2,08 Did not fire 
846 1.96 Did not fire 
Data set 48 Propane 56 3.50 7.22 
4-5.0 p.s.i.a. Horizontal propagation 50 3.06 6.20 
Lower limit 57 3.00 6.50 
Curve shape 3-L 58 2.96 5.62 
2.061/O.O36/I.5O 55 2.79 5.30 
51 2.73 5.30 
52 2.51 4.75 
53 2.40 4.25 
59 2.30 3.76 
60 2.24 Did not fire 
61 2.20 2.68 
122 2.18 Did not fire 
858 2.13 Did not fire 
859 2.13 Did not fire 
121 2.10 Did not fire 
849 2.08 Did not fire 
856 2.08 Did not fire 
857 2.08 Did not fire 
847 1.96 Did not fire 
Data set 49 Propane 83 2.72 5.61 
130.0 p.s.i.a. Horizontal Propagation 84 2.63 5.19 
Lower limit 82 2.60 5.34 
Curve shape 3-L 86 2.55 4.92 
2A30/O.OII/2.OO 87 2.55 5.00 
841 2.53 3.52 
88 2.52 Did not fire 
89 2.52 Did not fire 
85 2.51 Did not fire 
90 2.50 Did not fire 
842 2.49 Did not fire 
844 2.49 Did not fire 
850 2.49 Did not fire 
Data set 50 Propane 92 2.65 4.59 
130.0 p.s.i.a. Horizontal propagation 93 2.53 3.67 
Lower limit 88 2.52 Did not fire 
Curve shape 3-L 89 2.52 4.40 
2.412/0.013/3.00 85 2.51 Did not fire 
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Table 25. (continued) 
Ratio : final to 
Run Per cent initial pressure 
number fuel (p.s.i.a./p.s.i.a.) 
Data set 50 (continued) 91 2«51 4.35 
90 2.50 Did not fire 
843 2.49 Did not fire 
845 2.49 Did not fire 
851 2.49 Did not fire 
Data set 51 Propane IO36 5.89 3-80 
14.7 p.s.i.a. Downward propagation 1037 6.06 3.73 
Upper limit 1033 6.22 1.48 
Curve shape 2-U 1034 6.22 I.70 
9.333/-0.439/3.15 IO38 6.22 2.18 
1028 6.56 Did not fire 
1035 6.56 Did not fire 
Data set 52 Propane 1032 J.60 3.88 
14.7 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation IO39 8.30 3.36 
Upper limit 104l 8.30 2.88 
Curve shape 3-U 1030 8.65 Did not fire 
9.731/-O.257/3.15 1031 8.65 Did not fire 
1040 8.65 Did not fire 
Data set 53 Propane 158 6.88 4.45 
45.0 p.s.i.a. Downward propagation 159 6.94 4.58 
U^ per limit 160 6.94 4.65 
Curve shape 1-U 157 7.00 I.51 
7.272/-O.028/3.00 l£l 7.00 4.05 
162 7.10 3-66 
390 7.10 1.33 
389 7.15 1.38 
387 7.20 1.31 
388 7.20 1.30 
163 7.31 1.44 
164 7-42 1.29 
164 7-42 1.34 
165 7.54 1.30 
165 7.54 1.31 
166 7-64 1.31 
167 7-75 1.24 
168 7.86 1.21 
169 7-97 1.17 
170 8.08 1.19 
171 8.19 1.17 
172 8.30 1.13 
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Table 25. (continued) 
Ratio : final to 
Run Per cent initial pressure 
number fuel (p.s.i.a./p.s.i.a.) 
Data set 53 (continued) 
Data set 54 Propane 
45.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 
Upper limit 
Curve shape 3-U 
9.613/-0.097/3.00 
Data set 55 Propane 
130.0 p.s.i.a. Downward propagatior 
Upper limit 
Curve shape 1-U 
8.168/-0.029/2.00 
173 8.40 1.12 
380 8.57 1.10 
381 8.64 1.10 
382 8.85 1.08 
383 9.06 1.07 
385 9.16 Did not fire 
386 9.16 Did not fire 
384 9.28 Did not fire 
175 8.51 4.13 
176 8.74 4.07 
177 8.74 3.76 
179 8.85 3.70 
180 8.85 Did not fire 
181 8.85 3.56 
182 8.95 3.71 
183 8.95 3.98 
184 8.95 Did not fire 
185 8.95 Did not fire 
186 8.95 Did not fire 
187 8.95 3.56 
188 8.95 3.66 
189 8.95 3.73 
178 9.00 Did not fire 
192 9.00 Did not fire 
391 9.06 3.49 
190 9.07 Did not fire 
191 9.07 Did not fire 
392 9.08 3.44 
399 9.12 Did not fire 
397 9.16 Did not fire 
398 9.16 Did not fire 
396 9.28 Did not fire 
394 9-39 Did not fire 
395 9.39 Did not fire 
393 9.83 Did not fire 
205 7.70 4.67 
206 7.80 4.55 
207 7.90 1.21 
209 7.90 4.08 
210 7.95 4.30 
211 7.95 3.22 
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Table 25. (continued) 
Run 
number 
Per cent 
fuel 
Ratio : final to 
initial pressure 
(p.s.i.a./p.s.i.a.) 
Data set 55 (continued) 202 8.00 1.21 
265 8.05 1.17 
212 8.10 2.84 
200 8.20 1.23 
201 8.20 1.24 
213 8.20 1.41 
214 8.30 1.34 
215 8.40 1.31 
216 8.48 1.19 
218 8.80 1.19 
198 8.90 1.12 
219 8.90 1.17 
196 9.00 1.17 
220 9.00 1.19 
268 9.09 1.08 
269 9.12 1.08 
266 9.15 Did not fire 
270 9.15 1.10 
271 9.24 Did not fire 
221 9.28 Did not fire 
222 9.28 1.15 
267 9.40 Did not fire 
223 9.50 Did not fire 
193 9.50 Did not fire 
194 10.00 Did not fire 
Data set 56 Propane 223 9.50 5.33 
130.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 225 9.60 5.20 
Upper limit 226 9.70 5.50 
Curve shape 3-U 227 9.83 5.24 
10.825/-0.062/4.00 228 9.90 4.99 
230 10.00 4.70 
273 10.00 Did not fire 
274 10.00 Did not fire 
272 10.10 Did not fire 
231 10.20 Did not fire 
232 10.20 Did not fire 
Data set 57 Propane 293 8.80 5.19 
220.0 p.s.i.a. Downward propagation 296 8.85 3-77 
Upper limit 297 8.85 4.30 
Curve shape 1-U 294 8.90 3.88 
8.968/-O.OIO/2.OO 295 8.95 2.98 
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Table 25. (continued) 
Run 
number 
Per cent 
fuel 
Ratio : final to 
initial pressure 
(p.s.i.a./p.s.i.a.) 
Data set 57 (continued) 292 9.00 1.09 
291 9.13 1.14 
290 9.20 1.14 
289 9.30 1.18 
282 9.40 1.16 
281 9.60 1.13 
280 9.80 1.14 
283 9.96 1.06 
278 10.00 Did not fire 
284 10.00 1.04 
287 10.05 Did not fire 
286 10.09 Did not fire 
285 10.10 Did not fire 
Data set 58 Propane 899 10.45 6.20 
220.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 308 10.50 5.70 
Upper limit 409 10.50 Did not fire 
Curve shape 4-U 411 10.50 5.66 
897 10.50 Did not fire 
898 10.50 Did not fire 
900 10.50 Did not fire 
901 10.50 Did not fire . 
902 10.50 6.00 
307 10.54 Did not fire 
406 10.54 Did not fire 
407 10.54 4.16 
4o8 • 10.54 Did not fire 
410 10.54 Did not fire 
405 10.59 Did not fire 
306 10.60 Did not fire 
404 10.64 Did not fire 
403 10.68 Did not fire 
303 10.69 Did not fire 
505 10.69 Did not fire 
301 10.71 Did not fire 
302 10.71 Did not fire 
304 10.71 Did not fire 
402 10.72 Did not fire 
300 10.77 Did not fire 
298 10.80 Did not fire 
401 10.90 Did not fire 
I 
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Table 25. (continued) 
Run 
number 
Per cent 
fuel 
Ratio: final to 
initial pressure 
(p.s.i.a./p.s.i.a.) 
Data set 59 Propane 521 10.40 4.62 
220.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 522 10.70 5.01 
Upper limit 523 10.80 4.70 
Curve shape 1-U 533 10.80 4.60 
11.485/-0.054/1.75 534 io.85 4.36 
525 10.90 4.70 
532 10.90 i.29 
891 io.92 1.37 
531 11.00 1.26 
890 11.00 1.27 
524 11.10 Did not fire 
526 11.10 4.00 
530 11.10 1.31 
529 11.15 1.28 
527 11.20 Did not fire 
528 11.20 1.28 
551 11.35 1.26 
535 11.48 1.24 
543 11.60 1.25 
536 11.70 1.26 
550 11.75 Did not fire 
552 11.80 1.27 
548 11.90 Did not fire 
549 11.90 Did not fire 
553 11.90 1.29 
537 12.00 i.29 
547 12.10 Did not fire 
546 12.20 Did not fire 
554 12.20 Did not fire 
555 12.20 1.20 
556 12.35 Did not fire 
557 12.35 Did not fire 
558 12.35 1.08 
545 12.40 Did not fire 
560 12.40 Did not fire 
561 12.40 Did not fire 
538 12.50 1.24 
542 12.50 Did not fire 
559 12.50 Did not fire 
544 12.60 Did not fire 
541 12.70 Did not fire 
540 12.90 Did not fire 
539 13.00 Did not fire 
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Table 25. (continued) 
Run 
number 
Per cent 
fuel 
Ratio : final to 
initial pressure 
(p.s.i.a./p.s.i.a.) 
Data set 60 Propane 4l4 11.00 5.88 
310.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 471 11.10 5.74 
Upper limit 473 11.15 5.68 
Curve shape 3-U 564 11.20 5-57 
12.430/-0.057/3.00 575 11.20 Did not fire 
576 11.20 5.84 
578 11.20 5.60 
472 11.21 Did not fire 
569 11.25 5.60 
574 11.25 Did not fire 
577 11.25 Did not fire 
579 11.25 Did not fire 
580 11.25 Did not fire 
581 11.25 Did not fire 
565 11.30 5.65 
572 11.30 Did not fire 
573 11.30 Did not fire 
412 11.31 Did not fire 
568 11.35 Did not fire 
566 11.40 Did not fire 
567 11.40 Did not fire 
570 11.40 Did not fire 
571 11.40 Did not fire 
563 11.50 Did not fire 
566 ii.50 Did not fire 
562 12.50 Did not fire 
Data set 6l Propane 585 ii.50 5.36 
400.0 p.s.i.a. Downward propagation 586 11.75 5.27 
Upper limit 908 11.75 5.49 
Curve shape 3-U 589 12.12 5.06 
13.508/-0.070/1.75 603 12.15 5.28 
607 12.15 5.10 
587 12.25 Did not fire 
588 12.25 Did not fire 
608 12.35 Did not fire 
591 12.50 4.98 
907 12.50 Did not fire 
909 12.50 4.50 
605 12.60 Did not fire 
606 12.60 Did not fire 
604 12.75 Did not fire 
602 12.80 3.22 
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Table 25. (continued) 
Ratio : final to 
Run Per cent initial pressure 
number fuel (p.s.i.a./p.s.i.a. ) 
Data set 6l (continued) 
Data set 62 Propane 
400.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 
Upper limit 
Curve shape 4-U 
13.393/-0.o26/3.oo 
612 12.80 4.88 
915 12.80 4.10 
592 12.85 2.88 
600 12.90 Did not fire 
601 12.90 Did not fire 
609 12.90 Did not fire 
610 12.90 Did not fire 
611 12.90 Did not fire 
613 12.90 Did not fire 
614 12.90 Did not fire 
916 12.90 Did not fire 
920 12.90 Did not fire 
583 13.00 Did not fire 
593 13.00 Did not fire 
594 13.00 3.16 
597 13.00 Did not fire 
598 13.00 Did not fire 
599 13.00 Did not fire 
596 13.10 Did not fire 
910 13.10 Did not fire 
917 13.10 Did not fire 
595 13.20 Did not fire 
918 13.20 Did not fire 
911 13.25 Did not fire 
919 13.30 Did not fire 
912 13.50 Did not fire 
913 13.75 Did not fire 
582 14.00 Did not fire 
914 14.00 Did not fire 
627 12.85 Did not fire 
904 12.85 5.60 
615 12.90 5.38 
621 12.90 Did not fire 
622 12.90 Did not fire 
12.90 5.43 
624 12.90 Did not fire 
625 12.90 Did not fire 
626 12.90 Did not fire 
903 12.90 Did not fire 
905 12.90 Did not fire 
906 12.93 5.25 
618 13.00 Did not fire 
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Table 25. (continued.) 
Ratio : final to 
Run Per cent initial pressure 
number fuel (p.s.i.a. /-p.s.i.a. ) 
Data set 62 (continued) 619 13.00 Did not fire 
620 13.00 Did not fire 
617 13.20 Did not fire 
616 13.30 Did not fire 
Data set 63 Propane 4 4.20 8.10 
45.0 p.s.i.a. Horizontal propagation 7 5.05 7.91 
Upper limit 16 5.84 7.65 
Curve shape 2-U 10 6.01 5-55 
7.945/-0.066/1.15 14 6.15 5.45 
11 6.30 5.53 
17 6.35 5.53 
8 6.40 5.80 
19 6.65 5.27 
67 7.00 4.72 
13 7.10 4.16 
3 7.20 5.43 
66 7.32 3.76 
9 7.43 3.71 
22 7.82 3.40 
49 7.92 2.20 
21 7.87 3.40 
124 7.98 1.49 
874 8.08 Did not fire 
875 8.08 I.38 
876 8.08 Did not fire 
877 8.08 Did not fire 
878 8.08 Did not fire 
15 8.09 I.36 
65 8.20 Did not fire 
866 8.52 Did not fire 
870 8.63 Did not fire 
12 8.70 Did not fire 
864 8.85 Did not fire 
860 8.95 Did not fire 
862 8.95 Did not fire 
6 9.35 Did not fire 
5 12.30 Did not fire 
Data set 64 Propane 38 6.17 5.10 
45.0 p.s.i.a. Horizontal propagation 63 6.78 4.80 
Upper limit 62 6.95 4.26 
Curve shape 2-U 36 7.16 3.98 
8.474/-0.135/1.15 4l 7.49 3.66 
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Table 25. (continued) 
Run 
number 
Per cent 
fuel 
Ratio : final to 
initial pressure 
(•p.s .i.a./'p.s.i.a. ) 
Data set 64 (continued) 64 7.70 3-11 
37 7.98 2.54 
39 8.19 2.42 
40 8.25 2.51 
867 8.52 1.42 
869 8.52 1.58 
868 8.63 Did not fire 
871 8.63 Did not fire 
872 8.63 Did not fire 
873 8.63 Did not fire 
42 8.65 1.64 
865 8.85 Did not fire 
861 8.95 Did not fire 
863 8.95 Did not fire 
32 9.95 Did not fire 
35 11.15 Did not fire 
31 II.98 Did not fire 
Data set 65 Propane 69 6.02 6.45 
150.0 p.s.i.a. Horizontal propagation 70 7.00 5-95 
Upper limit 75 8.00 6.04 
Curve shape 3-U 72 9.00 5.46 
15.493/-0.308/4.00 73 9.00 5.67 
74 9.04 5.85 
881 9.42 5.18 
76 9.51 5.62 
78 9.70 5.45 
81 9.70 Did not fire 
94 9-75 Did not fire 
97 9-75 Did not fire 
98 9.75 5.55 
884 9.75 Did not fire 
885 9.75 Did not fire 
886 9.75 Did not fire 
80 9.80 Did not fire 
68 10.00 Did not fire 
77 10.00 Did not fire 
79 11.00 Did not fire 
Data set 66 Propane 879 9.57 4.57 
130.0 p.s.i.a. Horizontal propagation 95 9.39 4.22 
Upper limit 102 9.40 5.52 
Curve shape 4-U 880 9.42 Did not fire 
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Table 25. (continued) 
Run 
number 
Per cent 
fuel 
Ratio : final to 
initial pressure 
(p.s.i.a./p.s.i.a.) 
Data set 66 (continued) 882 9.42 Did not fire 
103 9.45 Did not fire 
104 9.46 Did not fire 
101 9.50 Did not fire 
99 9.55 Did not fire 
100 9-55 Did not fire 
96 9.61 Did not fire 
94 9-75 Did not fire 
97 9-75 Did not fire 
Data set 67 Butane 1076 1.89 5.70 
14.7 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 1079 1.89 5.22 
Lower limit 1396 1.89 5.41 
Curve shape 4-L 1080 1.87 5-15 
1397 1.87 5.07 
1399 1.87 5.20 
1400 1.87 5.32 
1402 1.87 5.15 
1078 1.82 Did not fire 
1081 1.82 Did not fire 
1398 1.82 Did not fire 
1077 1.77 Did not fire 
1403 1.82 Did not fire 
1404 1.82 Did not fire 
1075 1.77 Did not fire 
1077 1.77 Did not fire 
Data set 68 Butane io67 1.82 5.22 
100.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 1071 1.79 5.20 
Lower limit 1072 1.79 5.18 
Curve shape 4-L 1405 1.79 5.18 
l4o6 1.79 5.27 
1412 1.79 5-15 
1068 1.77 Did not fire 
io69 1.77 Did not fire 
1070 1.77 Did not fire 
1073 1.77 Did not fire 
1074 1.77 Did not fire 
1407 1.77 Did not fire 
1408 1.77 Did not fire 
1409 1.77 Did not fire 
1410 1.77 Did not fire 
l4ll 1.77 Did not fire 
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Table 25. (continued) 
Ratio : final to 
Run Per cent initial pressure 
number fuel (p.s.i.a./p.s.i.a.) 
Data set 69 Butane 1042 1.99 5.72 
200.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 1045 1.84 5-37 
Lower limit 1047 1.82 5.20 
Curve shape 3-L 1048 1.82 5.42 
i.i0v0.059/3.00 1049 1.79 Did not fire 
1050 1.79 Did not fire 
1051 1.79 Did not fire 
1046 1.77 Did not fire 
1044 1.70 Did not fire 
1043 1.40 Did not fire 
Data set 70 Butane 1060 1.78 Did not fire 
300.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 1061 1.78 5-35 
Lower limit 1062 1.78 Did not fire 
Curve shape 4-L io63 1.78 5.40 
1064 1.78 Did not fire 
1065 1.78 Did not fire 
1066 1.78 5-35 
Data set 71 Butane 1052 1.79 5.34 
400.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 1055 1.77 5.17 
Lower limit 1058 1.77 5.04 
Curve shape 4-L 1057 1.76 Did not fire 
1059 1.76 Did not fire 
1054 1.74 Did not fire 
1056 1.74 Did not fire 
1053 i.70 Did not fire 
Data set 72 Butane 1111 7-75 3.50 
14.7 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 1113 7.75 3.93 
Upper limit 1115 7.75 4.25 
Curve shape 4-L 1109 8.10 Did not fire 
1110 8.10 Did not fire 
1112 8.10 Did not fire 
1114 8.10 Did not fire 
Data set 73 Butane 1082 8.00 5.90 
100.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 1084 8.50 4.92 
Upper limit 1086 8.50 4.76 
Curve shape 4-U 1089 8.50 4.62 
9.196/-0.049/4.00 1093 8.50 4.76 
1088 8.55 Did not fire 
1090 8.55 Did not fire 
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Table 25. (continued) 
Ratio: final to 
Run Per cent initial pressure 
number fuel (p.s.i.a./p.s.i.a.) 
Data set 73 (continued) 1091 8.55 Did not fire 
1092 8.55 Did not fire 
io87 8.60 Did not fire 
io85 8.65 Did not fire 
io83 9.00 Did not fire 
Data set Jh Butane 1102 8.90 5.37 
200.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 1103 8.95 5.60 
Upper limit 1101 9.00 Did not fire 
Curve shape 4-U 1104 9.00 5.60 
1105 9.00 Did not fire 
1106 9.00 5.57 
1107 9.00 Did not fire 
1108 9.00 Did not fire 
Data set 75 Butane 1094 9.00 6.30 
300.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation io96 9.40 6.23 
Upper limitr 1099 9.42 6.17 
Curve shape 4-U 1095 9.44 Did not fire 
I7.9w-O.316/4.OO 1097 9.44 Did not fire 
1100 9.44 Did not fire 
Data set J6 Butane 1098 7.07 6.72 
400.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 
Upper limit 
(No curve shape designation) 
Data set 77 Pentane 1276 1-75 5.05 
14.7 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 1280 1-75 5.10 
Lower limit 1282 1.75 5.45 
Curve shape 4-L 1278 1.70 5.20 
1275 1.68 Did not fire 
1277 1.68 Did not fire 
1279 1.68 Did not fire 
1281 1.68 Did not fire 
Data set j8 Pentane 1341 i.71 5.60 
36.2 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 1342 1.65 5.18 
Lower limit 1345 1.63 4.95 
Curve shape 3-L 1347 1.63 4.88 
1.411/0.014/4.00 1349 1.63 5.10 
1343 1.60 Did not fire 
1344 1.60 Did not fire 
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Table 25. (continued) 
Ratio: final to 
Run Per cent initial pressure 
number fuel (p.s.i.a./p.s.i.a.) 
Data set 78 (continued) 1346 1.60 Did not fire 
1348 1.60 Did not fire 
1350 1.60 Did not fire 
Data set 79 Pentane 1351 1.63 5-55 
82.2 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 1360 1.61 5.35 
Lower limit 1352 1.60 4.91 
Curve shape 3-L 1353 1.60 4.90 
1357 1.60 5.14 
1355 1.59 Did not fire 
1356 1.59 Did not fire 
1358 1.59 Did not fire 
1359 1.59 Did not fire 
• 
1354 1.57 Did not fire 
Data set 80 Pentane 1177 1.96 6.00 
150.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 1178 I.69 5.87 
Lower limit 1185 1.62 $.38 
Curve shape 4-L ll8l 1.57 5.32 
0.745/0.045/4.00 
1183 1.57 Did not fire 
1184 1.57 Did not fire 
1186 1.57 5.43 
1187 1.57 Did not fire 
1188 1.57 5.19 
1189 1-55 Did not fire 
1190 1.55 Did not fire 
1191 1.55 Did not fire 
1192 1-55 Did not fire 
1182 1.52 Did not fire 
1180 1.46 Did not fire 
1179 1-37 Did not fire 
Data set 8l Pentane 1233 1.55 5.04 
280.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 1208 1.52 4.90 
Lower limit 1235 1.51 4.79 
Curve shape 4-L 1236 1.51 5.00 
1.312/0.014/3.00 1234 i.50 Did not fire 
1238 i.50 Did not fire 
1239 i.50 Did not fire 
1240 1.50 Did not fire 
3237 1.49 Did not fire 
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Table 25. (continued) 
Ratio: final to 
Run Per cent initial pressure 
number fuel (p.s.i.a./p.s.i.a.) 
Data set 82 Pentane 1193 1.57 4.50 
400.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 1197 1.52 3.80 
Lower limit 1198 1.50 3.84 
Curve shape 3-L 1199 1.47 3.88 
i.338/o.oi9/3.oo 1202 1.47 3.84 
1205 1.47 3.71 
1201 1.46 Did not fire 
1203 1.46 Did not fire 
1204 1.46 Did not fire 
1206 1.46 Did not fire 
1207 1.46 Did not fire 
1195 1.44 Did not fire 
1200 1.44 Did not fire 
1194 1.40 Did not fire 
Data set 83 Pentane 1306 5.04 4.31 
14.7 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 1307 6.00 3.31 
Upper limit 1312 6.15 3.39 
Curve shape 3-U 1313 6.21 3.54 
7.073/-o.i77/2.26 1316 6.21 3.20 
1518 6.21 3.02 
1311 6.28 Did not fire 
1314 6.28 Did not fire 
1315 6.28 Did not fire 
1317 6.28 Did not fire 
1309 6.50 Did not fire 
1310 6.55 Did not fire 
1308 7.00 Did not fire 
Data set 84 Pentane 1319 7.09 4.34 
45.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 1320 7.20 3.79 
Upper limit 1325 7.20 3.67 
Curve shape 4-U 1327 7.20 3.75 
7.419/-0.029/3.00 1323 7.23 Did not fire 
1324 7.23 Did not fire 
1326 7.23 Did not fire 
1328 7.23 Did not fire 
1321 7.30 Did not fire 
1322 7.30 Did not fire 
Data set 85 Pentane 1292 8.00 4.63 
80.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 1296 8.02 4.50 
Upper limit 1299 8.02 4.87 
Curve shape 4-U 1301 8.02 4.65 
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Table 25. (continued) 
Run 
number 
Per cent 
fuel 
Ratio: final to 
initial pressure 
(p.s.i.a./p.s.i. a. ) 
Data set 85 (continued) 1302 8.04 Did not fire 
1303 8.04 4.40 
1304 8.04 Did not fire 
1305 8.04 Did not fire 
1300 8.05 Did not fire 
1297 8.06 Did not fire 
1298 8.06 Did not fire 
1295 8.10 Did not fire 
1293 8.25 Did not fire 
1294 8.25 Did not fire 
Data set 86 Pentane 1288 8.50 5.58 
100.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 1289 9.00 5.20 
Upper limit 
(No curve shape designation) 
Data set 87 Pentane 
130.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 
Upper limit 
(No curve shape designation) 
Data set 88 Pentane (82°F) 
130.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 
Upper limit 
(No curve shape designation) 
Data set 89 Hexane 
14.7 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 
Lower limit 
Curve shape 3-L 
1.400/0.020/4.00 
Data set 90 Hexane 
100.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 
Lower limit 
Curve shape 3-L 
0.168/0.061/4.00 
1290 
1283 
1284 
1286 
1287 
1264 
1266 
1272 
1267 
1270 
1265 
1268 
1269 
1271 
1273 
1274 
1209 
1210 
1212 
1215 
1218 
9.00 
6.00 
7.00 
8.00 
9.00 
1.79 
1.61 
1.61 
1.55 
1.55 
1.49 
1.49 
1.49 
1.49 
1.49 
1.49 
1.80 
1.60 
1.50 
1.45 
1.45 
5.50 
5-95 
5.92 
5.70 
5.39 
5.85 
5.13 
5.34 
5.40 
4.57 
Did not fire 
Did not fire 
Did not fire 
Did not fire 
Did not fire 
Did not fire 
6.02 
5.94 
5.74 
5.50 
Did not fire 
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Table 25. (continued) 
Run 
number 
Per cent 
fuel 
Ratio : final to 
initial pressure 
(p.s.i.a./p.s.i.a.) 
Data set 90 (continued) 1219 1.45 5.68 
1221 1.45 5.52 
1211 1.40 Did not fire 
1213 1.40 Did not fire 
1214 1.40 Did not fire 
1216 1.40 Did not fire 
1217 1.40 Did not fire 
1220 1.40 Did not fire 
Data set $1 Hexane 1225 I.50 5.55 
l80.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 1222 1.45 5.22 
Lower limit 1224 1.40 5.02 
Curve shape 3-L 1226 1.40 Did not fire 
1.171/0-016/4.00 1227 1.40 4.72 
1230 1.40 4.83 
1229 1.39 Did not fire 
1231 1.39 Did not fire 
I232 1.39 Did not fire 
1228 1.38 Did not fire 
1223 1.35 Did not fire 
Data set 92 Hexene 1385 5.82 4.84 
14.7 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 1386 6.06 4.52 
Upper "limit 1390 6.06 Did not fire 
Curve shape 4-U 1391 6.06 4.49 
6.494/-O.o36/3.00 1392 6.06 Did not fire 
1393 6.06 4.90 
1394 6.06 Did not fire 
1395 6.06 Did not fire 
1389 6.13 Did not fire 
1388 6.20 Did not fire 
1387 6.31 Did not fire 
Data set 93 Hexane 1372 5.80 5.11 
29.4 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 1373 6.10 4.44 
Upper limit 1376 6.18 4.15 
Curve shape 3-U 1377 6.21 Did not fire 
6.593/-0.045/3.00 1379 6.21 Did not fire 
1381 6.21 Did not fire 
1382 6.21 Did not fire 
1383 6.21 3.72 
1384 6.21 Did not fire 
1375 6.25 Did not fire 
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Table 25. (continued) 
Run 
number 
Per cent 
fuel 
Ratio: final to 
initial pressure 
(-p.s.i.a./-p.s.i.a. ) 
Data set 93 (continued) 1378 6.25 Did not fire 
1380 6.25 Did not fire 
1374 6.40 Did not fire 
Data set 94 Heptane 1253 1.99 4.95 
14.7 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 1254 1.50 4.00 
Lower limit 1256 1.34 3.58 
Curve shape $-L 1259 1.34 3.76 
0.782/0.073/3.00 1262 1.34 4.22 
1255 I.29 Did not fire 
1257 I.29 Did not fire 
1258 I.29 Did not fire 
1260 1.29 Did not fire 
1261 I.29 Did not fire 
1263 I.29 Did not fire 
Data set 95 Heptane 1363 1.24 5.22 
32.2 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 1362 1.22 Did not fire 
Lower limit 1364 1.22 5.20 
Curve shape 4-L 1365 1.22 4.98 
1366 1.22 Did not fire 
1369 1.22 5.05 
1370 1.22 Did not fire 
1371 1.22 5.00 
1361 1.19 Did not fire 
1367 1.19 Did not fire 
1368 1.19 Did not fire 
Data set 96 Heptane 1242 2.00 6.15 
60.0 p.s.i.a. Upward propagation 1243 1.30 5.48 
Lower limit 1244 1.20 5.09 
Curve shape 3-L 1246 1.17 4.87 
0.486/0.050/3.00 1248 1.17 Did not fire 
1249 1.17 4.14 
1247 1.16 Did not fire 
1250 1.16 Did not fire 
1251 1.16 Did not fire 
1252 1.16 Did not fire 
1241 1.15 Did not fire 
1245 1.10 Did not fire 
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APPENDIX B. DIGITAL COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
The FORTRAN programs used for the theoretical computations of the 
present investigation are now presented. Three programs were used: 
(1) for the determination of the lower limit flame temperatures, 
(2) for the determination of the upper limit flame temperatures, and 
(3) for the Qj, and Q o^ss computations discussed in the third section 
of the chapter on THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
For each of these three programs, the following information is 
presented: (l) a listing which defines the named FORTRAN variables 
and constants used in the program, (2) the FORTRAN source statements, 
and (3) a flow diagram for the program. 
Lower Limit Flame Temperature 
FORTRAN variables and constants : 
ACOg, BC02, CCOg, 
..7 BNojUNr 
C6 
c4 
KUK 
R 
S 
FONE 
ÏTW0 
FINCR 
HTCOMB 
PI1, ..., PI6 
TEST 
KL, K2, K3, K, F 
Coefficients in empirical specific 
heat equations 
Constant = (l.9Ô7)(532)(lOO), 
BTU/lb-mole R 
Constant = (l8.0l6)(l053.2), 
BTU/lb-mole 
Number of "fuel cards" which have 
been read 
Number of carbon atoms in fuel 
Number of hydrogen atoms in fuel 
Initial value of $ fuel under 
consideration 
Final value of $ fuel under 
consideration 
Amount by which 56 fuel is incremented 
during the computation 
Heat of combustion, BTU/lb-mole 
Initial mixture pressures, p.s.i.a. 
Trial value of flame temperature, R 
Indicators... as defined in program 
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W, X, Y, and Z Number of lb-moles of C02, H20, 02, 
and N2, respectively, formed by 
the reaction of 100 lb-moles of 
reactants 
CI, C2, C3, C5, C7, Constants... as defined in program 
C8, CIO, Cil, C12 
T Calculated value of flame temperature, 
C13 Total lb-moles of products formed 
from 100 lb-moles of reactants 
PRW, PRX, PRY, FRZ Mole fractions of C02, H20, 02, and. 
N2, respectively, in the products 
Cl4 Variable...as defined in program 
PEKD1, ..., PEND6 Final bomb pressures corresponding to 
the six initial pressures (PI1, ... 
Pl6), p.s.i.a. 
FORTRAN source statements for main program: 
C LOWER LIMIT FLAME TEMFERAHJRE 
COMMON AC02, BC02, CC02, AH20, BH20, CH20, A02, C02, AN2, BN2, CN2, 
C6, C4, R, S, FONE, FTWO, FINCR, HTCOMB, PII, PI2, PI3, PI4, PI5, 
Pl6, TEST 
READ 2, AC02, BC02, CC02 
2 FCRMAT(3F20.5) 
READ 2, AH20, BH20, CH20 
READ 2, A02, B02, C02 
READ 2, AN2, BN2, CN2 
C6 = 105708.4 
C4 = 18974.45 
KUK = 0 
5 READ 3, R, S, FONE, ÏTW0, FINCR, HTCOMB, PII, PI2, PI3, PI4, PI5, PI6 
3 FORMAT (5F4.1, F10.0, 6F7-2) 
KUK = KUK+1 
TEST = 900.0 
KL = 100.0 * FONE 
K2 = 100.0 * FTWO 
K3 = 100.0 * FINCR 
DO 7 K=KL, K2, K3 
F = K 
CALL COMPUT (F) 
7 CONTINUE 
F = 10000.0/ (1.0 + ((R+S/4.0)/0.21)) 
TEST = 3000.0 
CALL COMPUT (F) 
IF (KUK - 7) 5, 10, 10 
10 STOP 
END 
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FORTRAN source statements for subroutine : 
C LOWER LIMIT FLAME TEMP. SUBROUTINE 
SUBROUTINE COMPUT (F) 
COMMON AC02, BC02, CC02, AH20, BH20, CH20, A02, B02, C02, AN2, 
BN2, CN2, C6, C4, R, S, FONE, FTWO, FINCR, HTCOMB, PII, PI2, 
PI3, PI4, PI5, PI6, TEST 
F = F/100.0 
W=F*R 
X=F*S/2.0 
Y=21.0 - 0.21*F - W - X/2.0 
2=79.0 - 0.79*F 
C1=W*AC02 + X*AH20 + Y*A02 + Z*AN2 
C2=W*BC02 + X*BH20 + Y*B02 + Z*BN2 
C3=W*CC02 + X*CH20 + Y*C02 + Z*CN2 
C5=F*HTC0MB 
C7=1.987* (W+X+Y+Z) 
C8=532.0 * CI 
CIO = 6.27664 * C2 
20 Cll = LOGF(TEST) 
C12 = (-532.0 + TEST)/(532.0 * TEST) 
T=(C8+C2*C11-C3*C12-X*C4-C10+C5+C7*TEST-C6)/CI 
IF (T-(TEST + 5.0)) 61,99,60 
61 IF ((T+5.0) - TEST) 60,99,99 
60 TEST = T 
GO TO 20 
99 C13 = W+X+Y+Z 
PKW = W/C13 
PRX = X/C13 
PRY = Y/C13 
PRZ = 100.0 - (PRW+PRX+PRY) 
CI4 = ci3*r/53200.0 
PEND1 = Cl4*PIl 
PEND2 = Cl4*P12 
PEND3 = Cl4*P13 
PEND4 = Cl4*Pl4 
PEND5 = Cl4*PI5 
PEND6 = Cl4*Pl6 
PRINT 40,R,S,F,T,W,X,Y,Z,PRW, PRX,PEY,PBZ,Clk,PH,PENDl 
40 FOBMAT (2F9.2,F10.1,F9.0,4F8.2,4P6.2,F5.2,2F11.1) 
41 FORMAT (98X,2F11.1) 
PRINT 41, PI2,PEND2 
PRINT 41, PI3,PBHD3 
PRINT 41, PI4,PEND4 
PRINT 4l, PI5,PEND5 
PRINT 41, Pl6,PEND6 
RETURN 
END 
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Figure 3k. Digital computer flow diagram, lower limit flame temperature. 
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Upper Limit Flame Temperature 
FORTRAN variables and constants : 
AAAA 
KILO 
KRUD 
KREEM 
KNTR 
AC02,BC02,CC02, 
...,BN2,CN2 
BASE(l)...BASE(50) 
..EQC0N(50) 
PHONY 
BQCON(l). 
KUK 
R 
S 
FONE 
FTWO 
FINCR 
HTCOMB 
PEL, PI6 
AyuMi^BifUJiiJj; UJUKL 
KL,K2,K5,LLL 
PASS 
ALF 
T 
I,F 
STOIC 
CRITER 
TNEVf 
UPSIDE 
PRW,PRX,...,FRZ 
Cl4 
PEND1, ..., PEND6 
Constant...as defined in program 
Initial value of $ fuel unconsumed upon 
completion of reaction x 10"! 
Final value of $ fuel unconsumed upon 
completion of reaction x 10~1 
Amount by which KILO is incremented 
during the computation 
Number of "fuel cards" which are to be read 
Coefficients in empirical specific 
heat equations 
Values of login of the equilibrium constant 
from 100°K tBASE(l)) through 5000<>K 
(BASE(50)) in 100°K increments 
Variable.. .as defined in program 
Values of the equilibrium constant from 
100°K through 5000°K in 100°K increments 
Number of "fuel cards" which have been read 
Number of carbon atoms in fuel 
Number of hydrogen atoms in fuel 
Initial value of $ fuel under consideration 
Final value of $ fuel under consideration 
Amount by which $ fuel in incremented 
during the computation 
Heat of combustion, HFU/lb-mole 
Initial mixture pressures, p.s.i.a. 
Coefficients in empirical specific heat 
equation for the fuel under consideration 
Indicators...as defined in program 
Current value of # fuel unconsumed upon 
completion of reaction x 10~2 
Current value of $ fuel consumed upon 
completion of reaction x 10~2 q 
Trial value of flame temperature, R 
Indicators... as defined in program 
56 fuel in a stoichiometric mixture 
Indicator... as defined in program 
Calculated value of flame temperature, R 
Reciprocal of total number of lb-moles of 
products formed by the reaction of 100 
lb-moles of reactants x 10^ 
Mole fractions of C02, CO, H20, H2, N2, 
and fuel, respectively, in the products 
Variable...as defined in program 
Final bomb pressures corresponding to the 
six initial pressures (PI1,...Pl6), 
p.s.i.a. 
2)2 
GIFT 
LT 
A,B,C 
RDCAND 
RAEKL 
DI0X1, DI0X2 
KNT 
W,P,X,Q,Y,Z 
PRSUM 
SUMA., SUMB, SUMC,ABODE 
DELINT 
$ fuel unconsumed _2 
Current value of T in K x 10™ 
Terms in the quadratic solution form: 
t_£ B B - 4 A C 
2 A 
Variable... as defined in program 
VRDCAND 
Solutions of the quadratic 
Indicator...used to prevent infinite loop­
ing of program between statements 502 
and 13 
Number of lb-moles of C02, CO, H20, H2, 
N2, and unconsumed fuel in products 
(per 100 lb-moles of reactants) 
Total lb-moles of products formed from 
100 lb-moles of reactants 
Variables...as defined in program 
Change in internal energy between initial 
and final states, EFU/100 lb-moles 
of reactants 
FORTRAN source statements for main program: 
C MAIN PGM.. .UPPER LIMIT FLAME TEMPERATURE 
DIMENSION BQCON (50), BASE (50) 
COMMON B9C0N,BASE,PASS,R,F,S,W,X,Y,P,Q,Z,PRSUM, 
AC02, AH20 ,AN2,AC0,AH2,AFUEL, 
BC02,BE20,BN2,BC0,BH2,BFUEL, 
CC02, CH20, CN2, CCO, CH2, CFTJEL, 
AAAA, HICGMB, INEW, ALF 
AAAA = L0GF(532.0) 
READ 898, KILO,KRUD,KREEM,KNTR 
898 FORMAT (4ll0) 
READ 98, AC02, BC02, CC02 
98 FORMAT (3F20.5) 
READ 98, AH20, BH20, CH20 
READ 98, AN2, BN", CN2 
READ 98, ACO, BCO, CCO 
READ 98, AH2, BH2, CH2 
DO 400 L=3,50 
READ 94, BASE(L) 
94 FORMAT (6X,F10.3) 
400 CONTINUE 
DO 93 L=3>50 
PHONY = BASE(L) 
93 EQCON(L) = EXPXF(PHONY) 
KLHt=0 
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EQCON(I)=EXPXF(-5.O) 
EQCON(2)=EQCON(1) 
301 READ 97,R,S,FONE,ÎTW0,FINCR,HTCCMB,PI1,PI2,PI3,PI4,PI5,PI6 
97 FORMAT (5F4.1,F10.0,6F7.2) 
READ 783, AFUEL, BFUEL, CFUEL 
783 FORMAT (20X, 3F15-9) 
KUK = IŒJK + 1 
KL = PONE * 10.0 
K2 = FTWO * 10.0 
K3 = FINCR * 10.0 
DO 95 LIJ>=KILO,KRUD,KREEM 
PASS=LLL 
PASS=FASS*0.1 
ALF=1.0 - PASS 
T = 56OO.O 
DO 95 1 = KL,K2,K) 
F=1 
F=F * 0.10 
ST0IC=100.0/(1.0 + (1.19*(6.0*R + 2.0))) 
CRITER = F*(1.0 - PASS) 
IF (CRITER - STOIC) 52,52,412 
53 FORMAT (13H SEEP PASS OF, F5.L) 
52 PRINT 53, PASS 
GO TO 95 
4l2 CALL FLAMET (T) 
IF (TNEW - (T + 300.0)) 601,603,602 
601 IF (TNEW + 3OO.O) - T) 602,603,603 
602 T=T - 200.0 
IF (T) 613,613,412 
613 PRINT 145 
145 FORMAT (19H NEC. TEMP. RELEASE) 
T=5600.0 
GO TO 95 
603 IF (TNEW - (T + 150.0)) 901,903,902 
901 IF ((TNEW + I5O.O) - T) 902,903,903 
902 T=T - 100.0 
IF (T) 613,613.940 
940 CALL FLAMET (T) 
GO TO 603 
T = TNEW 
CALL FLAMET (T) 
IF (TNEW - (T + 5.0)) 605,606,903 
605 IF ((TNEW + 5.0) - T) 903,606,606 
606 UPSIDE = 100.0/PRSUM 
T=TNEW 
PHW=UP3XDE*W 
PRX=UPSIHE*X 
PRY=UPSIBB*Y 
PRP=UPSIDE*P 
PRQ=UPSIDB*Q 
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PRZ=100.0 - (PRW+PRX+PRY+PRP+PRQ) 
Cl4=ERSUM*T/53200.0 
PENDl=Cl4 * PI1 
PEND2=C14 * PI2 
PEND3=Cl4 * PI3 
PEND4=C14 * PI4 
PEHD5=Cl4 * PI5 
PEND6=CI4 * PI6 
GIFT = PASS * 100.0 
PRINT 40,R,S,F,GIFT,T,W,X,P,Q,Y,Z,PRW,PRX,PRP,PRQ,PRY,PRZ,Cl4, 
PI1,PENB1 
40 FORMAT (F4.1,2F5.1,F5.1,F7.0,13F6.2,P5.1,F7.1) 
41 FORMAT (104X,F6.1,F7.l) 
PRINT 4l,PI2,PEND2 
PRINT 4l,PI3,PEND3 
PRINT 4l,Pl4,PBND4 
PRINT 4l,PI5,PEND5 
PRINT 4l,Pl6,PBND6 
95 CONTINUE 
IF (KUK - KMTR) 301,302,302 
302 STOP 
END 
FORTRAN source statements for subroutine : 
C UPPER LIMIT FLTEMP SUBROUT. 
SUBROUTINE FLAMET (T) 
DIMENSION EQCON (50), BASE (50) 
COMMON BQCON,BASE,PASS,R,F,S,W,X,Y,P,Q,Z,PRSUM, 
AC02,AH20,AN2,AC0,AH2,AFUEL, 
BC02,BH20,BN2,BCO,BH2,BFUEL, 
CC02,CH20,CN2,CCO,CH2,CFUEL, 
AAAA, HTCOMB, TNEW, ALF 
PRINT 703,T 
703 FORMAT (3H IN, FIO.O) 
LT=T*0.OO5555 
A^EQCON(LT) - 1.0 
B=((EQCON(lff)*F)* (0.5*S*ALF + 0.42 + R)) 
- (42.0*EQC0N(LT)) + (F*(R*ALF - 0.42 - R)) + 42.0 
C=((R*F*ALF)*( -42.0 + (0.42*F) + (R*F))) 
RDCAND = B**2 - 4.0 * A * C 
IF (RDCAND) 700,502,502 
700 PRINT 701 
701 FORMAT (l8H NEGATIVE RADICAND) 
TNEW=10000.0 
GO TO 799 
502 RAIKL=SQKHF(RDCAND) 
DI0X1= (-B + RAEKL)/(2.0*A) 
DI0X2= (-B - RAEKL)/(2.0*A) 
2)5 
KMT = 0 
IP (DIOXl) 2,1,1 
1 W=DIOXl 
GO TO 3 
2 W = DI0X2 
KNT = KNT + 1 
IF (KNT - 2) 3,3,6 
6 PRINT 802 
802 FORMAT (llH C02 IS NEG) 
TNEtfelOOOO.O 
GO TO 799 
3 P=( R*F*ALP) - W 
IF (P) 2,4,4 
4 X=42.0 - (F*(0.42 + R)) - W 
IF (X) 2,5,5 
5 Q=0. 5*F*S*ALF - X 
IF (Q) 2,13,13 
13 Y=79-0 - 0.79*F 
Z=PASS*F 
PRSIM=¥+X+P+Q+Y+Z 
SIMUW*AC02 + X*AH20 + Y*AN2 + P*ACO + Q*AH2 + Z*AFUEL 
SUMB=W*BCX)2+X*BH20+Y*BN2+P*BCO+Q*BH2 
SUMC=W*C(X)2+X*CH20+Y*CN2+P*CC0+Q*CH2 
ABCEB=LOGP(T) 
DELINT=SUMA*T - SUMA*532.0 - SUMB*ABCDE + SUMB*AAAA - SUMC/T 
+ SUMC/532.0 + X*l8974.45 + P*12l664.0 + 9*122891.0 
+ (PASS - 1.0)*F*HTCGMB 
+(BFUEL*(z/2.0)*( (T**2)-283024.0) ) 
-((z/3.0)*((T**3) - (532.0**3))*CFUEL) 
+ 105708.4 - 1.987*PRSUM*T 
TNEW = T - (DELINT/SUMA) 
909 FORMAT (llH 0UT,F10.0) 
PRINT 9Ô9, TNEW 
799 RETURN 
END 
'  I n p u t  c o n s t a n t s  
K N T R ,  A C 0 2 ,  B <  
A C O .  H C O ,  C C O ,  
I n p u t  - 1 9  v a l u e s  
L L L - K I L O  
P A S S  =  L L L  
P A S S  =  P A S S  x  0 .  1  
A L F  =  1 . 0 -  P A S S  
S p e c i f y  t r i a l  v a l u e  o f  f l a m e  
t e m p e r a t u r e ,  T  -  5 6 0 0 .  0  
C o m p u t e  S T O I C !  I  . i s  t h e  t u e l  i n  
a  s t o i c h i o m e t r i c  m i x t u r e  
IS  
<R)<ALF)  
STOICH:  
I n c  r e n . e i i l  I  b y  a m o u n t  
I n c r e m e n t  
L L L  b y  a m o u n t  
K R E E M  
P A S S  v a l u e s  
i * e n  u s e d ?  
m o r e  d a t a  t o  b e  
n p u t ?  
C o m p u t e  
4 9  v a l u e s  
o f  e q u i l ­
i b r i u m  
c o n s t a n t .  
I n p u t  a  s e t  o f  
v a l u e s :  R ,  S ,  F O N E ,  
F T W O ,  F I N C R .  H T C O M B ,  
P I I ,  P I 2 ,  P I ) ,  P 1 4 ,  P I 5 ,  
a n d  P i t .  
I n p u t  
A F U E L ,  
B F U E L ,  
£FUEL 
K I J K  K I J K  =  
K I J K  +  1  
C o n v e r t  F O N E ,  F T W O ,  a n d  
F I N C R  t o  i n t e g e r  f o r m ,  
K 1  =  1 0  x  F O N E  
K 2  -  1 0  x  F T W O  
K  3  =  1 0  x  F I N C R  
E n t e r  s u b r o u t i n e  
N o ]  
N o  [ Y  e s .  E n t e r  s u b r o u t  i n  
\  O u t p u t  
" N e g a t i v e  
L t e m p e r « i t u r e " j  
No 
R e t u r n  
E n t e r  s u b r o u t i n e  J- >03, 
E n t e r  s u b r o u t i n e  
D e c r e m e n t  T 
R e p l a c e  T  
b y  T N E W  
D e c r e m e n t  T  
b y  2 0 0  
* 
I 'NEW-T ( . o m p u l e  m o l e  t r a c t  
o f  e a c h  p r o d u c t  
'  O u t p u t  f o l l o w i n g :  n o s .  o f  
C  a n d  H  a t o m s  i n  f u e l .  %  
f u e l ,  P A S S ,  f l a m e  t e m ­
p e r a t u r e ,  n o .  o f  m o l e s  o f  
e a c h  p r o d u c t ,  m o l e  f r a c ­
t i o n  o f  e a c h  p r o d u c t ,  s i x  
f i n a l  b o m b  p r e s s u r e s  c o r r e s ­
p o n d i n g  t o  s i x  i n i t i a l  p r é s ­
u r e s  
E r a s e d  o n  p e r f e c t  y a  s  r e l a l i o r  
s h i p s ,  c o m p u t e  l i n a l  b o m b  
p r e s s u r e s  f o r  e a c h  o f  s i x  i n ­
i t i a l  p r e s s u r e s  
Figure 35» Digital computer flow diagram, upper limit flame temperature (main program). 
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Enter subroutine 
( Output present^lue of T ) 
j Compute index for e^uilib. constant, LT = T x 0.0055551 
[Compute A. B, C . • . the coefficients of the quadratic |  
Output 
statement 
"Negative 
radicand" 
T 
Compute both roots of quadratic, 
DIOXl = ... and DIOX2= . . 
E 
| TNEW = 100001 
Return 
Output 
statement: 
"C02 is 
, negative" 
|KNT = 0 |  
| Compute Y and Z.K 
j W = DIOXl) W = DIOX2 
IKNT=KNT+ ÏI 
I Compute X 
|Compute Q 
Compute total no. of moles of each 
product. 
|  Compute SUMA, SUMB, SUMC~| 
! ABODE = liTfl 
A 
I Compute DELINTl 
Compute new value of flame temnerature, 
TNEvV = T - DEUNT/SUMÀ 
I Output value of TNEW |  
Return 
Figure 36. Digital computer flow diagram, upper limit flame 
temperature (subroutine). 
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Final Program 
FORTRAN variables and constants : 
NOTIME 
INCOND 
DIAMCM 
AC02,BC02,CC02, 
..., B02,C02 
DIFFER 
CLAMKC 
I, L 
D0ffl2O(lO)...(59), 
E04CO(1O). ..(59), 
nB4C02(l0)...(59) 
BASE 
EQCON(I)...(33) 
DUM2 
Cl, BIRD 
STDFF(L,J) 
SQST(I,J) 
NNN 
JCLI 
NPTS 
KNT 
KNTAUX 
NOCARB 
QCOND 
Number of times through entire program 
Indicator...9 denotes conduction is to be 
included in computation, 1 denotes 
conduction is to be disregarded 
Barib diameter, cm 
Coefficients in empirical specific heat 
equations 
Indicator...controls output printing 
of the blank graph in the DO loop 
of statement 623 
Constant XCKC in the flame speed 
computation of reference 53 
Indicators...as defined in program 
Values of ((d€ i/d(piL)) 
PjL-»0 
Value of lognQ of the equilibrium 
constant at a specified, temperature 
Values of the equilibrium constant from 
100 K through 3300 K in 100 K increments 
Constant = (l6/l.8)/DIAIW 
Constants 
Summation of values of TINY(I,J) for a 
succession of data cards p 
Summation of values of (TINY(I,J)) for 
a succession of data cards 
Indicator...specifies number of times 
program has been completely transited 
between statements 668 and 669 
Indicator...9 specifies that the summation 
procedure between statements 701 and 702 
is to be included in the computation, 
1 denotes that summation procedure is 
not to be considered 
Number of data cards to be read" prior to 
next entry into statement 669 
Number of data cards which have been read 
(is reset to zero upon each entry into 
statement 669) 
Number of data cards which have been read 
(is reset to zero upon each entry in 
statement 668) 
Number of carbon atoms in fuel 
Heat transfer by conduction 
2)8 
PEL 
CV 
FKX 
DUMMY 
RBASIC 
RTRUE(KP) 
SUT(KP,KW) 
QRAD(KK,KP,K5) 
QLOSS(KK,KP,KS) 
DELQ(KK,KP,KS) 
BBDELQ(KK,KP,KS) 
THY(KP,KS) 
ANYNEG(KP,KS) 
DLQNEG(KK,KP,KS) 
ABTHY 
JE, JX, KAA 
PRESS 
KTI 
STARL 
FKB 
BENETH 
SPALDG 
XY(KNTAUX,KP,KS) 
A(I,J) 
B(I,1) 
DET 
Ratio of adiabatic flame temperature to 
current value of decremented temperature 
Constant volume specific heat (average 
value between temperatures TFA and 
TQCK), cal/gm °K 
Thermal condugtivity of air at T(KK), 
cal/cm-sec- K 
Variable...as defined in program 
Initial grouping of variables for calcu­
lation of volumetric gas radiation rate 
Volumetric gas radiation rate at pressure 
of ATM(KP), cal/cm3-sec 
Flame speed at pressure AIM(KP) and 
BASPD(KS) 
Value of Qf corresponding to temperature 
T(KK), pressure ATM(KP), and BASPD(KS) 
Value of Qloss corresponding to temperature 
T(KK), pressure ATM(KP), and BASPD(KS) 
Value of (Qf - Qingg) corresponding to 
temperature T(kk), pressure ATM(KP), 
and BASPD(KS) 
Absolute value of DELQ(KK,KP,KB) 
Definition varies...equals smallest value 
of DELQ when all values of Qf > Qloss ... 
equals largest value of BBDELQ when 
Qlossi Qf for °ne or more values of Tf 
Indicator...signals whether Qi0=s>Of for 
0, 1, or 2 or more values of Tf 
Negative of DELQ(KK>KP,KB) 
Absolute value of a single value of 
TINY(KP,ES) 
Indices on DO loops 
Pressure, p.s.i.a. 
Adiabatic flame temperature divided by 
100, then rounded to next lower hundred 
Initial grouping of variables for calcu­
lation similar to that given by 
Spalding (53) Q 
Thermal conductivity at TFA, cal/cm-sec- K 
Intermediate grouping of variables 
Flame speed from the calculation similar 
to that given by Spalding (53) 
A single value of the XY term in the least 
squares straight line fit 
Matrix elements for least squares 
computation 
Vector elements for least squares 
computation 
False value of determinant used in 
subroutine MATINV 
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MATINV(A,2,B,1,DET) Subroutine for inverting matrix 
(furnished by Iowa State University 
Computation Center) 
CKPRIN Maximum ordinate on blank graph used 
with least squares fit computation 
CKADJ Decrement applied to ordinate of graph 
FORTRAN source statements : 
C FINAL PROGRAM...MUTH 
DIMENSION A(10,10),B(1O,1),EQCON(33),E®1C02(6O),DEMH2O(6O), 
DB1C0(60),BASPD(4), PRSURE(6),DENUNB(6).T(20), 
A3M(6 ),RERUE(6 ) ,SUT(6,4),QPAD(20,6,4) ,QL0SS(20,6,4). 
DELQ(2O,6,4),BBDELQ(2O,6,4), TINY(6,4).ANÏNBG(6,4), 
FITX(300),STINY(6,4),SQST(6,4),XR(l2,6,4),DLQNEG(20,6,4) 
COMMON A, B,EQCON, HB4C02,BEMH20, BB4C0, BASPD, FRSURE, DENUNB,T, ATM, 
RTHUE,SUT, QRAD, QLOSS, DELQ, BBDELQ, TINY, ANYNBG, 
FHX,STINY,SQST,XY,DLQNEG 
READ 202,N0TIME 
READ 202,INC0ND 
READ 204,DIAMCM 
READ 204,AC02,BC02, CC02 
READ 204,AH20,BH20,CH20 
READ 204,AN2,BN2,CN2 
READ 204,AC0,BC0,CC0 
READ 204,AH2,BH2,CH2 
READ 204,A02,B02,C02 
READ 201, DIFFER 
READ 201, CLAMKC 
DO 3 1=10,59,10 
]>1*9 
READ 203, Û3BŒ20(KK), HFCI,L) 
READ 203, (DEMCO(KK). K£=I,L) 
3 READ 203, (naiC02(KK), KK^I,L) 
DO 1 K=L,33 
READ 201,BASE 
1 EQCON(K)=EXPXF(BASE) 
DUM2=8.8888/ (DIAMCM**2 ) 
C1=0.000000846 26 
BIRD=24250.775 
DO 4203 1=1,6 
DO 4203 J=L,4 
STINY(I,J)=0 
4203 SQST(I,J)=0 
NNK=0 
668 READ 202,JCLI 
READ 202, NPTS 
KNT=0 
KNTAUX=0 
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6 READ 206 , NOCARB,PERFUL,TFA, NODECR, SPDPOW.AEKELO, LLORUL, LCOMPR, 
KCM,NOSPDS.JAPR, (BASPD(LL), LL=1,4), 
(PRSURB(LX), LX=1,6) 
IF (NOCARB - 8) 703,703,704 
703 EUMl=^AEKIL0/0.003974 
RsNOCARB 
DBASIC=(((PERFUL*((R*12.0M2.0*R+2.0))M(100.0-PERFUL)*29.0)) 
/IOO.O)/BIRD 
DO 2007 KP=1, JAPR 
ATM(KP)=PRSURE(KP)/L4.696 
2007 DENUNB(KP)=DBASIC*A™(KP) 
IF (LLORUL-5) 8,8,9 
9 P1-2.0*R -E-1.42 
P2=-0.42*PERFUL 
C=((R*EERFUL)*(-42.0 +(R+0.42)*PERFUL)) 
8 KTB = TFA/LOO.O 
T (1) = KTB*100 
DO 10 M=2,N0DECR 
10 T (M)=T (M-L)-100.0 
KK=1 
IF (LLORUL-5) 12,12,13 
12 C02W=R*PERFUL 
H20M=PERFUL*(R+1.0) 
0211=21.0-0.21*PERFUL-C02N- ( H20N/2.0 ) 
FN2K=79.0-0.79*PEKFUL 
C0N=0 
H2K=0 
GO TO 14 
13 LT=T (KK)*0.00555 
WM=BQC0N(LT)-1.0 
XX=EQC0N(l/r)*PERFUL*Pl-(42.0*EQC0N(LT)+P2+42.0 
RDCAND= ( XX**2 ) -4. 0*W*C 
IF (RDCAND) 16,15,15 
16 PRIMT 231,NOCARB,FERFUL,T(KK) 
DO 1501 KP=1,JAPR 
DO 1501 KS=1.NCSPD6 
1501 DELQ(KK,KP,KS)=999 .99 
GO TO 1500 
DI0X1=(-XX + RADKL)/(2.0*WW) 
DI0X2=(-XX - RADKL)/(2.0*WW) 
KFAKB=0 
IF (DIOXl) 18,17,17 
17 C02N=DI0X1 
GO TO 20 
18 C02N=DI0X2 
19 KFAKB=KFAKBti. 
IF (KFAKE-3) 20,20,16 
20 C0DT=R*PERFUL-C02N 
IF (CON) 18,21,21 
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DO 903 KS=1,N0SPD6 
49 TINY(KP,KS)=MIN1F( BBBELQ(l,KP,KS), BBDELQ(2,KP,K5), 
BBEELQ(3,KP,KS), BBEELQ(4,KP,KS). 
BBDELQ(5,KP,KS), BBDELQ(6,KP,KS)) 
DO 903 J=7,NODECR 
903 TINY(KP,KS)=MINIF(TINY(KP,KS),BBDELQ(J,KP,KS)) 
DO 352 KP=1, JAPR 
DO 352 KS=1,N0SPDS 
ANYNEG(KP,KS)=+2.0 
DO 352 KK=1,N0DECR 
IP (BELQ(KK,KP,KS)) 351,352,352 
351 ANYNEG( KP,KS)=AHHEG( KP,KS) - 4.0 
352 CONTINUE 
DO 353 KP=1,JAPR 
DO 353 KS=1,N06PDS 
IF (ANYNEG( KP,KS)) 354,353,353 
354 IF (ANYNEG( KP,KS) * 3-0) 356,355,355 
356 DO 357 KK=1,N0DECR 
357 DLQNEG(KK,KP,KS )= - DELQ(KK,KP,KS) 
TINY(KP,K5)=MAX1P(DLQNBG(1,KP,K5), DLQNEG(2,KP,KS), 
DLQNBG(3,KP,KB), DLQNEG(4,KP,KS). 
DLQNBG(5,KP,ES), DLQNEG(6,KP,KS)  
DO 358 J=7,N0DECR 
358 TINY(KP,KS)=MAX1F(TINY(KP.KB), DLQNEG(J,KP,KS)) 
355 TBÎÏ(KP,K5)= - TINY(KP,KS) 
353 CONTINUE 
PRINT 242, NOCARB, PERRJL 
PRINT 240, (PRSURE(J), J=1,JAPR) 
PRIMT 243 
DO 904 KS=1,N0SPDS 
904 PRINT 24l,BASPD(KS), (TINï(KP,KS), KP=1,JAPR) 
DO 623 KP=1,JAPR 
DO 623 KS=1,N0SPD5 
ABTINY=ABSF(TINY(KP,KB)) 
IF (DIFFER-ABTINY) 29,30,30 
29 PRINT 211 
GO TO 621 
30 PRINT 207 
621 PRINT 209,NOCARB,PERFUL,BASPD(KB),PRSURE(KP),SPDP0W 
PRINT 211 
PRINT 210, (QRAD (JC,KP,KB), JC=1,N0DECR) 
PRINT 210, (DELQ (JC,KP,KB), JC=1,N0DBCR) 
47 PRINT 210, (QL0SS(JC,KP,KS), JC=1,N0DECR) 
IF (DIFFER - ABTINY) 623,622,622 
622 PRINT 211 
PRINT 212, (T (JC),JC=1,N0DECR) 
PRINT 211 
PRIMT 213 
DO 33 JE=1,10 
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DO 34 JX=1,4 
34 PRINT 214 
33 PRIMT 215 
PRIMT 213 
623 PRIMT 212. (T (JC),JC=l,NOBECR) 
IF (KDM-5) 502,502,503 
503 DO 1002 KAAsl.JAPR 
PRESS=PRSURB(KAA) 
KTI=TFA/LOO.O 
STARL=( (STGRKL*DiB4C02(KTl) )+(ST0RE2*DB4H20(m) ) 
+(ST0RE3*DB4C0(KTI)) )*C1*((TFA/100.0)**4)*(TFA/532.0) 
*(PRESS/l4.696) 
FK&=0.000062*((TFA/532.0)**0.834) 
BENETH=(STARL*FKB)/((TFA-532.0)*0.5555*CLAMKC ) 
SPALDG=(1.0/(0.000288*(PRBSS/l4.696 ) ) )*SQRTF(BENETH) 
1002 PRINT 215,NOCARB,PERFUL,PRESS,SPALDG 
502 KHTAUX=KNTAUX+1 
FITX(KNTAUX)=PERÏTJL 
IF (JCLI-5) 700,700,701 
701 DO 702 KB=1,JAPR 
DO 702 KS=1,N0SPDS 
STINY(KP,KS)=STINR(KP,KS) + TINY(KP,KS) 
SQST(KP,KB)=SQST(KP,KS) + (TINY(KP,KS)**2) 
702 XY(KNTAUX, KP,KS )=FHX (KNTAUX ) *STINY( KP, KS ) 
GO TO 700 
704 PRINT 270,KNTAUX 
PRINT 272, (BASPD(j), J=1,N0SPD6) 
DO 280 KM, JAPR 
280 PRIMP 273, PRSURE(KP), (STINY(KP,KS), KS=1,N0SPDS) 
PRINT 211 
PRINT 274,KNTAUX 
PRINT 272, (BASPD(j), J=1,N0SPDS) 
DO 28l KP=1,JAPR 
281 PRINT 273, PRSURE(KP), (SQST(KP,KS ), KS=1,N0SPDS) 
DO 4200 KP=1,JAPR 
DO 4200 M=1,N06PDS 
DO 4100 1=1,10 
B(I,1)=0 
DO 4100 J=l,10 
4100 A(I,J)=0 
DO 4101 I#=1,KNIAUX 
A(l,2)=A(l,2)+FITX(L) 
A(2,2)=A(2,2)+(FITX(L)**2) 
4101 B(2,l)=B(2,l) + XY(L,KP,M) 
B[1,I)=STINY(KP,M) 
A(1,1)=KMCABX 
A(2,1)=A(1,2) 
DBT=0 
CALL MATINV (A,2,B,1,DET) 
244 
PRIMP 275,KMEAUX 
PRINT 276,BASPD(M) 
PRINT 271,PRSURE(KP) 
48 PRIMP 277,B(L,L),B(2,L) 
GKERDt=0.21 
CKADJ=0.01 
DO 666 J-1,20 
CKPRIN=CKPRIN - CKADJ 
666 PRINT 290, CKERIN 
PRINT 213 
CKPRIN=0 
DO 667 J=l,20 
CKPRIN=CKPRIN - CKADJ 
667 PRIMP 290, CKPRIN 
4200 CONTINUE 
KNTAUX=0 
DO 4202 KP=1,JAPR 
DO 4202 KS=1,N0SPDS 
SQST(KP,KS)=0 
4202 STINY(KP,KS)=0 
700 KNT=KNT+1 
IP (NPTS - KNT) 669,669,6 
669 NNN=MN+1 
IF (NOTIME - NNN) . 500,500,668 
500 STOP 
201 FORMAT (6X.FIO.3) 
202 FORMAT (13) 
203 FORMAT (10FÔ.4) 
204 FORMAT (3F20.5) 
205 FORMAT (l8H FOR NEXT POINT...,F7.0,6F9.3) 
206 FORMAT (I1,F5.2,F5.0, 12,P6.3,F6.2,511,4F5.2,6F5.1) 
207 FORMAT (HQ.) 
209 FORMAT (6H FUEL=,I1,9H PERCENT,P6.2,10H SPEED,CM=,F5-2, 
10H PRESSURB=.P6.1,7H P0WER=,F8.3) 
210 FORMAT (12F10.3) 
211 FORMAT (LBJ) 
212 FORMAT (12P10.0) 
213 FORMAT (120H 
214 FORMAT (2H .) 
215 FORMAT (2H X) 
216 FORMAT (1BJ,11,F10.2,P6.1, 
35H SPALDINGB CALC.,SPEED CM. PER SEC=,F10.2) 
231 FORMAT (32H NO SOLUTION FOR COMPOSITION ,13,P6.2,F8.0) 
240 FORMAT (UHJPRESSURE ,lOX.6PlO.l) 
241 FORMAT (4X,F5.2,12X,6F10.4) 
242 FORMAT (11KLF0R FUEL ,11,9H PERCENT=,F7.2, 
29H TABLE OF DELQ VALUES FOLLOWS) 
245 
243 FORMAT (llH SPEEDS,CM.) 
270 FORMAT (33KLSUM OF DELQ VALUES FOR PRECEDING, 13, 
13H RUNS FOLLOWS) 
271 FORMAT (10H ERESSURB=,F7.1,5H PSIA) 
272 FORMAT (23HJPRESSURES SPEEDS,CM.,4F12.2) 
273 FORMAT (4X,F6.1,13X,4F12.4) 
274 FORMAT (44HJSUM OF SQUARES OF DELQ VALUES FOR PRECEDING, 13, 
13H RUNS FOLLOWS) 
275 FORMAT (37H1 LEAST SQ. ST. LINE FIT FOR PRECEDING, 13,5H RUNS) 
276 FORMAT (10H SPEED,CM. ,F10.2) 
277 FORMAT (38HJBQN. OF LINE, DISTANCE OFF ZERO LINE=,F15.3, 
5H PLUS,F15.3A9H TIMES PERCENT FUEL) 
290 FORMAT (4X,F5.3,3X,2H .) 
END 
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Figure 37. Digital computer flow diagram, final program. 
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APPENDIX C. COMMENT CONCERNING EQUATION 46 
One section of the theoretical development presented by Spalding 
(53) vas referenced to an expression for the conductive heat transfer 
frcan the products of combustion to the surrounding vessel wall. Equa­
tion 46 of the present investigation is identical to the expression 
given by Spalding (cf. Equation 44 of Reference 53)» 
^ 'V • d 
This expression may be developed frcan the expression for steady-
state heat conduction from the surface of a solid cylinder wherein heat 
is generated internally (109, p. 19): 
16 k (T - T ) 
Q = SL_S (C-l) 
d 
where Tg is the temperature of the outer surface and Tq is the temper­
ature at the center of the cylinder. 
One must note, however, that the two systems under discussion are 
not similar. For the solid cylinder, there exists a radial temperature 
gradient; for the products enclosed within the cylindrical combustion 
bomb, no such gradient exists (i.e. a plane section normal to the flow 
is assumed to be isothermal). Further, one must recognize that these 
products must truly exchange heat with the vessel wall by convection. 
Thus there exists a question as to the validity of the use of 
Equation 46. The equation is felt to possess utility solely as an 
approximation to the actual conditions. Future work should include a 
re-examination of this aspect of the computations. 
